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There are other considerations which
must enter into the framing of committees which
will delay their completion
several weeks. It is believed no one committee except the committee on rules will
be announced in advance of the others.
iteed is reported
Mr.
as well satisfied
with the new members who will form so
large a part of the Republican majority.
He finds they “size up” well. They are,
as tar as he can see, fully up to the usual
standard of Congressmen generally.
The prinoipal
gossip about the hotels
where the politicians 'mainly congregate
is over the
chairmanship of the ways
and means committee and appropriations
committee, and it is suspected Speaker
will confer the chairmanship in
Reed
each case
upon the
ranking Republican member^ of the committee which
would give Mr. Payhe of New York the
ways and means chairmanship, and Mr.
Henderson of Iowa
the appropriations

chairmanship.

~

THE STEAMER HORSA.
Denial of

Stories of Her Seizure—Clearance
Papers Befused.

27.—The
Philadelphia,
Danish ;fruit steamer Horsa, over whose
reported seizure for Cuban filibustering
at
Kingston, Jamaica, there has been
considerable talk, arrived today and discharged her cargo. The officers of the
steamer denied she was seized at Kingston and complained of untrue stories havNovember

ing been written about the vessel. It was
the intention of Captain Wiborg to clear
This afternoon the
today or tomorrow.
collector of the port, Mr. Read, at thejinstance of District Attorney Ingham, refused to grant the steamer
clearance
It is understood the district
pappers.
attorney is
acting under instructions
the
from
Department of Justioe, at
and
the Spanish government
Washington
is the complainant, on tho grounds that
is violating the neutrality
vessel
the
laws.

Brooklyn, November 27.—All the sugar

l
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\

tonight, owing
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It Is

Said He

Daniel F. Lealiy Kills John

77,000

Cronin

at

Newburyport, November 27.—John D.
Cronon in the employ of the Metropolitan
Life Insurance company was struck on
the head by a billiard cue in the hands of
Daniel P. Leahy, assistant superintendent
of the same company this afternoon, from
the effects of which he died this evening.
He was 28 years of age. The two men had
over

insurance
papers.
will be charged

some

Leahy was arrested and
with manslaughter,

Danforth,

the

to

to

pleted

27.—The Postal
has extended its
within about sixteen miles of

to that

place

eastern district closed
a largo accumulation
of refined sugar. It was learned from tlw
officials of tbe American Sugar Kefining
Company that work at the refineries will
probably be resumed next week. In thf
meantime about 1,400 men will he temporarily thrown out of employment.
in

the

to

aw>:

McDowell of Pen

nsylvania.

a

Ohio.

CHILDREN KILLED.
At

a

Sad and Fatal

Accident-at Tauntoi i,

Mass,

fejw days

Taunton, Mass., November 37.—Jann s
Donnelly, aged 11, son of Edward Dot
November 27.—Two hundred nelly, 181 Somerset avenue, and Oharlt s
Havana,
rebels attacked I seventeen soldiersjnear Gibson, aged 13, were struck
by tho u r,
leavRebels

Dispersed.

Maricaragua. They
ing on the field

were defeated,
one dead and taking

among them their leader.
The
troops followed them until they
could not be seen. It is said Maximo
Gomez, party is surrounded by troops in
the district of Sanoti Spiritus. It is impossible for Gormez to return to Camaguy
as it was his intention to do.
some

wounded,

train from Fall River while walking o 3
Seoond street
railroad bridge tonigh '•

Donnelly
son

died

killed
Instantly and Gil ifew moments later.

was
a
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15,000
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a
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the following report of an interwith an Armenian of high stand
ing, who speaks with authority for s
large section of Armenian peopla
sends
view

In

as

Venezuelan Army

Emergency.

Washington, November 37.—Information of a somewhat sensational character,
with respect to the boundary dispute beGreat
tween Venezuela and
Britain
leaked out here today.
A letter written by a member of President Crespo’s cabinet, to a friend in this
country disclosed the fact that President,
Cespo’s absence from the seat of govern-

ment, which attraoted

some

attention,

He has been
view.
cautiously sounding the governors of
the different provinces of the republic
the forces they can
as to
put into the
field in case of war.
Assurances, it is
had

a

purpose

in

given that a well equipped
army of 100,000 mou could be mobilized

said,
in

were

case

the

President should determine

a
movement against the British
upon
sottlors on what is
Guianan
claimed
with a view of
Venezuelan
territory,
back
to
the
them
boundary
driving
asserts to be theirs,
Venezula
which
namely, baok of Essiuairbo river. ‘While
only a jpart of this force would be necessary for the purpose, 100,000 men President
would be necessary to
Crespo believes,
counter attack, whioh British
meet a
Guiana with the aid of Great Britain
would make.
A member of Congress from the Northwest arrived here today, and brings the
applications from five ex-military men
of prominence in his State, tor commissions in the Venezuelan army in the
event of hostilities between that country
is asserted that
and G;eat Britain. It
stand ready to
many ox-Confedorates
for service in the Venezuelan
volunteer
army if a war should beak out.

QUIET AT “HAWAII.
Japanese Minister is Silent Now—The Be
lease of

Prisoners,

_

San Francisco,November 27.—Honolulu
advices dated November 20 say: Every
ac
thing is quiet here, and bxtsiness is
tive. Since the declaration made by tbe

Japanese

commissioner Shimamura,
on tbe day of his arrival, that he intend
ed to actively prosecute a discussion witl
the government regarding their failure
to fulfil their engagements in their im
new

with Japan, ho has re
It is n ow believed tha1
he was cautioned
by Consul Shunidsu,
to instructions from the
in obedience
Legation at Washington, not to take ar
aggressive attitude such as would give
color to the allegation of Minister Castle,
that Japan had designs on Hawaii,
President Dole stated today that it was
secret that the exeoutive did not oou
no
sider favorably the proposition to release
any of the white political prisoners ex
cent T. H. Walker, who has been very
friendly to the government. Probably
few remaining natives
a majority of the
will soon be released.

migration treaty
silent.

Tug Confiscated.

Out,, November 27.—Ministei
of Marine Costigan, after investigating
Ottawa,

the

case

of the United States

found themselves assailed by a mob anil
happened to have arms in the house in a
number of cases, defended their lives aud
their families to the bitter end.
Whore

Christians were generally armed they
havo made a hard fight for life; some one
thousand Muslems are said to have been
killed. Aside from this case, the destruction of from
ten to fiftoen
thousand
Christians have not cost Turkey
more
than two or three hundred lives.
In the latter part of September, while
the Powers were renewing demands for
the acceptance by the Sultan rf a reform
scheme, word began to come in from all
these provinces that Musslemans were lieimr armfiri. vvhilo

nf

a,

thn

Christians was being pressed with great
determination. In some cases tho government officials openly distributed
arms

man

as

Could Be Mobilized

T he
of life.
restored after some loss
effect of these telegrams has been to cultivate a belief of some general
rising < f
Armenians. Up to this date the
on:y
authentic rising of Armenians took place
at Zeitoun, province of Aleppo. Men who

[would be, glad,” the gentle- aud ammunition to the Musslemans. In
said, "to obtain the country known some oases Musslemans were found buyarms in the open
market, who had
Armenia, but does not want the peo- ing
not money enough to buy bread. In other
now in

"Russia

100,000 MEN

tug

Tele-

phone, seized two weeks ago in Canadiar
for alleged illoga:
37.—Senate r waters of Lake Erie,
Washington,. November
fishing, decided the vessel guilty of in
s
PeSer said today that if the Populisi
fraction of tho law, and ordered her con
did what he regarded as the proper thin g fisoated aud sold at public auction.
Tht
for them, they would preserve their indi
Telephone bolonged to Kishman & Sons
of Brownhelme, Ohio.
pendence as a party and propose the:
own organization in tho Senate, combi)
shooks of
were
Two
earthquake
expert
ing with neither the Democrats nor tl 0 enced in the southern
part of Bulgarif
If they should vote to a
Republicans.
Tuesday morning.
sist either of the old parties lore irgauiz
he said, they would be belli up to tl ®
flost Women’s Troubles
oountry as simply traders, ami not read
Ing the dignity of a party. Ho said th;
he
thought the committees would 1 ic are caused by a disordered stomAiled, and that would be all.
ach. The genuine Carlsbad Sprudel Salt is a positive remedy for
Fire at Blue Hill.
It clears
a disordered stomach.
Baugor, November* 37. —Fire at Bi lu
and purifies the
the
complexion
Hill early this moruiug destroyed t ie
Best results when outblood.
stores of Sherman Griudle, W.A. Pai
Secure
can be had.
exercise
door
and
ridge and J. A. Hinckley,
partial y
article,
burned the Pendleton dwelling near!)
only the genuine imported
The total loss is $8,000; partially insure L
which must have the signature oi
and the cause was a cigar stub throv n
“Eisner & Mendelson Co., Agts.,
down in Griudl’s store.
New York,” on every package.
..

potence of the Armenian race in Turkey.
As the awful tidings come in the Turkish
government has diligently telegraphed
abroad that Armenians attackod Muslems,
arousing a frenzy of indignation which
could not exactly bo controlled, but order
CHRISTIANS

APPROVED BX TERRELL.

Turkey but

she was away somewhere

American

Combine With Kitlu r

Party for Organization.

STATEMENT

Not

that she was in tho
building, but diligent search of all the rooms failed to reveal any trace of her.

PEFFER’S IDEA.
Should Not

Probably

having gutted the inside of the house
Great excitement was caused by
badly.
the report of Mrs. Haines’ son-in-law

mained

work will be comin

those nomination a 4
the events c *•

caucus,

McElroy,

A

discovered in
the house of Mrs. Sarah
Haines on Litoh street, Westbrook.
The department responded qalckly and
the fire was soon got under control, after

It is

to Be

England’s Policy.

Exterminate
At half

her nineteen votes for
the
so-calle *
“combine” tioket and the twelve votf s
of the (Indiana delegation went the sam 3

souri.
Postmastor—J. C.

Words!” Seem

‘‘Words!

There.

tonight, practically settled the contest *
over the elective offices of the House c
Representatives. Ohio decided to cas k

Clerk—Alexander

Was

Trebizond,
Yan,
Erzroun, Bitlis,
Ediarbekr and Sivas, were laid
waste, and a large number, not yet fully
known, of Armenian inhabitants killed
by men intent on orushing into the im-

Harpout,

Trace of

Buildiug—No

Found—She

Her

Washington, November 27.—The actio 1
of the Ohio and Indiana delegations i >
Congress in their respective cauouse s

November

Vsnccboro, and the

She Was in the

“During Ootober, a considerable part
of the Armenian districts in the provinces
of

Mrs. Sarah Haines In Flames—

Great Excitement Caused by Report That

Indiana Said to Sett! e

press.]

Telegraph Company
wires

House Of

ReBult,

tn fnr««hmlnvc

pillaged

FIRE IN WESTBROOK.

HOUSE OFFICERS.

aamn

were

college there are safe.
Representatives of the board in Harpout report
a loss there of $77,000, half in
buildings,
half in personal property and apparatus.
The house of President Gates and Rev.
H.
The
were saved.
N. Barnum
Aralkians of Harpout are well.
Their
houses are stripped and burned.”

[

tnniirht

of Minister Terrell.

aries and

|

ticket

observation, forwards it to the American

from

destitute. There has been a tbree
The missiondays’ massacre at Aintab

follow
Benedict then penned the
ing and handed it to the reporter: “A1
can say ii
that I
have to
say and
reference to Prsident Cleveland’s viev
I infe
as to a third term is ineffectual.
from what he has repeatedly said that hi
is impatient to be rid of all official care
and unwilling to have them prolongei 1
under any circumstances. It is no secrei
Mr. Clevolant
to anybody who knows
well, as to his views on this subject. Hi
months
until h< s
has been counting the
trammels of
can be free of the
publii 1
affairs. He feels, and he told me so, h 1
so
fact he has told many of his friends
to
that he was a great fool
accept th1
time.
He
said
the
second
I
Presidency
have had enough of victory and dofuat 1
thi
and that is all a man can have in
world.’ He has thought this ever sine !
I one
he entered upon his second term.
said to him : ‘I am spoiling your chances
for a third term, I am telling people yoi
He did not scefffednuol
will not accept.’
interested and said ‘Go ahead.’
Many of my friends have come to me
standin/ \
many of them Republicans of
and they said he must run, the countr;
must
us
a
it.
He
obanc
demands
give
I have invariably rc
to vote for him.
plied: ‘I don’t think President Celvelam i
can be prevailed upon to accept the nomi
nation a fourth time.”
“Have you ever questioned the Prosi
the third
tern
dent
directly upon
question?” was asked.
answered
Mr.
Benedict.
“Bu
;
“No,”
you don’t always have to ask question 5
to get answers. Words and sentiment ^
on collateral matters sometimes answer.:

The

who
American
Christian men
and from oaroful
personal

the

press as an impartial statement of facts.
This statement has the full endorsement

are

*Sr.

way.

15.—The
Constantinople,
following statement has been handed the
European manager of the United Press,

present it,

and tho
Two students were
shot and one was killed. The missionaries
are safe.
We ask aid for thousands who

the statement, said that in part the state
inent was true.
“I am not positive that he would no ;
sail l
consent to run lor a third term,”
Mr.
Benedict. “To set the matter for
ti
ever right I will write what I have

Saturday night’s

Press.

here and the latter, from full confidence in

Armenia.

buidlings

dent Cleveland would never consent ti
Mr. E.
C
stand for a third term,
Benedict who was siven as authority fo

and

BY TERRELL.

Following Statement Furnished the

ceived a cablegram from representatives
in Constantinople as follows:

American Board
seminary burned.

Doorkeeper—VV. D. Glenn, New York
Sergeant-at-Arms—C. F. Russel], Mis

The Postal Lines.

[special

_

learn

says:

Action of Ohio

Reaching Out t« Clutch

Are

“Reports
Marash, have been intercepted. We RUSSIA IS PLAYING A WAITindirectly of a horrible massacre
ING GAME.
there.
Tho school
of
the

Speaks With AutUority-

Cleveland’s Intention to Make a Torn
World—What Mr. Benedict Says

|

of extermination carried

ENDORSED
Is tlie

Boston, November 37.—This evening,
Rev. Judson Smith, D. D., secretary of
a department of the American
Board, re-

BENEDICT

the

Lynn.

quarrel

THE BEARS’CLAWS

war

United

Dollars at Harpout—The Same Story of
Destructiou.

of the

WiTH A BILLIARD CU E,

a

Board

Cablegram Just Received Gives News of
More Atrocities in Turkey—Loss

SO SAYS HIS TRUSTED FRIEND

hour.
The “first citizens” referred
not only called in large numbers, but
many placed wishes in writing and left
them with Mr. Reed’s private secretary.
For this reason three
olerks[were busy in
one of Mr.
Reed’s private apartments

Sugar Retineries Closed.

\

m

a

and din-

5

_

Hankering For

Third Terra.

to

J

Gents’ Watches

No

Chairmanships—Throe

27.—When Congressman Thomas B. Reed of Maine was
asked
by a friend if he bad been busy
he replied
today,
with a smile that
“many of our first citizens called to pay

^

j

He Has

Yesterday.

New York, November 27. —Ihe Journa
“It was announoed last evening
at the Shorehm today briefing letters and
Blood.
by Mr. E. C. Benedict, the trusted ant
out replies, which Mr. Reed dicwriting
intimate friend of President Cleveland
Boston, November 27.—The following tated.
that the
latter will not under ant
letter has been received in Boston from a
As
far as can
be learned, Mr. Reed
circumstances accept a third nominatioi
reliable correspondent
in
Constantimade no promises with respect to chairfor the Presidency. ”
nople :
or committee
assignments.
Mr. Benedict has so long enjoyed tin
“An epidemic of slaughter has been manships
Those [sufficiently
in his confidence to
confidences of Mr. Cleveland, and is si
Fourteen cities
sweeping over the land.
witli intelligence
regarding his dose in his
and towns and a great number of villages speak
relations with him, that thii
views, ridicule the report that when he statement has a semi-official
have been the
scone of
complexion
unparalleled arrived in Washington Saturday, he
Mr. Boned iot is reported to have said
massacres.
Armenian acoounts carry the
comwith
him
a
list
of
brought
complete
I am certain that Mr. Cleveland wouli
number of slain up to about
30,000 or mittees.
decline another nomination if it
wen
But there is good ground
40,000 souls.
More
than half of the next House is
offered to him. I am positive that he doe;
for an estimate_of 15,000, as about
the
in
of
new
members
untrained
oomposod
not want to serve as President for a thin
number now certainly known to
have
the methods of national legislation,[of
term. I am equally positive that he couli
been killed among the Armenians. About
whose capacities Mr. Reed has no knowlnot be persuaded under any circumstance
2000 Tuiks have been killed in the atIt
is
he
these
should meet
edge.
necessary
tempt to kill their Armenian neighbors. gentlomen, and learn their wishes and to accept the nomination if it should bi
These figures
for both
will acquaint himself with their abilities. As tendered to him. I have heard him sa;
classes
it is, he has met only a part of the new
probably have to be enlarged as fuller men and it is not improbable he will that he intended to make a tour of th
of his secom
news comes in, but can hardly be re- wait until the older memDore of their world at the expiration
duoed.
The Turks have also plundered delegations are in town and learn from term.”
them something with reference to their
When seen today relative to the state
all the shops and many oi the dwellnew oolleagues
before completing
his
Presi
ment published to the effeot that
ings of the Armenians. Not only are the work.
other

American

a

on.

November

ner
Most
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the

practically
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Pillaged.

their^respects [between breakfast
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! Ladies’ Watches
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HAY &

SCOOLS BURNED.

Citizens Hare

Clarks Busy Answering Letters.

NEW MANCHESTER HOUSE

H. H.

{cATsKASiiLPRICE

1895.

mover says my.

liemarks Mr. Heed

Gossip of

Every

»»7-/l9MI0DlE

Facetiously

Are Only Conflicts.

church near
And pressed by Tailor’s Pressmen every day* t Manchester Sunday,
resulting in the
death of one man,
the fatal injury of
■
► three others
and the wounding of two
others.
The trouble was the outgrowth
,
of an old quarrel.
13 Preble st. Op. Ptfeble flous 8
families of the slain red uced to
want,
As is usual in the mountains, all came
but the living have lost their all,
and
to
church
B@“Kid Gloves Cleansed
Da f
armed, and John Bole, his two the
has made no effort to regovernment
eons and*Bobert
Holden, were on one si le store the stolen
Lace Curtains Cleansed.
property. In great
and John and Julius Webb on the other.
TELEPHONE CONNECTION.
numbers of villasres. the neoDle fled from
The
was
at
the
doors of the
quarrel
their houses upon attack being
made,
churoh
and the shooting took place in
The
front of it. A
fusilade of shots were wearing such clothing as they had.
I exchanged.
John Bole fell dead from olothes that they wear are now
all that
a pistol wound, his two sous and
Robert
in tho world except
With Windsor Hotel Annex,
empty
Holden were said by the messenger who ttey possess
houses.
A telegram
from .Erzeroom
brought the news, to bo fatally shot and suggests the need
MANCHESTER, N, H.,
of national aid to save
was slightly wounded.
Makes it the largest and best equipped hot B John Roberts
these
from starvation.
Judge
north of Boston.
Deputy Sheriff Jesse Allen who tried to Terrellpeople
has been asked to request
the
stop the light, received a scalp wound.
A. M. WINCHESTER, Proprietor.
United States government to publish the
J. WESLEY BENNER, Mauager.
facts and appeal for general collections to
Highway Robbery In Georgetown.
feb21
be made, and an effective system of disTuThtfW&lp
tribution
to be organized in order to atTO
THE
[SPECIAL
PRESS.]
the lives of these wretchod
Georgetown, November 27.—Mr. Joseph tempt to save
One hundred thousand persons
people.
Stevens is a resident of
that part
of reduced to
abject destitution is a very low
He estimate. The most of them have not a
Georgetown known as Five Islands.
What will it be
owns considerable
real estate in
the piece ot bread today.
them?
when the winter is fairly upon
vicinity and has disposed of several lots The Sultan has determined to
crush the
for cottages, and we think quite recently life out of the Armenians as his answer
sold a lot for a hotel which is being built to the Powers who have tried to force
him to reform.
Some
of the
papers
there.
tho
represent that these slaughters are
Yesterday he carried and sold a load of result of Armenian risings at Zeitoun
poultry at Bath. After returning home, near Murash.
But in
the places in
been
Turkey which have
getting his supper and caring for his Eastern
tho massacre was
oarefully
stock, he started with his team in the devastated,the
prepared,
frightened people pleaded
evening for Mr. McFaden’s, some two with the authorities for protection, which
miles distant.
At a point on the road was refused them, and then the Turks at■In some
where the young woods arc very dense, tacked and plundered at will.
I Hav’s Compound
cases they were resisted when they atI Tolu Balsam
he was suddenly and rapidly approached
TUCOr
to rob, and this is set down
as
I
Cures
tempted
coughs
|
HrNri
m-wu.
by a man who dealt him a murderous treason on the part of the Armenians.
quickly.
blow upon his head, rendering him sense- The most of the Turks killed were killed
less. His money and other valuables, the in Diarbekir (1800) where all classes of
amount I do not know, were taken and Christians were attacked and whero they
The
Turkish
Lung Protectors,
Mr. Stevens left in the road more dead sold their lives dearly.
53 cts.
statement that these affairs were
‘conthan alive.
They were 75c.
is
flicts’
a
lie.
Letters
from
all
simply
A heavy fail of rain seemed to
cause
Prevent Colds.
!
j
dated
before
the
quarters
massacres
just
consciousness to return and the wounded
that the
Turks are
preparing for
man, after a while, managed to crawl to say
and arc declaring that they will
the
nearest
house, that of Thomas massacre
leave
no
of
the
Armenians.
This
sign
A surgeon
was
Hagan.
immediately shows how
Hay’s
completely the massacre was
summoned who hopes to ensure his
reRose Glycerine
An attempt to dethrone
covery, but decides that the blow
came premeditated.
Jelly,
the Sultan was to have been made and
ne r causing instant death.
15c a tube.
of
some
the
ministry were possibly conMr. Steven^ is about sixty years of age.
H6 is an exoellent citizen, kind to the cerned in the plot, for all reasonable men
But the
among the Turks detest him.
poor and courteous and
accommodating Sultan
the
scheme and
got wind of
to every one. The town is
thoroughly
He
the
has
tilled all
ministry.
aroused and the officials think
they are changed
tho offices with devoted creatures of his
on the immediate trail of the
highway- own, and to find such he has been
men.
MIDDLE STREET.
obliged to select the worst men in the
THE WEATHER.
The new Grand Vizer is
list of Pashas.
a decent sort of a man, but so old
as
to
Fair,
The minister of foreign
have no foroe.
f
Washington, November 27.—Forecast affairs too, is not objectionable, except as
*
no
force.
But tho other men
for Thursday for New England:
Fair: having are the
chosen
the
very off-scouring if
variable winds; stationary temDerature
The minister of the interior is the
race.
in the eastern portions; slighlty warmer man who devised and ordered tho burnof the new building at Marsovan in
in the western portions Thursday
eve- ing
Tho minister of justice is an old
1893.
ning.
fanatic of the worst stripe. The minister
November
27.—Looal forecast of public works is a professional and unBoston,
'. Away up in quality—Away down
Sodoite. Altogether the ministry
for Thursday : Fair and colder
Thursday abashed
is the worst tho country has seen within
in prices.
Why not select one
morning; westerly winds.
tho memory of man. The massacres will
Local Weather Report.
now for Christmas.
We have a
stop because the six Powers say that they
(|
November
Portland,
27.—The
local must. But there is no reason to expect
0 hundred of them. No old stuff,
unless
ine
weather bureau office records as to the any long respite.
present
but the latest productions of the
Sultan is dethroned or the foreign Powers
weather are the following:
and
Waltham Factoiies.
control of him. no im(I Elgin
£ 8 a. m.—Barometer, 30,197 ; thermome- assume effeotive
provement is to be expected. It was
d • Come to the store, we will be P ter, 37.U; dew point, 21;
48- nothing but the presence of tho
humidity,
d1 pleased to show you, and if you A wind, W; Velocity, 15; weather, cloudy.’ commission under the presidencyrelief
of
A
8 p. m.—Barometer, 30.509: thermomed
like the style aud price we will
Consul Hnmpson that saved Housh from
36.0; dew point, 27; humidity, 70
A ter,
They
being extinguished by the Turks.
for
calm
lay it aside
you until
A wind,
velocity,
weather- fool indignant that they should have been
—;
clear.
:
extended
of
tho
to
| Christmas.
privileges
deprived
A
Mean daily thermometer, 40.0;
rnaziA mum thermometer, 43.0: minimum Clier- their fellow citizens of neighboring towns
who are now revelling in
plunder from
A mometor, 36.0; maximum
velocity of ti e Armenians.
But they cannot help
total
wind, 23, NW;
■
precipitation,
now for the English
have
themselves
\ 0.61.
their eyes on them and have told them
that any loss of life will be visited upon
the men who have threatened it. Sivas is
now in danger of attack from the Kourds
the
who are killing and destroying in
a i
i surrounding villages. Marash will be in
danger for some time because it is the
of military
ba‘o
operations
against
Know when they
#
A hundred of them.
r \
\ Zeitoun. If the Turkish troups are reget a
worth smoking.
V
Cigar
#
in their attack
0
to be
shortly
wish.
Don’t
pulsed
kind
will bank on your
Any good
you
A
A
\ delivered against Zeitoun, they
may very
judgment if you try the
#
Elgin and J r
keep the poor ones.
their
wreak
tho
likely
vengeance upon
5 Waltham are all right. They
Armenians of Marash. The city is quiet
There
be
an
hut
may
expectant.
upris0 have suited millions and will
ing of the Turks against the Sultan at
a possibility
0 suit you. $5.00 to $100.
any moment, and there is
of an uprising of Turks of another class
'i he
to pillage the Armenian bazaars.
arrival of men who have been pillaging
the
in the interiors and wiio brag of
wealth that they have thirdly acquired
stirs the cupidity and envy of quite a
We have a neighbor
in
multitude.
Hissar, who died in tho Ak Hissar
He tolls with great relish how
massacre.
and carried
off
ho killod Armenians
Ho says: ‘We wished to do the
goods.
were
same for Bahgohejik too, but there
no orders to do that, so wo laid to bo content witli what we got at Ak Hissar.’
a
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Rusple. She treats Armenians
sia very well, allows them religious liberty, giving positions of standing to Armonianj,Catholios, but this is for a purpose.
The aims of Russia are far reaching, and
she knows how

TO PLAY A WAITING GAME,
Her purpose in this
with all patience.
matter is plain. She would have Armenians believe what is now done for their
oountrymen and church in Russia, would
be
continued in Turkish Armenia, il
Russia
took over the provinces from

Turkey.

She bids for the sympathy of Armenians, hoping one day to be able to throw
her troops aoross the frontier and takt
from Turkey
the provinces nearest tht
border. This could be accomplished besl
by the connivanoo and assistance of tht
Armenians, chiefly by the latter.askinf
Russia
to come to their assistance ant
of the oppressions of tht
relieve them
Turkish yoke. Russia, the Armenians
once in her grasp, would ohange her attitude.
What has she done to the Jews?
Can
one
that
any
suppose
after a little she would, treat Armeniaus

differently?

She would bt gin shortly to proselytizi
and convert, and those who did not ac
cept the orthodox faith would be as
WRETCHED UNDER THE RUSSIA
the Turk. Armenians prefei
of the present rule to thai
which they know nothing,
of course, there woult
p nder Russia,
be no massacres, as Russia is Christian,
other methods of oppres
but there are
slon more terrible to an Armenian thai
of body.
mere killing
At all events
under Turkey, the religious practicos o
the Armeniaus are suffered.
A change of Sultans would do no gocd,
Turkoy is the same under any ruler ant
been so for centuries A different
has
would effect nothing.
ruler
What r 1
is a change of practice, ant
wai ted
change in the management cf the empire ;
The Sultan should not be invested witl 1
dual power of head of the churcl 1
the

as

under

the slavery
slavery of

anil lloau

ui

wie

ompuo.

xi a

SHOULD BE KING, NOT PRIEST,
a separate person should bo at tin
and
head of the church and doal with all re
ligious questions. This would in a largt
measure

assist

towards

the solution

o

the vexed question.
Lord Salisbury made a powerful speed 1
of Lords in favor of the >
in the House
Armenian cause, and naturally the Chris
to see him put hi:
waited
tian world
What has Englam
efteot.
words into
done besides making

officials sold Musseinjans arms confiscated from the Christians, thus making
useful profit.
At Santi, the Kourds of
tho mountainous districts of
Dersim,
lying between Erzingau and Harpout, began to assemble saying they had received
orders from Zeekk Pasha, commander of
the Fourth Army Corps, to
devastate
Armenian villages, taking plunder
for
pay.
the
of
During
October, Turks
early days
in all six provinces openly declared they
were going to massacre the Christians.
In Erzeroum about this time, a
large
number of Mussleman villagers, it is said
to
come
into
the
to
began
city eager
buy
Armenian dealers
called
empty sacks.
the attention of tho officials to the matter
expressing a certain amount of anxiety.
Shakir Pasha, the great reform
commissionei, joined other officials in assuring tiie Armenians they bad nothing to
All they needed to do was to refear.
main quiet and attend to
their
own
affairs. Hangers on about the Sultan’s
palace at
Constantinople, stated that
Europeans may do what they liko .with
the country after tho Turks have
done
with the Armenians, but no Armenians
The reshall profit by a reform scheme
form scheme was signed in due form and
handed to the Ambassador. Next day the
Armenian clergy of the city of Erringan
called upon Zeekk Pasha to beg for protection from the Musslemans, preparing
to massacre them.
The Pasha assured
them that they were perfectly safe and
sent them back to their abodes.
They
had hardly reached their houses, when
all over the city at once as if acting on a
preconcerted signal, Turks begau to kill
Armenians and plunder their houses and
shops. Erzeroum found out what the
empty sacks were wanted for. Tnoy were
wanted to carry the
spoils from the
Armenian quarters of the city to
the
of the
Turkish villages
surrounding
oases

a

country.
A region 60,000 square miles in
from Trebizond to Diarbeikr, and

area,

from
to
the Russian frontier
at Erzeroum
arid
Sivas. was given up to massacre
pillage. Only those places like Van, so
l'ar have been snared, as the Armenians
being in proportion of more than one to
four or five Turks might be
expected to
offer a resistance to any massacre.
Only
meagre returns as yet have come m, but
the loss of life as far as known is 13,200.
The main obiect of the men
who did
To the honor of
this work was plunder.
the Turkish people, be it said, that in
heard from
one of the places so far
in
detail, oases occurred where Musslemans
shelted Armenians and saved them from
death. Near Trebizond they saved the
The destitution
is
entire
village.
described as something fearful to contem-

plato.

A very low estimate of tho number reduced to absolute want by tho loss of all
their movable property is 200,000 of whom
three-fourths are wives and children of
ruined traders or farmers.
All trade is broken up. All agriculture
A DIPLAY OP DIPLOMACY,
in tho devastated districts is blotted out,
which Instead of culminating in the ex- and stock has been carried off and implements
burned.
generally have been
peoted victorious finish, has’had a iamen Thousands
beof wretched creatures,
table and feeble end? She has been defeat
and
reaved, desperate
despairing now
the Sultan, yet she stirs not. 1 ; faco the pitiless winter (for on those lofty
ed by
Is impossible to understand her, unles ; highlands of Armenia the winter is pitione ascribes her conduct to hFr desire ti
less) and faintest contemplating what
are
is before them.
Great numbers
checkmate Russia and not assist Armenii
If
trouble.
in her
This is doubtless tin , dependent on charity for their food.
this
solution of her policy of words, wlthou t Musslemans are found involved in
action.
She is
fraid Russia will ge 5 vast calamity let them with equal charity
Instant action is
be fed and cared for.
some advantage which she will not share
Instead of a Christian poople rising m , demanded by tho approach of tho
long
hard wiuter.
in their might and asking that, massa
i»
ores and outrages on another Christiai ,
The American missionaries safety
people shall cease; sho, after a feebk duo to the promptness of Minister Terrell
manifestation of opposition,
in asking for protection.
SILENTLY

ACQUIESCES

in a continuation of the terrible scenes.
In the irade of 1839, wh ich the reoen
reform ^circular taoitly
been

admits has nove

enforced, by ordering its enforce
cow, is a paragraph which says

ment
that when the

people are contented an
when
.justice is among them
they should bo faithful to their rule
and render him all obedience. When tli
same
people are denied justice and ar
oppressed it is not only o be expecte
they will take up arms against their op
pressors, but such an act is justifiable.
Temporate Armenians do not justif
their couutymen
in taking up arms
they acknowledge that terrible piovoca
tlou lias been given them and refer to ill
passage of irade of 1839, as pleading som 1
thing in the extenuation of the act.
The same Armenians plead, that becaus 3
a few hundred hot heads have arisen ii 1
opposition to the powers of author.rj
their countrymen ough
thousands of
to be ruthlessly slaughtered, :tu i
not

happy,
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CKIPPLE CREEK’S CllAZE.

MUNYON’S

Denver

Capital

Property

Cold and

Cough Cures

Secure

to

Eager

Promptly
Colds

and

ventive
Diseases.

of

Curin®
Grip, j
Coughs, and a Sure Pre
in

Pneumonia

and all

Lung

Famous

Novelist

IS

Died

Paris

Las

Newly Elected Members to the House No

Disposed

Evening,

Paris,
November,
Dumas, the novelist, died
this evening.
500,-

Orders for Stock Coming frvom Everywhere
Company Proposes to Issue
000,000 Shares of Stock—English Money
Colorado—Col.
in
Wants to Invest
Woodford Will Take

a

Good

Thinks

London—He

at

Report to

I'rospects

Are

Good.

JluDyon’s Gold Cure will positively
Denver
27.
November
Denver,
break up the grip or a cold In a few
hours if taken as soon as the col d appears. capitalists are tumbling over each other
When the cold reaches the luogs and
in effort to get possession of property in
there is cough and oppressed breathing
Creek. The record of last week
Munyon's Gough Cure, used in alterna- Cripple
tion with the Grid Cure every hajf hour, will be eclipsed this week by the ^number
will effect an immediate cure.
When of new companies to be incorporated.
there is pain in the chest Munyon’s
Treasury stock in companies having
Plasters will give great relief and. act as
Creek is
a protection.
'These remedies are a sure claims miles away from Crippte
The numpreventive of pneumonia'.and lung- trou- now offered on private sale.
the
ber of opportunities to get in on
bles.
cannot be counted.
door
ground
Poison
Yonr
Why
System
Secretary Parsons of the Denver Mining
with dangerous drugs?
Why not try
Munyon’s New and Improved Hoinoeo- Exchange receives inquiries every day
to
who want
A separate from Eastern brokers
pathio Home Remedies?
Absolutely establish connections
specific for each disease.
with Colorado
harmless. Positive and permanent cures.
brokers. He is also flooded with inquiries
At druggists, 25 cents a bottle.
Personal letters to Professor Munyon, about stocks that are safe to purchase.
1505 Arch street, Philadelphia, Pa., an- These inquiries he turns over to brokers
swered with free medical advice for any
who have stocks to sell or milling letters
disease.
and circulars to send out.
A considerable quantity of cheap stocks
TO BE A SUBPRISE.
were unloaded today on the
Exchanges
Colorado
here, at Cripple Creek and
Springs by holders who had purchased
Hints Thrown Out About ;the Presi- some weeks ago and were content to
make a slight margin of profit.
dent’s Message.
The better gr.ade of stocks is receiving
more attention, and the price of
such
stocks is advancing; trading is still lively
His Generalship of 1887—The Conditions
in new stooks th.jt sell below two cents,
Different—It while blocks of si looks that are
Todav Are Decidedly
put on
the market by ne w companies find ready
May be a Dlssapointmeut,
purchasers at prices under $10 a thousand.
A Cripple Creek brokerage firm yesterWashington, November 27.—The hint
received a cablegram order to
buy
has here and there been thrown out that day
No limit as to price
three gold mines.
President’s
will
be
a
the
brokers are
now
message
surprise was fixed, and tb<a
of some kind—a document presenting but alnsing deals acoordtingly.
A broker of the N.aw York
Exchange
one topic, and treating that most
vigorhas written to a friend in Cripple Creek
ously, or else an unexpectedly strong to stock some good properties as quickly
on
of
whole
and
the
the
situation
New
summary
sug- as possible and get them
Reference York Board without, delay.
unexpected remedies.
—

27.— Alexandei
o’elool
at 8

Alexander Dumas was the grandson ol
Alexander Davy 'Dumas,
Frencl:
a
general, who was
born at
Jevernic,
Hayti, March 25, 17(52, and the son ol
Alexander Davy Dumas, II,, who was
born at Villers
Cotterets, born July 24,
1803, and died at Prey, near Dipepe,
December 5, 1870. His father was a celebrated novelist and dramatist. The third
Dumas, Alexander, was born in Paris,
July 28, 1824. At the age of seventeen
he published a voluino of
eight poems,

and then took to novels.
These productions, however, did not show extraordi
nary talent or originaliity, but the Dame
of Oamelias, which he produced in

showed him in
This

the

was

bellished of

1S45,

a

new

aspcet.

history, slightly

em-

of the town, Marie
Dupleesis, with whom he had been very
intimate, and who shortly before died ol
He then produced several
consumption.
novels which attracted no particular ata

to

woman

tention, but his name sprung into prominence when he dramatized the Dame of
Camalias.
The drama drew
orowded
houses night after night in every city in
which it was produced, and the author
suddenly found himself famous.
The
play was set to the music in Traviata, by
and was
Verdi,
finally brought to
America. The play also took well in this
oountry and Dumas decided to transform
his other plays.
Some of his pieoes were
dire failures, but when Lo Demi Monde
was
produced in 1855 the piece gave
evidence of acuteness
of observation,
dramatio power and cutting wit.
He
continued to show great power of imagination in his works, and in 18(58
published a complete edition of his dramatic
works. In 1874, on January 29,
he was
elected to the Frenoh academy.

Washington,’ November 27._As th<
members begin to arrive, the weakness
oi the House combine for the offices be
comes more apparent.
This combine was
formed last spring, the plan
being to se
oure the plodge of the different State dele
gations in behalf of AlcDowol! for clerk.
The essential feature of this combine was
that in each instance tho member of dele
gation who promised the support of hie
Stato to tho Eastern candidate for the
Air.

clerkship,
McDowell, was to have
certain offices in the patronage under
tho clerk, sergeant-at-arms,
postmaster
Tho members who underor doorkeeper.
took to pledge the delegations from their
to this combine movement were
States
in each
instance, of ^course, the’sitting
members.
This was notably true iu Michigan and
Nebraska and
Missouri, the western
States from whicii tho Eastern candidate
for support, but it
looks
particularly
happens, that iu the delegations from
those States are many new members iu
tiie House who wore not a party to this
pledge to a combine, and who also were
to the promise of the comnot a party
bine that they should quite natural that
upon arriving here and ascertaining how
matters are going, they should inquire
where they are to receive their share of
The answer to their inthe patronago.
quiries is that they have not been considered, andjthat tlm.vot.es of tho delegations
of tiieir States are to be delivered by the
older sitting
members, who are to be
These new
members
paid in offices.
very naturally are not pleased at the exhibition of this boss rule, and do not relish the idea that there is a boss in their
delegation who 1ms tho authority to
oontiaot. for the delivery of their votes,
their power to deliver them, and
and
it is owing to the doubt of the ability
of these several Stato bosses to deliver
votes of tho solid delegation that
the
the weakness of the combiue has become

apparent.

..
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They Must

0 RGANS

be Sold

They Must

be Rented.

NEW ENGLAND PIANO GO.

Argue Hotly

Over the

Madagascar

MISCELLANEOUS.

FANTASTIC COXET.
Situ-

Have

Gratified al His Vote in the Recent

ation.

Recognize Bargains.

The fact is, that in a number of Western States the new members absolutely
deoliue to recognize the bargain which
was made by tho sitting members of their
delegations last spring, to deliver the
THE WILY JAPS.
vote of the State to the candidate of the
gesting
T_
_i. Uit.. U—
Sri
4-V.S.4nnlna.i
In
some
combine.
instances the new
undoubtedly is to the tariff message of was much mistaken INew York would be Must Not Steal Our Trade in “Their Artless members are in
open revolt and declare
1887, when Mr. Cleveland, then in his more pxoited over Crvpple Creek stouks
themselves outright for Henderson of IlliJapanese Way/’
This revolt is so antioipfirst term, pitched the coming presidential than tise people of Co lorado are.
nois for clerk.
a
.here
is
that it is said that the sitting Resending
great
many
Cbioago
of
tariff
pated
reform.
tattle on the ground
San
November
37.
United
Francisco,
more
ordeis for stocks in a >me of the
publican members of the Minnesota and
With existing conditions, can Mr. CleveBrokers are States Senator Perkins, in discussing the Nebraska delegations have discovered
promising gold companies.
land repeat that generalship, and select receiving many orders from the interior threatened invasion of this
country with that they not only cannot deliver the vote
the issue now upon whioh his party must towns of Indiana and Ohio, where a livesaid
last night: of the solid delegations to AIoDowell, but
cheap
Japanese
goods,
go to the oountry next year?
ly interest is manifested in Cripple Creek “The matter
they find themselves tho leaders of a
con- s tocks.
It is pointed out that existing
ought to be taken up by the miuoiity faction in their State.
ditions are very different from those he
The biggest stook mining scheme of the next Congress.
the
tariff
bill
Ordinarily
had to deal with in 1887. Very different, year was incorporated this week.
The would not have to be taken
the
up at
as affecting both him and the party.
BARN CELLARS.
capital is plaoed at $500,. 000,000, par value December term of Congress, but 1 think
In 1887, Mr. Cleveland was acting both $1. It is a combination of Cripple Creek
I voice the sentiments even of the anti- A. Maine Farmer Correspondent Gives
His renomi- and Wyoming investors.
for himself and the party.
nation was already assured. To deny him
fifteen
The oompany owns
Views on the Subject—Savins Manure.
patented protectionists, that some change is neceswould be for towns in Cripple Creek .and the mineral
a chance for a second term
will give
the
sary in the tariff which
I regard barn cellars as indispensable.
him right to filteen aores
the party to confess failure under
at the
Hayden
Even
in tariff Under no circumstances would I think
To put him up again placer.
That means tl la t it can operate government revenue.
during the first.
carried with it, of course much authority. all under surface mining' veins to be dis- the tariff for revenue, oitizeus must want of
getting along without one. With me
He should be permitted first of all to covered on the property.
a change that will give the revenue
they the first consideration is the making
second camsound tho keynote for the
lies
of
the
Part
along Carboground
for.
If the tariff
bill can
bo and saving manure, and the value of the
paign. This he did with his tariff mes- nate Hill, near two proputties that have hoped
brought up for amendmet, I will do all liquid manure, especially since farmers
sage, and inasmuch as with that deliver- shown an indication of mineral value.
in
to
raise
the
tariff
on
ance he touched a responsive chord in the
all
my power
The companies put 2,000,000 shares in the
are generally buying so much western
bosoms of nine-tenths ot the members of treasury with $5000 in catih and will con- artioles in whioh Japanese are now likely
”
feed, is well known. It is true much of
a
his party, tho pi ay he made was, in
tinue to purchase good mining claims as to under-sell Americans.
this could be saved by a liberal use of
This oompany
will
party sense a very happy one and insured treasury warrants.
The Behring Sea Damages.
It is true that ho
him a loyal support.
list its stook in Colorado and in
New
absorbents. The farmers in the state of
lost the election, but no tariff reformer
York ic possible.
Washington, November 37.—The con- Maine are few and far between who
ever conceded that it was because of that
The Mountain Beauty oompany, recent- vention which British Ambassador Sir
systematically use absorbents the year
Moreover, the demooracy was ly orga nized, is selling lar go blocks of its Julian Pauu< efote and
message.
Secretary Olney round in
at that time lu a majority In the House, stock in Paris This is axt adverse on the had been
quantity sufficient to save tjfre
to a
settlepreparing
looking
and the tariff bill—the Mills bill—passed
filed months ago by the Wilson ment of the claims for seizures in
most of the liquid manure. Many intend
grounds
Behring
by that body the next spring was drafted Creek oompany, but the directors of the Sea, is nearly complete.
It provides for to clo it. Some do it when they get time.
and so the Mountain Beauty feel so confident that mixed
on the lines of the message;
eommissioh to assess damages, the If twas called
upon to state the gredt^st
party by that, as much as the President they will be able to knook it out that on commission to hold sessions at
Victoria, loss the farmers of this state suffered
by bis message, was committed to a re- advioe of their attorney they are going B. C., and provides for an umpire
in the
vision of the principles of taxation.
war.
on as though the title
unclouded. event of failure on the
part of the com- from any one cause, I should say the
Now, as i9 suggested, the horse is of On the other hand Dr. Laitiman of the missioners to
It is asserted by waste of liquid manure and the
leaching
another color. It is not couoeded that Wilson Creak company insists that the those familiaragree.
with the
questions of of the manure heap, both of which would
A adverse of the Denver and Buena Yista
Mr, Cleveland is to be put up again.
that reference of claims to this
damages,
large number of democrats hold, on tho No. 2 will hold good.
commission may cost the United States a be saved by the use of a barn cellar.
contrary, that a thiid term nomination
M. Dep.
Glidden, registering from sum much larger thau $435,000, originally Sheds are often built over the manure
In
the Butte, Mon., arrived in Denver
would be fatal to the party.
yesterday agreed upon, as the payment in full heap to prevent leaching. These are
Mr. and left for Cripple Creek.
very
minds, therefore, of these men,
Mr. Glidden whioh was
re,acted by the House last
Cleveland’s public life and his leadership is connected with the Approved Investobjectionable.
winter.
to
a
close.
are
drawing
responsibilities
ment company of London, England, and
As the tie up is always supposed to be
His career is already practically finished. aftetr investigating Cripple Creek
will
built on the sunny side of the bam,
They Can Stand It.
As they argue, there is no call whatever »ail for the other side on
December 4.
for him to undertake to commit the party Mr. Glidden says English money wants
Toledo, November 37.—The hurricane more and larger windows are being put
He should to invest in Colorado.
for next year to anything.
Monday night left a path of wreckage in in to let in the sun, for the comfort and
confine
himself to
recommendations
be says, “have been so the oil fields, miles in length. Despatches health of the cattle. The windows of my
“Englishmen,”
The badly
bitten over here that they cannot indicate tremendous loBses
merely for meeting an emergency.
everywhere. tie up are nearly continuous, and I find
treasury is empty, gold is again leaving be blamed for being oautious in their in- A conservative estimate places the numthe country, and uneasiness prevails in vestments.
Not long einoe I received ber of derrioks down in Ohio at 6000, and I have made a mistake in not making
business centres. Let him address himself from Mr. Labouohere, editor of Truth,
in Indiana 2500.
Experts who have them three lights high instead of two.
to
formulating
suggestions for the four bonds leaped by Mr. Taylor, the de- figured on the loss say it will be
any- Now a shed over the manure heap hides
mind
moment, and put out of his
any faulting treasurer of South Dakota.
where from half a million to
a
million the sun.
Some of my neighbors, whose
notions about surpirses, keynotes and all
“Mis. Labouchere wanted me to investi- dollars. The Standard Oil company had
that sort of thing. So far as next year is gate them. One issue, he estimated, had 1600 rigs blowu down and the Ohio Oil tie ups are on the south side of their
concerned, the party will cross bridges as been Hold in England to the extent of oompany nearly as many.
barns, have manure sheds. While most
it, comes to them, an inasmuoh as he is $50.0011. All four were frauds.
One whs
of the time during the cold weather, in
not expected to be showing the way, then issued in the name of a county in
NePrayers for Sufferers in Turkey.
the day time, my tie up is light and
any errors oommitted will be charged to braska whiol) does not exist.
Col. Kthelbert Cl. Woodford, a mining
Boston, November 27.—The American warm from the great amount of sunThen Mr. Cleveland, this time, will be engineer who has long been in the South Board of
commissioners for
foreign shine, theirs are always dark and damp.
a
with
a
House,
Afrioan
has
fields,
addressing Republican
opened au office in missions, has united with the Woman’s With me this is also an important conpresidential candidate in the chair, and Denver.
Today, after returning from Boards of Missions, in asking the
sideration.
the floor.
Christians of America to observe Friday,
an overwhelming majority on
Cripple Creek he said:
Would not a mere surprise message be an
“1 expeoted to be surprised
when I December 6th (or such other day in the
Many of the objections to barn cellars
The House and the reaohed Cripple Creek and Victor, but I same week as may be more convenient in arise from the fact that so
idle demonstration?
many such
I am free to particular churches) as a day of speoial
President, it is pointed out, will not be was more than surprised.
cellars are faultily constructed. Sunlight
each say that I oonsider Cripple Creek a close prayer for Turkey; for its suffering people,
matters if
so far apart on certain
and
will aot more with regard to relieving a rival of the great Transvaal distriot in and for missionaries
imperilled and ventilation are as essential to the
This barn cellar as elsewhere. Large windows
bankrupt treasury than making party South Africa, and I feel that I am mission work within the empire.
Presi- loanable of
And the
request is unique and is indicative of tire and
oapital for next year.
judjging.
enough of them should let in the
dent’s responsibility here is very great.
“I think well enough of the district ot seriousness of the situation in
Turkey
recoinsunlight. Thorough drainage should
He goes first, and by judicious
report mast favorably upon it, and shall and the degree of anxiety felt in mission
a
to compel
of
mendatins can do much
leave Denver on Friday or Saturday eve- ary oircies for the lives and property
keep the cellar perfectly dry. And it is
On the other hand, ning, and will be in London in less than Americans and Armenians.
judicious response.
an easy matter to ventilate it if it is
if he leads with politios, the other side two' weeks.
constructed.
properly
on
the
Wil) follow with politics,
British Seizure an Outrage.
prinoiple
Still Fighting.
that trumps call lor
trumps, aud the
November 27.—A batch of
Detrroil,
rA wag remarked last night that today
country will hare to stand by, watohing
Havana, November 27.—A small fight claims against the government of Great America
anxiously, with, heads of perspiration occurred
would at last demand satisfacIn the district of Cienfuegas, in Britain, aggregating
has
been
100,000,
< ut on its
standing
bulging brow, until which the leader of the rebels band en- forwarded to the State Department at tion of Turkey.
the game is played out, sometime
next
The Washington. The claimants are the own•
gaged, Victor Acea, was killed.
June or later.
had no killed.
The
and crow of tug Ruelle and
rebel er, master
A complete surprise
would be very government
Antonio Maceo, is still to the her consert, the barge Huron, seized in
difficult. Kvery topic has been so widely commander
of
De
Avila.
river
the Detroit
Ciengo
by the Canadian revenue
Bxainined and discussed.
The currency eastward
cutter Petrel last spring.
The boats wore
question? Retirement of the greenbaoks;
taken to Amherstburg, where the crews
revival of state banks as banks of issue:
were arraigned on the charge of “bringincrease of national bank
circulation;
ing a scow loaded with garbage into the
or
bimetallism, with
without
interThe captain and
township of Malden.
natioal agreement; all possible changes
crew
were sentenced to fourteen days at
would appear to have been rung on those
hard labor at the Sandwich jail. It cost
The tariff.
The only surprise
themes.
We must Mr. Ruelle, the owner of tee tug, fI(X
possible then would be for the President They must go.
to have the vessel released.
to repeal his denunciation of the Senate’s
move*
Createst opporIt is claimed that the tug and oonsorl
work on the Wilson bill and demand of a
went in American
waters when seizet
Republican Congress a righting of that
the
world
has
and the seizure of the boats and the ar
unity
wrong. Foreign affairs? Is the President
of
members
of
the crew were grosi
rest
prepared to confess to a grave blunder,
ever known.
outrages. It is claimed that the tug am
and to ask permission to enroll himself
stood up
barge were on their way to Lake Erie ti
for
among those who have
in American waters.
Hawaii and are now standing
up for
Having sold our lease of the larger piano dump garbage
Cuba? This would be welcome by men warerooms in the world
to the New Hotel
of both parties.
Fell Through a Bridge.
we the Largest Plano Man
nfacture
All things considered, therefore, is not Syndicate,
n the world, must remove as soon as
possible,
Whaterly, Mass., November 27.—A Inn
the only real surprise possible no surprise
at all, but a message ou regulation lines? and must realize on the largest stock, greatest load of young people from Willia sburj
The President keeps track of publio ex- variety and grandest assortment of Pianos and and Haydenville on their way to a rlance
at South Deerfield, went through a bridgi
Organs the world has ever seen.
pectation, and generally disappoints it.
over the Mill
river near here tonight.
There were uintcon in the party and al
Immunity .Suspended,
were
saved.
The four
wen
horses
or
November 27—The
Lower
Vienna.
drowned.
of
the
Australian
Parliament
deHouse
cided today, 120 to 51, to suspend the imBRIEFLY TOLD.
munity from prosecution, enjoyed by Dr.
Lueger, auit-Semite leader, as a member
of that body, to euable the courts to try
No better made. We court comparison. \’ou
Fire in La Pierre’s boarding house a
him for slauder upon charges lodged by will find our prices and terms to
buy organ St. Hyacinthe, Quebec, yesterday was ex
the Vienna shoemaker.
unequalled. Look around, but be sure and tiuguished before the building was do
The language upon whioh the charges
visit Piano Headquarters.
stroyed. Two women, Georgana Malbeu
are based
was used in one of several vioand Rosalie Gauthier, were suffocated t<
lent speeches made by Dr Lueger in condeath.
nection with his repeated election to the
The recently built thelogioal seminar)
office jf
burgomaster of Vienna, which
connected witli the American Episcopa
200TremontSt.. Boston.
election the Kmperor refused to sanction.
church at Romo was inaugurated Wed
need ay evening. A number of American:
HOOD'S PILLS cure Liver I.la.
Mr. Burt deliverer
Rev
were
present.
Headache
Biliousness, Indigestion,
the
inaugural address. Pupils of tin
All
octleodu
A pleasant laxative.
American schools sang and recited.
Druggist*

PIANOS

FRENCH STATESMEN.

COMBINATION WEAK

DEAD.

There.

—On©
Effectual

DUMAS

a

Election.
November 27.— M. Berrlmlot,
Paris,
minister of foreign
affairs, read in the
Chamber of Deputies today a statement

prepared

by

National

a

Madagascar,
Washington, November 27.—“Gen.”
henceforth a French possession.
This Jaoob S.
Coxey of oommonweal fame,
declaration was received with prolonged and more lately candidate for
Congress

cost

the Populist ticket, is in Washington for a few
days on private buisness. He expeots to
from here for a trip thiough the
leave
and for

South,

Governor

where

in Ohio

on

he will continue his

ceeded

in

filling

the lasters’ plaoes with
of whom have been connected with the lasters’ organization.
The firm has given out that the lasting
department of the shop will be run hereafter without reference to the lasters’
labor organization. Tho lasters attribute
their defeat to the dullness of the shoe

help,

new

none

*-_,

THE LISTENER.
Andrew G. Curtin Quay, Senator Quay’s
eldest son, is an army officer.
Ex-Speaker Reed manipulates the typewriter as skillfully as he rides the bicycle,
Lieutenant Colonel

English soldier, has

Craigie Halkett,
not

an

drunk a drop of

water for 12 years.
John D. Rockefeller, Jr., although only
21 years of age, relieves his father of most
of the cares of his groat business.
Minister Den by has traveled over China
thoroughly than any other member
of the diplomatic corps at Peking.
more

Alfred de Cordova, a New York milliona pigeon fancier and owns some of
the best homing birds in the United States.

aire, is

Felrino Rubio, a motorman on a street
railway of San Antonio, Tex., says he is a
brother-in-law of President Diaz of Mexico.
Salvador de Mendonca, the Brazilian
minister at Washington, is a man of immense wealth and an ardent student of
natural science.
Mr. Clive Philripps Welley, the explorer
and writer, is an expert swimmer, has shot
at Wimbledon and is the founder of the
Badminton olub in Vancouver.
General Mahone was a terrible smoker,
consuming 15 or 20 of the strongest cigars
a day, which used to cause his friends to
wonder how his slight frame could stand
so much.
“I have net fear of the man who threatens my lifei” said Lord Rothschild once to
Sir George Lewis, “so long as I am assured that he is sane. He will never carry
out the threat.
But with a madman the
WIDU

AO

U1UOIDUU.

Tho late M. Pasteur narrowly escaped
becoming a politician. In 1870 the enjperor
appointed him a senator. The decree was
signed, but the nomination never appeared
in the official gazette, as the chambers were
soon dissolved, and the war intervening he
never took his seat.
Ex-Governor Roswell P. Flower of New
York clings fondly to the long, square cut
Prinoe Albert coat, as it used to be called,
and which he wears on all occasions. The
coat, too, is always made of tricot doth in
black or hrown and of course is the handiwork of a fashionable tailor.
Peter Cooper Hewitt, the wealthy son of
of New York's most famous mayors,
is a prominent club man and society leader, but he passes most of his time in per
footing ingenious labor saving devices.
His latest invention is a machine which
has greatly simplified gluemaking.
one

London papers say that there is now no
to doubt that A. F. Mummery, the
famous mountain climber, lost his life in
the Himalayas.
He was on his way up
the Nanga Parbat, the summit of which
is more than 26,080 feet high, when, it it
supposed, he fell into some ice crevice.
reason

Pillsbury, the great American chess
player, is a tall, thin man, with a pallid
face and an intensely earnest expression.
He is never seen without a green cigar
either between his

lips

or

in process of

He will
preparation for that posture.
smoke seven during a single game.
Near the bed of Prince Bismarck, in his
room at Friedriohsruh, is a pair of scales,
on which the ex-chancellor weighs himself every morning.
He keeps an account
of the changes in his avoirdupois in a
Renotebook attached to the machine.
cently he has weighed about 21S pounds.

monweal
maioh to

started

next

is GOOD and you. will like it and buy it again.
Sold by first-class dealers everywhere.

'Wholesale depot.
E. L. STANWOOD

&

CO,

PORTLAND,

MAINE.
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RELIABLE

from Massillon on its
Well, in the last

was

CLOTHING

year.”

“Would
that mean your nomination
for the Presidency i”
I
am
not quite prepared to an“Weil,
swer that question.
My chief desire is
to get the idea in the platform, and if the
man
Idea all well and
goes with the
The old leaders of the
good
Populist
1
am
are
not,
party
sorry to say, entirely
favorable to l he > bond bill, and, in my
opinion, are wasting time
on
tUn

Cigar

TRADE MASK

the first and chief plank
in
the Populist platform in Ohio, and
52,000 men voted in Its favor.
“Yes, I am ectirely affiliated with the
Populist party, and have high hopes
that the bond bill will be made the chief
plank in the national platform of that

party

Brunswick

work

Washington.

election it

TTl0

you the

same-

internal administration of the island and for his bond bill.
Speaking to a Star
would also modify tho original treaty
reporter today, Mr. Coxey said! “Ioanwith Madagascar which the Queen had not
help feeling gratified at the vote I
signed. The amended treaty would received in Ohio at the last election.
be
submitted to the Chamber.
shortly
Over 52,000 persons cast their ballots for
Ex-Premier Ribot declared the state me as
Governor, which is an indication
ment read by M. Bortholot was tanta- of
the spread 'of populism in one State.
mount to refutation of a treaty concluded
Yes, I am glad to say that the people
between
France and Madagascar under are
taking the non-interest-bearing bond
his (Ribot’s) ministry, which he poceedbill in a
serious manner, and that the
ed t-o defend, A stormy debate followed.
idea is gaining strength daily. You remember its reception at the time the comStrikers Beaten.
Lynn, November 27.—The lasters’ lockout at the boot and shoe factory of Morse,
Cannifoe & Logan, is practically over.
The firm won a signal victory over tho
Lasters’ Protective Union. The firm suc-

have

just as easy to
a
good smoke as a
poor one, they

Issue

—May Rim lor President Next Year,

ministry, in regard to
which, he declared, was

He continued:
“Franco would respeot any engagement
Madagascar has contracted toward certain powers, and in cases where the
Hova
government would preserve its

good Cigar.

It’s

Making His Bond Bill

the

applause.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ailirnr nliacfinn

AT

figuring

o

„-u

..

however, Jed me to the belief that the
rank and file of tlio party an with me.
They want more money in.’circulation and
they don’t intend to wait for the slow
process of the mine. They demand that
the printing presses be put to work and
the quicker the wheels begin to turn the
better they willl be suited.
“In Ohio this year the leaders in the
Populist convention fought strenuously
against making the bond bill the chief
The suboominitte of the commitissue.
tee on resolutions threw it out entirely.
The whole committee, after a long flglit,
put it in at the end of the platform, but
the convention took the n atter up and
placed it at the top of the platform, making it the chief issue, and placed me on
it to still further emphasize their belief.
I believe that about the s»me ojnditions
will surround the next national oonvenion of the Populist party. In the meantime I intend to ^continue the work of
brushing aside prejudices and acquainting people with the theory of my bill.
We are publishing a paper at Massillon,
and I intend to
keep on speaking in
the last campaign 1
every State.
During
”
made 175 speeches.

what you want for wear, something that is guranteed as to fits
tnd durability, and not the shoddy goods of long ago,
the
to
iniroduct
the
bouse.
the
for
of
tenement
This
is
you
]
place
est you dollars as we give full value every time. We have spoken
>f our Overcoats before, and a glance at our window will convince
mu as to what we have said.
As to our Ulsters, though warm
veatlier continues, yet to tell you a few of our prices, they will
I lecome as guides when the time comes to buy.
J s
«

Buys

a light or dark gray Elysiau Ulster made to sell for moro
money. Now that the sizes are medium you get the beneiit.

Will

buy

a

dark, plain

long and

gray, cut

You can have a Gray Frieze
good for rough work.

»nd

$8f
Will buy Ulsters that are
?rays and black goods of

or

Bine

very servicable.

Chinchilla,

XO and 12
good for business or
Elysiau Beaver and

$15, $18,

and.

dress wear,
Frieze.

The

of

cream

purest Norwegian
cod=liver oil, with

are made from blue and gray Chinchilla and
and eitier shawl or plain collar.

Fr'eze,

$22 and $25.
The best we have, made of black and Oxford mixed
also the Genuine Irish Frieze.

Beavers,

hypophosphites,
adapted

long,

colors,

$£20.

These
;ut

heavy

very

Elysian

As to the other departments of our stock, we only say that
are replete with good reliable Clothiug and a glance at the
same will be for your interest.

ihey

to the

weakest digestion.

—Almost

as

palatable

as

milk.

IRA F. CLARK & CO.,

Two Sizes—50 cent, and $1.00

SCOTT & BOWNE,

New York

An /EOLIAN
Will enable you to have music in your home at
any and all times, without tho aid of a musician.
I
It cau be used by every member of
the
family, as the operation of plaving It is so 1
simple that it can he learned by auyone with a
few days' praotloe.
It is not a mechanical instrument, but is
capable of the moot delicate shaaings of tempoand expression.
Any piece of music can be obtained for the
.Solian, but it is designed for and particularly
adapted to the highest grades of classical and
operatic music.
All the Wagner Overtures
and Beethoven
Symphonies, together with
works from all the masters, are arranged for {
the ASollan, and are played by it with wonder- I
ful orchestral effect.
The tone of the .ffiollan is peculiarly soft and
beautiful, resembling, more than anything else,
a small orchestra, with tho different
parts.
On exhibition dailv from 9 to 5. Call and
bear it.

The One Price, Spot Cash Clothiers,
26 and 28 Monument Square.
nov21
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RESTORED MANHOODS
The great remedy for nervous prostration and all nervous diseases of
the generative organs of either sex, Buch as Nervous Prostration, Failing or Lost Manhood, Impotency, Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors,
Mental Worry, excessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which lead to Consumption ana Insanity. With every 85 order we give a written guarSold at 81-00 per box, • boxes

antee to cure orrefund the money.

tor 80-00. DB. MOTT’S CHEMICAL CO., Cleveland,Ohio.
For sale by Landers & Babbige, 17 Monument Square, Portland. Me. oct-ft tu,th&Sln

WORMS IN CHILDREN. Ip,

The M.STEINERT& SONS C0„

Hundreds of children have worms, but their parents doctor
nearly everything else.
g,

them for

Pin Worm Elixir!
>True’s Remedy
p

Sole New England Representatives for the
Steinway, Hardman, Gabler, Bacon, and

Is the best Worm

other First Class Pianos.

made.

It is likewise the best Rem-

ledy for all the complaints of children, such as Feverishness, a
ACostiveness, Indigestion, Sour Stomach, etc. It has been a §»
.^“household remedy for 44 years. Its efficacy in such I
troubles has never been equalled. Purely vegetable and harmless. Price S5 cts. At a
all Druggists, or of the
dr. J. F. TRUE &. CO., AUBURN, ME.
Proprietors, o
—

T.

I

C.McCOULDRIC.Mgr.
617 Congress Street,
dtf
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"WONDERS

BUT

OE THE TROPICS-'

PURITY MALTINE

BREAD,

Try the WEST INDIES and stop at the

MARIKTE

HOTEL,

BARBADOS.
For Circulars address Geo. S. Pomeroy, Box
2384, New York, or G. B. Loring, of Lorin#
Short & Harmon, Portland.
nov9eodlm*

WH. M. HARES,

Book,

Card

-AND

JOB

—

lew Process. Finest Materials. Sweetest and Best in
the Land.
Label attached to every Loaf. Presenta1 :ion of 40 of said Labels at our office entitles the
bearer
o a prize of one
Cristy Bread Knife, FREE.
1

i ill

GrOITDY
SOLE
seP7

MANUFACTURERS

PURITY BRAND MALTINE BREAD.
eodtf

___

Winn

MAGNETIC

VIIIU

NERVINE
Easily, Quickly, Permanently Restored. 1°“ E?t:.TO;
Lost Vitality, Nervoum Debility, Insomnia, Falling Memory, and all

EXCHANGE,

W I-i Exchange St* PertJand.

FINE J6S PRINTING A SPECIALTY.

K.EKTT,

Corner Pearl & Milk Streets,

PRINTER,

PRINTERS'

cfe?

Wasting Diseases and all Weaknesses resulting from early
excesses. SI oer box. 6 for
$5. Mailed to any addreso by
Tho Japanese Pile Cure Company, St. Paul, Minn.

Pk-

or

later

All orders by Ball or telephone promptly at
For sale in Portland by JOHN D. KEEFE, 205 Middle St., and SIMMONS & HAMMOND
ftet to,
aeuleedtf 11 •75 and 800
Congress street.
nov!9tf

MISCELLANEOUS.

OUR BLOOD

FILTERS;

BE
SHOULD
WATER.

BLOOD

ITINERANTS’ INSTITUTE.
Mechanic

Maine Conference to Be Held at

Falls, Dec. 2—5.

PUKE

AS

What Keeps it Pure and What Hap.
pens when it is Impure.

: The Maine Conference Itinerants’ InstiDetute will be held at Meobanic Falls,

cember 2 to 5.
Rev. E. T. Adams of Lewiston will
conduct a love feast at 4 o’clook, Monday
aftornoon.
Rev.
Sermon on Tuesday evening by
On
C. W. Parsons, D. D., of Portland.

Rev.

C.
C.
Our Natural Blood Purifiers,
Our Wednesday evening by
Phelan of Westbrook.
Kidneys; How They Keep Us
Prof. Geo. K. Morris of Boston UniWell and How We Ought to
versity School of Theology will deliver
Keep Them Well.
of four lectures on Sacred Ora“Soul Power in Oratory; What
it is not,” Monday evening at 7.30; 2.
“SouljPower in Oratory; What is it?”
course

a

tory: 1.

What makes a sallow complexion, gout,
rheumatism, muscular weakness, depression, lack o£ ambition, anaemia, chlorosis Tuesday afternoon; 3. “They Developor green sickness, nervous headache,
diz- ment of Soul Power,” Tuesday afterziness, hysteria, Bright’s disease gravel, noon; 4. “The Art of Getting Audisleeplessness, pain in the back, diabetes, ences,” Wednesday afternoon.
etc. ?
Prof. Wm. C. Strong of Bates College
It is the failure of our blood filters.
will lecture on the topic: “The Attitude
Our blood should be'as free from im- if the Christian Ministry Towards the
Doctrine of Evolution,” Wednesday afterpurities as drinking water.
If it becomes impure we fall sick.
noon.
Our kidneys arc simply blood filters.
Rev. E. S. Stackpole of Auburn will
They filter the impurities out of the jive three lectures on “The Modern
blood. That is why it is so dangerous to Prophet;” oue each afternoon.
have kidney disease, because when our
Rev. Howard Clifford of East Wilton
kidneys are sick they cannot keep our will give a new lecture based on his reblood pure.
lent travels in Europe, entitled “Mission
Diseases are generally caused by blood Work in English Cities,” on Thursday
poisoning. Especially those mentioned ifternoon.
above.
The poisoning is caused by imThe time of delivery of these lectures is
purities in the blood.
subject to ohanges to suit the convenience
be kopt out if
if they were
our kiduoys were healthy,
not worn out, or did not have too much
work to do.
Dr. Hohb’s
Sparagus Kidney Pills

impurities

These

could

make healthy kidneys out of sick ones.
This means pure blood and the cure of all
diseases caused by blood impurities.
Afinaracrns has a verv stroner tonic effect
Combined with other
the kidneys.
herbs it is used in Dr. Hobb’s Spaargus
Kidney Pills, and is the ingredient which

on

does the kidneys the most good.
This filtering of the blood has probably
never been explained to you in this way
before.
i, Yet it is true.
Fivery physician knows it is true.
5 A medicine that will cure the kidneys
will cure any disease caused by poisoned
blood, because, as soon as the kidneys are
well, they set about doing their work as
it ought to be dono.
When our drinking water is pure it will
not poison us, and when our blood is
pure it will not poison us.
JJr. Hobb’s Sparagus Kidney
Pills
■will bring you new life and ambition,
cure your pains and aches, give you a
bright rosy complexion, and health, freedom and comfort.
It is not a miraole.
It is simply pure clean blood.
It is only a question of renewing and
cleansing your filters.
It is Dr. Hobb’s Sparagus Kidney Pills
acting on your kidneys.
All the dangerous diseases of
impure
blood that doctors are often unable to
cure cau bo cured with Hr. Hobb’s Sparagus Kidney Pills.

Rheumatism, gout, Bright’s disease,
kidney troubles, etc., will all disappear
after taking a course of Dr. Hobb’s Sparagus Kiduey Pills.
A few doses will relieve.
A few boxes
will cure.
Sold by all druggists ab" 50 cents per
box, or sent postpaid on receipt of price.
Write for valuable pamphlet, explaining about the kidneys and their action
on the blood.
Free on application
to
Hobb’s Medicine Co., Chicago, or San
Francisco.

PADEREWSKI’S

if

speakers

or

Rev. 0. W.

Gallagher, D.

D.,

presi-

ient of Maine Wesleyan
Seminary, will
sonduot a class in
Exegesis every foreioou. The passages selected for study are
ilatthew XVI, 13-21; Romans VII; EpheAll preachers in the oon:ians XI, 1-11.
'erence are invited to enter these classes.
Examinations
will be conducted as
lsual during the forenoons, beginning on
rnncl

bounded.

All who
play your pianos, can but thank
nyou. .1 also do so, and at same time

gratulate you lieartly.
London,

Yours very devoted.
5. J. PADEREWSKI.
April 7, 1892.
«

Steiner! & Sons Company
517 CONGRESS ST.,

PORLAND, ME.

Jfe>v England’s Representatives for
the sale of tiie Steiuway & Sons Pianos.
nov22
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FIRST CLASS
I

X3

A

N

O

S

OR RENT; ALSO

FOR SAL:

O Ft C5Very Fancy

J*k. 3MT
or

Plain

SB

at

MO. 114 1-2 EXCHANCE ST.

HflSTiWSS:

W, P.
LEV!

GREEIMLEAF,

Counselor
31 1-2

at

■

Law,

Exchange Street,

FOBTLAND,

IN

LANDSLIDE.

A

Alive

Buried

nov21
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A (Ml'S 1M1IHS8II1.

Splendid curative agent fot* Nervous or Sick
Brain Exhaustion, Hleeplo^nesa,
■special or general houralgi^ abo for Rheu
mutism, Gout, Kidney Di*oi&eiv, Acid Dys-

BHeauuclie,
C

pepsia, A a feral a. Antidote for Alcoholic
and other excesses. Price, 1U, 25and69ccnU.
Effervescent.

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.

! 5! S. Western Avenue,

Sbldby ail

du£pists,

CHICAGO.

Jail

Some of the Maine papers are stating
thnt deer are
protected in Waldo county
for the next six years.
In 1S93 a special law

This is an error.
passed tho legislature
protecting deer in this couBty tor a
term of six years from that date.
Deer
are quite plentiful and before the la w expires it is expected there will be good
hunting in Waldo. Hunting this season is
virtually^ over in (that vicinity.
Charles R. Coombs, the champion hunter
of Belfast, says it has beon the best partridge year he ever saw, while woodcock
have been scaroe.
Ho has killed about SO
partridge and about 25 woodcock.

The Fairfield Journal says' Harmony
people who hustled and raised a guarantee of $10,000 for the Sebasticook
&
Moosehead railorad are rather pensive,
for much to their regret the road by new
plans that have been made will not pass
When the
through Harmony village.
town of Harmony voted $10,000 for the
road it was the understanding that the
road was to be built to Harmony village.
Now th6 engineers are making a now
survey from a point five miles below the
village, bearing east, and instead of running to tho village of Harmnoy tho new
route will pass through ajsmall villiage in
the
town of Harmony, called
Main
Stream.

The Eastport Sentinel says: The foundation on which the massive brick chimney that has just been completed at the
electric light station rests, seems to be
slowly settling, giving it a cant towards
the southeast that is now quite noticeable. The foundation was put in under
the supervision of an engineer who pronounced it all. right; on this tho chimney
which is eighty-five feet high, was built
by Chas. Hamilton and is said to be a
first class piece of masonry by those competent to judge of such work. Thirty-six
thousand bricks were used in its construction.

in

Pennsylvlinia
liery,
a

The sequel to a good story about Hon.
Josiah
of Dexter, has got along.
November 27.— An aoci- Several Crosby
years ago it was said that Mr.
which resulted in two lives being Crosby was so fond of the exhilaration
icnt
lost ooourred at Milnesville colliery yes- attending a cold bath that he had been
known to take a plunge into a snow bank
terday.
in midwinter. Letters came pouring in
The men, whose names are John Mar- from all
quarters and the venerable lawtin and John Ruskom, were at work in yer felt more bewildered by the questions
they contained than any witness he
a ravine digging
coal, when they were

Hazelton, Pa

overtaken

landslide

of

thousand
tons of rock and
buried beneath the
mass.
Their mangled remains were recovered three hours afterward. A dozen

by

a

a

other men who were working with Martin and Ruskom, had just 19ft the place
for dinner when the accident occurred.
Confessed His

Guilt.

Minn, November 27.—
Minneapolis,
who is to be hung next
month for the murder of Catherine Ging,
and who has protested that he was innocent, confessed his guilt yesterday.
time of ills trial, Haywood enAt the
ieavored to show that it was bis brother
Andy who murdered the dressmaker.
Miss Ging, who had money and other
transactions with Harry, went driving
with him
early last December, and a
few hours later her body was found by
the roadside.
Haywood who had been
a
new
refused
trial, made several atto
break
jail The confession contempts
tains the admission of the murderer that
he used Miss Ging’s money telling how
much approximately and how he gambled
for her, but not as he said on the stand
at her request, but by his scheming.
People

Made

Happy.

Washington, November 27.—The following pensions have been granted to Main

people:
Andrew J. Wentworth,
lelgh.
Hugh Duggan, Togus.

William B. Adams, Auburn.
John F. MoAnley, Togus.
3
Samuel C. Heath, Belfast.
Jerome W. Peasley, Jonesport.

~

REISSUE.

Benjamin Turner, Togus.
ORIGINAL, WIDOWS, ETC.
J.

yeterday.
Lewis &
at

Co.,

home

for

Fractures

George Smith and William Beatty refrom Boston, where
turned yesterday
they have been for the past week.
They
came down on the Boston boat,
report a

trip,

and were quite
badly
account of collision with a
frightened
schooner coming out of Boston harbor.
very rough

very rough passage.
The schools of the city closod yesterday
for the remainder of the week.
Football this afternoon at Warren park.
Kick off at 2.80 o’clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Warren will give
a

J

j-„

~ —

_•—

cu

_i
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hall, East End, Saturday evening.

Priest, Costigan.

Face

company returned yesterday from a throe
weeks’ business trip through the
Wes4
and Sonthweest.
Thomas and John Henderson of Fall
River, returned home for Thanksgiving

They had

Josiah F. Bradshaw, North Bradford.
Daniel P. Anderson, West Rockport.

Agues

has returned and will locate here.
His
family not being contented in France.
Treasurer Lane of
the Haskell
Silk

on

INCREASE.

The East End Social club gave

13

Ague

Flatulency

Pain and inflammation come with fractures
and ague of the face, nausea, fullness, wind

colic, sometimes headache, an uneasy burning sensation in the stomach, often attended
with heartburn

accompany flatulency; they
are all quickly relieved and
speedily cured by
this wonderful pain alleviator, which also
cures
asthma, bronchitis, catarrh, colds,
coughs, colic, croup, cramps, diphtheria,
whooping cough, influenza, neuralgia, sore
lips, sore lungs, sore throat, la grippe, and all
other inward pains in the chest, bowels and
kidneys. It is also the sovereign outward
remedy for burns, bruises, chaps, cracks,
corns, chilblains, deafness, freckles, fractures,
irritations, inflammations, strains, sprains,
soreness, stiffness, swellings, sideache, backache, lame arm, neck, shoulder. Inhaled it
relieves nervous headache and prostration.

Johnson's °Tmr
%>dvneLiNIMENT

Invented in 1810 by the late Dr. A. Johnson,
Family Physician. It has for more than 80
years soothed and healed the inside and outside
aches, pains and diseases of generation after

generation. Its extraordinary worth, merit
and excellence have won the public favor in a
way that is wonderful. It is the reliable
Family Remedy in almost every household.
It has probably saved more lives and relieved

suffering

than any other remedy. All
who use it are amazed at its wonderful power
in
its praise ever after. It is used
and are loud

and recommended by physicians everywhere.
Be not afraid to trust what time has endorsed.
Every Mother should have it in the house,

dropped on sugar suffering children love it.
It produces an increase of vital activity in the
system, giving the power to throw off disease.
I have used your Anodyne Liniment in treatold) for colic,
ing our infant (only six mouths
and our little three year old daughter for sumfound
it
to
and
be excellent.
mer complaint
John L. Oliver, Americus, Georgia.
The Doctor’s signature and directions on every bottle.
Iirst’d Pamphlet free. Sold every where. Price, So te.
Six bottles, $2.00. L S. JOHfcfcON A CO., Boston. Maaa.

Vegetable
b

Daily Curing

New Orleans, La., November 27.—A
sensation was caused yesterday by Judge
Moiz committing District Attorney Butler to prison for
of court. The

contempt
attorney filed a motion to nolle
prosse the case of Henry Bier, convicted
of perjury but not sentenced, the idea
being to use Bier as an important State
district

t

a

hop at

few days ago, returned homo
Monday night and was taken into cusOfficer
Consens. Tuesday afterby
tody
noon he was brought before .Judgo Tel
man, where he was fined $10 and cost f r
drunkenness and thirty
days in the
county jail for disturbing the neighborhood at various tiines'since October 20th.
The latter sentence was suspended during
his good behavior.
The young lad by name of Reynolds,
that was beloro tho cout last week for
throwing a stono through a car window
& Rochester road and
on the Portland
whose case was put over until Tuesday in
order for Mr. Cans. McKenny to appear,
as ho was the only one that saw tile hoy
when he throw thejmissle, v as before the
court Tuesday morning and as soon as
Mr. McKenny saw the boy he said he was
not the culprit but that it was a larger
boy, so the court discharged him.

lively

character.

Judge

If you will favor mo with a little spaoe,
I would like to correct a
misleading
article whicn appeared in tho PRESS of
November Kith in regard to statements

made by Gaptain Levi Wallace as to the
condition of poor people in our town. I
wish to say the people referred to in your
article are always very poor. They never
lay by anything in svftnmer, for a cold
winter.
They have always been a town
charge and their necessities always looked
Their condiafter by the town officers.
no

previous

worse

time.

help them any,
help himself.

this

fall

than

at

any
Captain Wallace doesn’t
as lie has all he can do to
He even charged Mrs.

Collin fifteen cents treiglit on the barrel
of clothing he brought from Portland, to
lie distributed among the poor in
the
The above
neighborhood mentioned.
article has bee

no

longer

doubt the

Value of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound. It speedily relieves irregubnty^ suppressed or painful menstrua.

ered to nolle
prosse the" Bier case, he
have
would probably
entertained (the
notion.
Mr. Butler angrily inquired whether
the court intended to say that it would

copied extensively

gives our town a black eye to all
unacquainted v/it.h tho situation.

who

and
are

AND THANKSGIVING MORNING.

-OF

First-Class Reliable Winter Clothing for the People at Low Prices, 25 to 60 Per Cent

ney.

| Judge
it

M. Butler was soon after taken to prison
by the sheriff.
Judge Moiz refused to entertain the
nolle prosse to
allow the motion to be
filed.
in very feebie health but
a daily walk at 3
with
p. m.
an attendant.
He is so averse to meeting
strangers that he hides behind a hedge
Buskin
still takes

w

is

hen he sees any one coming.

Less than it was made to sell for.
ttons, weakness of the stomach, indigestion, bloating, leucorrhosa, womb trouble, flooding, nervous prostration, headache, genera! debility, etc. Symptoms of

BOYS’ LONG TROUSER SUITS.
50

nice

that govern the female system, is as
harmless as water. It is wonderful for
Kidney Complaints in either sex.

Lydia E. PinkhanPs Liver Pills
work in unison with the Compound, and
are a sure cure for constipation and sickheadache.
Mrs. Pinkham’s Sanative
Wash is frequently found of great value
for local application.
Correspondence
is freely solicited by the Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass., and the
strictest confidence assured. All druggists sell the Pinkham remedies. The
Vegetable Compound in three forms,—*
Liquid, Pills, and Lozenges.

Offered ot

BOYS’ KNEE PANT SUITS.

$5.00 per suit.

2^“See display

————
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in window.
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LORING, SH0RT & HARMON
St.

Congress

eodtf

1-2 Union Wharf.

Music

:

CR^KSI
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|88

usually dubbed a “crank.”
People who want their
printing different from

^2
88;

ordinary every-day

the
kind

we

please.

88

a

are

certain to

Whether you

crank

or

7R<j

*

*

¥jp
^

ms

are

^

not, try us.
*

g&g

-i8|

•

W"*! I
(
p>-»it
^
l§
fetefesiite§ia«l
•

■

as
a

he would

Square

It is the

Meal.
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X
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Cantatas.

glasses you will find
Portland

GRESSEY JONES & ALLEN’S

and

lit

we

HOUSE,

matter

what

trouble.

Myopia,

Streets.

Plans and specifications for alterations in
the plumbing of the Butler school
house,
and also for changes in the plumbing of the
Chestnut street school bouse can lie seen at
the office of Frederick A. Tompson, Architect, 123 1-2 Exchange street.
Bids for the work in each building must
be made separately, and will be received
until 4 o’clock on Wednesday
afternoon
November 27th. All bids to be addressed i<
the chairman of the committee ou
Public
buildings, city oleik’s office.
JAMES P. BAXTER,
nov26d2t
Chairman

^B
^B
mA
^B

^
\

Ho.

*

job printer,

37 PLUM

STBEE2.

1

Springfield, Mo., Aug. 11th. 1893.
—lota speak in the highest terms of
your medicine from my own personal
knowledge. I was affected with heart
disease, pleurisy and rheumatism for
85 years, was treated by the very b»-t
physicians ana spent hundreds of dollars, tried every known remedy without finding relief. I have only taken
one bottle of your P. P. P., and can
cheerfully say It has done me more
good than anything I have ever taken.
I can recommend your medicine to all
anfforers of the above diseases.
MRS. M. M. YEARY.

Bpriagfleld, Green County, Mo,

\

bottles O. O. D.

^
\

^

I tried every known reme*
my face.
dy buc in vain.until P. P. P. was used,
and am now entirely cured.
J* D. johnstoN.
(Signed by >

^
ja

__

^k

A

Savannah, Gfe»
8k3n Cancer Cored*

^A

Tettimonyfrom xho Mayor of Sequin,Ti&
Sbqttin, Tex. January 14*. 1893.
Messrs. Lippman Bros.. Savannah,
Oa.: Gentlemen—1 have tried your P.
p. y. for a disease of the skin, usually
known as skin cancer,of thirty years*
standing, and found great relief: 1ft
purifies the blood and removes all lrrltation from the seat of the disease
and prevents any spreading of the
soros. I beve taken five or six bottles
and feel confident that another course
will effect a cure. It has also relieved
and atomaoj)
mo from Indigestion

troubles.

*dfe

^
^

dA

Sfoni?
tiu'7,1
W.
CAPT.

^

M

M. RUST,
Attorney at Law.

J

Soon on Blood Diseases soiled Fife

*

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

&

LIPPMAN BROS.
PROPRIETORS,

Jb

Llppman’i Block.a.vannah.C*

T

A

opia

E. S. PEXDEXTER,
561 Congress St.

Maine.

Portland,

dtt

aue22

SMITH & BROE, Druggists,

104

a A m

a. m

m
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m
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Cargoes, Carloads and at Retail. Elevators on B. & HI. R. R
Wharf. The best qualities of Hard and Tree Burning Coals care
Genuine
LVKENS VALLGV
fully screened for family use.
FRANKLIN and BORDEN MINING CO., GEORGES CREEK.
CUMBERLAND.
Agents for Maine of ilse Celebrated NEW RIVER STEAM
COAL. Tracks to elevators connecting with all railroads.
W'ood
of all kinds cut to order.

A. R. WRIGHT GO ,,
warn

TISIjBPjEION B

Office, 350 Geinmerclal St
534-2.

Exchange St.,
dtf

edtf

“THE POT CALLED THE KETTLE BLACK.5’
BECAUSE THE

HOUSEWIFE DIDN’T USE

AGENT.

PORTLAND, ME.
nov6

Ak A^

Congress & Center Sts.,

R. H. JORDA N,
STATE

^^k

C OAL !

Astigmatism.

Cor.

^^k jSM

Hy-promotro-

pia, Presbyopia, Asthen-

or

M^k

your

Have been using a National
Cash Register about two yaars
and consider it indispensable.

STEPHEN BERRY,

Ladies wkoso &yctems are poisoned
find whose blood is in an impure conditi»n. duo to menstrual irregularities,
are peculiarly benefited by the wonderful tonic and blood cleansing prepertles of P. P. P.-Prickiy Ash, Poke
Boot and Potassium.

\
Jh
V

them

FREE OF CHARGE
no

uov26eodtf

In

^

Butler School house Plans.

_

may say, without, fear of
contradiction, that F. P. P.is the best
blood purifier in the world, and makes
positive, speedy and permanent cures
In all cases.

V

To all whom it may concern: I heft*
properties
|>y testify to the wonderful
of P. P. P. for eruptions of the skin. X
coffered for several years with an tinsightly and disagreeable eruption on

eczema—we

__

V'

Mail orders promptly filled.
Large stock of Pianos for the Christmas
trade.

Book bho

primary, secondary and tertiary
syphilis, for blood poisoning, mercurial poison, malaria, dyspepsia, and
in all blood and skin diseases, like
blotches, pimples, old chronic ulcers,
tetter, scald head, boils, erysipelas,

mr

A
\

Eespectfully yours.
JAS. M. NEWTON,
Aberdeen, Biown County, O#
Capt. J. 1>. Johnston*

up^

P. P. P. purifies the blood, builds
the
weak
and
debilitated, gives
strength to weakened nerves, expels
diseases, giving the patient health and
happiness where stckness, gloomy
reelings and lassitude first prevailed.

gn

t
?

enllreiy yean o rod by V.P.P.

Send, three

and Scrofula

Am

#

—Prickly Ash, Pose Soot and Potae*
alum, the greatest blood purifier oa
•artb.
ABsaoasH, O.. July 21,1891.
I
Mbss ks Lippman BeOs. Savannas.
Oa ! Deak Sirs—I bought a bottle o|
yourP.P. P. at Hot Springs,Ark.,and
ft has done me more good than three
months* treatment at the Hot Springe.

Rheumatism

wg GrC>T

Best,

why.

Are

In Blood Poison

m,

and Satisfies—

that’s

IP.

Marvelous Cures

MB

’EM
Glasses that will fit you.
In gold frames,
“
silver frames,
‘‘
steel frames,
“
fact the finest line of

<§

AND OLD SORES
PRICKLY ASH, POKE ROOT CATARRH. MALARIA,
AND POTASSIUM
KIDNEY TROUBLES
Makes
and DYSPEPSIA

j&k

SOLOS,

I

PIMPLES, BLOTCHES

P. P.

MB
^

538 Congress

Co.,

STREET,

For

tatas,

B. L. Tobacco

LETTING GO.

iiovz&ati

fZi

Sacred Christmas Can-

MUSIC

are

Clothing

I
1

.

Sunday School Concert
Exercises,

Good

$10.00 Per Suit.

Have, and Do Exactly As We Advertise.

MIDDLE

FOR 189S.

SACRED

wants a

SELLING at only

sixes 5 to 14.

S

......

poe^

8tf

Agents for Allan, Dominion, Cunard, Atlantic
Transport and White Star Lines. oc21eod3m

Secular

$1.00 each,

.————I

■■■■

A person who does something radically different
from his fellow-men is

8?
on

Can be obtained of

Christmas

■

*

m-j£

88

LABRADOR, sailing
Wednesday, Dec. 4tli,

2

i'

ii

»s

..

8>8

S.

STARR,

few $2.00 and $2.50 grades at

a

in fine all wool Black Cheviots and ele.
gant Black Clay Diagonal Worsteds,
sizes 34 to 44, made
to sell at $15.00,

of the Elegant Bargains in Good Clothing that we
THIS WEEK, is your chance to buy.

PROTf**

8yJ

EUROPE.

TICKETS FOR

H. G.

Only

only

Standard

JiSjii

S.

DRESS SUITS,

and

early

an

selection.

via.

MEN’S AND YOUNG MEN'S

samples

255

received

it is well to make

474

BOYS’ SCHOOL SUITS.

We Advertise What We

CHRISTMAS

nova

in

$5.00 each.

fine all wool double breasted knee
pant Suits in Blue undressed Worsteds,
fine Cassimeves and Scotch effects, sizes
5 to 14 made to retail at $8, $10 and $12,
offered and will be sold at

The above are
We think that

oolors,

Also at $2.90, $3.50 and $4.

57

FOR its*

being

Warranted pure Indigo, fast
Blue Chinchilla, ages 5 to 16

and Choice

Holiday

are now

only $8.00.

CAROLS,

is well and

MEN'S FINE OVERCOATS.

few broken sizes.
t» retail at $10, $13
a

COYS’ REEFERS.

Blue,

ANTHEMS,

a man

14, only
Elogant goods, made
and $15, to be sold at
to

SPECIAL BARGAIN.

--

When

BUTS’ ULSTERS,
Apes 5

About 25 elegant Black Kerseys OverWomb Troubles
Suits, sizes 31 to 34,
coats, all new, latest np to date styles,
dizziness, faintness, extreme lassi$3.75.
only
want to be
made to retail at $25.00, $28.00 and $30,
don’t care,” and
tude,
$5.00 and 0.50 each. offered NOW at
Made to sell for $0.50.
left, alone” feelings, excitability, irritaonly
bility, nervousness, sleeplessness, flatuOver 100 good all w«ol sack Suits, sinLarge Boys’ Fine Overcoats,
$20.00 each.
lency, melancholy, or the “blues,” and gle and double breasted, sizes 31 to 34,
backache. Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege30
sizes
to
for
14
to
18
34,
boys
years,
fine all wool Black Cneviots,
table Compound will correct all this including
comprising Blue Kerseys fine Chinchilla
A
trouble as sure as tne sun shines. That suits made to retail at $10, $12 and $15,
Beaver, Frieze ^and such reliable fabriss,
offered at
Bearing-Down Feeling,
108 fine long Black Kersey* Overcoats,
made to retail at j,$12, $15, $18 and $20,
only $5.00 per suit. TO BE CLOSD OUT
sizes 34 to 60, made^to retail and are_equai
causing' pain, weight, and backache, is
a„ only
instantly relieved and permanently cured
Lot of $10, $12 and $16 nice wool Suitf,
$10 and $12 each. to the best $30 Oveccat sold,
by its use. Under all circumstances it sizes 31 to
all
dark
Black
and
34,
oolors,
$15 each.
acts in perfect harmony with the laws

Our

—

breasted brown mixed

double

are

BOOKS.

The big, hearty, healthy man is a continual irritation to his dyspeptic friend. One
man in a hundred is perfectly healthy.
The other 99 have some digestive trouble,
and perhaps more than 50 per cent, of
these could trace their trouble to that most
prevalent evil—constipation. It’s a simple
thing of itself, but like many simple things,
it may grow and become complicated.
Constipation is the root of nine-tenths of
the sickness of men, and of a large proportion of the sickness of women. It can be
cured. It can be cured easily, naturally
and quickly. There is no reason save that
of carelessness why it should cause the
trouble that it does. Nature is continually
working as hard as she can to throw off impurities, and to force out poisonous refuse
matter.
Nature is not a dray-horse and
should not be overworked. Nature is systematic.
Some little thing may interfere
with the system, and cause serious derangeThe
ment.
removal of this little impediment sets the wheels working again without any trouble.
This is exactly what Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant
Pellets do. They assist nature in a gentle,
healthful, efficient way. There is nothing
violent about their action, and yet it is just
as certain as if it were twice as violent.
The use of the “Pellets” doesn’t derange
the system in any way, and once it is in
order, you can stop taking them. There
are unscrupulous druggists, who will tell
you that something else is "just as good.”
or worse.
Whether
They are mistaken
they are ignorant or untruthful mstters
little to you if you do not get the
PelInsist on getting what you ask for.
lets

OUR-

$10,000 NOVEMBER MARK-DOWN SALE.

a nolle
prosse by the attorney
general and not from the district attor-

parish prison.

COT

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday

entertain

Moiz replied;that’.it did not deem
incumbent upon him to explain his remark.
Mr. Butler emphatically demanded to
have the remark’explained.
Judge Moiz then said that the reason
why he would euetertain a nolle prosse
by the attorney general and not by the
district attorney, was beoause the newspapers had been teeming with scandal
about the distriot attorney’s office and
it had been
a subject
of puhlio discussion, and he, the judge, had a right uo be
It was true,
suspicious of his aotions.
Judge Moiz said, that ho had no positive
evidenoe of the district attorney ’s guilt
but his conduct had beon a matter of investigation by the grand jury
Mr. Butler was greatly exoited and said
the court was traducing him,using strong
language denunciatory of the grand
jury’s oritioism.
When he had concluded
Judge Moiz
said Butler was in contempt and sentenced him
to twenty-four hours in the

MISCELLANEOUS.

The Greatest Crowning Bargain Days

Moiz was

Chew, he takes

Filipps!)urg.

To the Editor of the Press:

tion is

ladt'rkxdeiib.]

to nun

Intelligent women

a

The Fooi- of

and all Fe-

proceeding to dispose'of the matter and
said that had the attorney
general.'off-

Cumberland hall Wednesday evening. A
good lime was enjoyed by all present.
The ball given by the Valentine Hose
company at Odd bellows’ hall last night
and the
was well patronized
company
will realize quite a profit from it.
Hugh Murray, who escaped from the
officers

Backache, Dizziness,

witness in another and more importan
The proceedings were of a particucase.

larly

J

compound

Complaints.
[bpeciai.

MISCELLANEOUS.

STANDARD CLOTHING

PINKHAM’S

E.

GIFT BOOKS

Dr. A. E. Cobb will 6pend
Thanksgiving with his mother at Mechanic
Falls.
Claude Lafoy, who left here with his
family for Franco some ten months ago

Bert Adams, clerk for
druggists of Boston, is

ISJOSITIVE

MAT LYDIA

male

WESTBROOK.

Thanksgiving.
North Shan-

PROOF

Faintness, Irregularity,

by the Court.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Miscrxi.ANKors.

—

had ever “cornered” on the witness
stand. But the letter which amused him
most was one from New York which read
“Josiah Crosby,
something like this:
Dexter. Dear Sir: I have noticed enclosed item in papers.
Am running a
freak show—should be pleased to engage
Will
pay $70 per month and furnish
you.
rum and tobacco free.”
Mr.
Crosby
speaks of this letter occasionally and
laughs heartily over it.

Harry Haywood,

more

MAINE.

all winter.

The Rockland Opinion rises to remark
that Maine doesn’t want any shoe manufacturer in Massachusetts to come down
heio, occupy a factory that is provided
for him practically free and run it temporarily in order to bring his employes
at borne to terms, wlion he moves out of
the
State.
Col-

ORIGINAL.

increased at my second concert, and became
still greater at the third, and thus it went
on
creseudo until my linal appearance, at
which my joy in the grandeur, the power,
and the ideal beautv of the tone, and the
perfection of touch and mechanism, was un-

busy

u IT

Maine

Deaii Mr. Steinway:—Scarcely landed on
these shores, permit me to address to you a
few words of hearty gratitude tor all those acts
by which you made my long ana arduous
tournee so agreeable to me, but, above all,
for the glourious and wonderful instruments
that were placed at my disposal.
Nothing
new can be said of the Steinway pianos, it
is
true; for th-y have been justly praised by all
modern masters, and 1 thoroughly concur
in every word that has been said. But I
must
tell you that, although i was delighted and inspired by your pianos at my
first concert, rav enthusiasm and inspiration

and will be

INTEREST.

Halt fare on Maine Central and P. &
Et. F. Ry. Write at onoe to T. P. Baker
for entertainment.

LETTER TO

Steinway & Sons.

other reasons.

for

I If you will publish the above you correct an error and oonfer a favor, on
Yours respectfully,
WM. N. BEAL,
Belfast has one industry that is not
Overseer of Poor.
affected by the hard times, the screw
Phippsburg, Nov. 20, 1895.
driver factory of F. A. Howard & Son.
This concern is constantly putting in
FOR CONTEMPT.
new
machinery and adding to its force
of workmen.
The firm is now at work
on an order for 40
A New Orleans District Attorney Sent to
gross of screw drivers,
TOPICS OF

STATE

SAPOLIO

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS
—and—
MAINE STATE

PRESS.

nothing be done until extensive additionSubscription Rates.
Daily fin advance) $6 per year; $3 for six al surveys and examinations be had.
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The commission find the present data alThe Daily is delivered every morning by
together insufficient for forming a reliacarrier anywhere within the city limits and at ble
estimate either of the cost of the
Woodfords without extra charge.
canal or its feasibility, and furthermore,
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the
their computation of the cost on such
rate ot $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (W'eekly) published data as exists, wliioh is all the Canal
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months; company had to work with,' is double
60 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscrip- that of the company,
being $132,000,000
tion of six weeks.
in round numbers, against $69,000,000.
Persons wishing to leave town for
or
long
The report, assuming the abstract to be
short periods may have the addresses of their
correct, is a very discouarging one, and
as
often
as
desired.
papers changed
the
will fall like a wet blanket upon
Advertising Rates.
scheme. Advocates of the canal are infirst
In Daily Press $1.50 per square,
clined to impeaoh the acouracy of the
Three Inserweek, 76 cents per week after.
Herald’s report, but they admit that
tions or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other
if it be correct, it*is a bad set baok for the
day advertisements, one third less than these
project, and will preclude any definite acates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 per week tion by this Congress, beyond possibly,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
provision for additional surveys.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a colTH8 PRESIDENT AND FOREIGN AFumn and one inch long.
Special Notices, on first page, one-third adFAIRS.
ditional.
There are rumors that Mr. Cleveland
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per has become
a oonvert to the vigorous forThree insertions or less,
square each week.
eign policy idea, and will do considerable
$1.50 per square.
next
eagle-soreaming in his message
Reading Notices in nonpanel type and
week. It seems almost inoredible that
classed with other paid notices, 15 cents per
the author of the
line each Insertion.
setting up of a deReading Notices in reading matter type,
26 cents per line each insertion.
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for
40 words or less, no display.
Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all advernot paid! lin advance, iwili be
isements
Pure

barged

t

regular

rates.

Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first lusertieu, and fifty ceuts per square for
each subsequent Insertion.
Address ail communications relating to sub
scriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.
In

THE
THURSDAY.

PRESS.
NOVEMBER 28.

State of Maine.
A Proclamation

by Governor Henry
B. Cleaves.

The annual harvest has been gathered.
The year that is rapidly drawing to a close,
has brought to the people of our beloved
State, a large meaeuro of posperity. Peace,
happiness
good order, contentment and
God has
prevail within our vast domain.
and
crowned the year with His blessings
favors, and with the over-flowing riches of
His giace and mercy. Therefore,
Thursday the 28th Day of November,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and ninety-live, is hereby desigwith the advice of the Executive
nated.
Council, as a day of public

THANKSGIVING AND PRAISE.
refraining from ordinary vocations, may
Commonall the people of our Christian
wealth, in their homes and in places dedicated to public worship, render tributes ot
priise and gratitde for the many manifestations of God’s goodness.
And amio our songs of praise, let our
thankfulness be evinced by some substantial
the
expression ot sympathy lor the poor,
unfortunate and afflicted.
Given at the Executive Chamber at
Augusta, this eleventh day of November,
in the yeur of our Lord, one thousand
and o
eight bundled and ninety-flva
the Independence of the United States
of
America the
one
hundred and
twentieth.
HENRY B. CLEAVES.
By the Governor.
NICHOLAS FESSENDEN,
Secretary of State.
The Boston people who have started in
to reform thg drama have not begun any
too soon.
It is reported that President Cleveland’s
coming message will surpass in length
all that have preceded it from his pen.
This is appalling.
—

Experts

in that

sort of business, who
have examined the machinery of the new
railroad combination, express the opinion
that the arrangement is not likely to hold

easily believe that he is going to
favor a very vigorous foreign policy indeed. New converts, whether in re.igion
or politics, are always the most zealous
and the most noisy. Their recent wiok-

land in South America have awakened a
good deal of resentment in this country
and an emphatio and clear cut statement
the part of our government that it
will not tolerate aggressions by European powers on the Republics to the
south of us.would undoubtedly be received

on

with almost universal satisfaction.

IVORINEJ!™Si2*:
A.

(

Cake of Toilet Soap in every Package.

foreign affairs. For that reason the
question of Cuban recognition should be,
and undoubtedly will be,
approached
on

with great caution. The question of the
future of Hawaii is also a perplexing
If the President has got to the
one.

CURRENT COMMENT.

Buy

of

us

a

DOcent bottle of

HU8TENA,

(BALL’S Cough and I.ung Syrup), and if your
cough is curable, we will guarantee to cure you

strong advocates.

All

the men
all have

or

25 cent

size 40 doses in three cornered bottle.

50 cent

size, 125 doses, pannelled bottle. Cut

this out for reference.

II. II. Hay & Son,
If the New York Herald’s abstract of C. H. Guppy & Co.,
Simmonds & Hammond,
J. H. Hamel,
the report of the Nicaragua canal comE. K. Guenthner.
Clinton Gilson,
mission be correct there i3
not much
bold by leading dealer:!.
do
will
that
nov21
TuTh&Sttf
Congress
prospect
anything

Reserved seats, 36, 60 and 76c, Admission
3Bc.now on sale at Stockbridge’s. Half fare
t0 a,] holding "Couthoui” tick211MV.;
ets.
Late trains on G. T. R. R.

York

Stock

Cor. middle and

Exchange Sts, TICKETS.

nov26

Exchange.

Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher’s prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute

road

teething troubles,

and "Wind Colic.

relieves

Castoria

constipation and flatulency.
the food, regulates the stomach

Castoria assimilates

bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Cas.
toria is the Children’s Panacea—the Mother’s Friend.

and

—

HUTSON B.

Castoria.

Castoria.

Castoria is an excellent medicine for children. Mothers have repeatedly told me of its
good effect upon their children."
Da. G. C. Osgood,
Lowell, Mass.

Castoria is so well adapted to children that
I recommend it as superior to any prescription
known to me.”
H. A. Archer, M. D.,
Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

•4
Castoria is the best remedy for children of
which I am acquainted. I hope the day is not
far distant when mothenewill consider the real
interest of their children, and use Castoria instead of the various quack nostrums which are
destroying their loved ones, by forcing opium,
morphine, soothing syrup and other hurtful
agents down their throats, thereby sending
them to premature graves."
Dr. J. F. Kinchhloe,
Conway, Ark.

physicians in the children's departspoken highly of their experience in their outside practice with Castoria,
and although we only have among our
medical supplies what is known as regular
products, yet we are free to confess that the

•*

41

35 & 37

25 cts.

& James Sts., Albany,

State

DEALERS IN

octl4

Salmon,
Pork Roasts,

Can

Beef‘Roasts,

Corned Beef
3
Tamarinds,
16 bs. Silver Skinned Onions,
12 lbs. Sweet Potatoes,
Good Potatoes,
I St. Andrews Turnips,

and

Middle, 54to

dtf

Lippineott Company.

Messenger's

AND

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.
on

furor able

Interest

ness

livery

laiiiat

forbidden by

meeting of the creditors of said
their
to
prove
debts
Debtor
and
or more assignees of his estate
one
choose
will
be held at a Court of Insolvency to be liolden
at Probate Court Boom, in said Portland in
said County of Cumberland, on the 2nd dav of
1 December, A. 1). 1895, at 10 o’clock in the
forenoon.
Given .under my hand the date first above
written.

Having many open dates for the next months
ha engaged for any occasion for which
good music is required. Apply to CHARLES
GRIMMER, 180 Middle street, or members of

from

dtf

LEEDS AND FARMINGTON

AID TO THE PROSPERITY
OP MAINE
as

the

as

j

Beginning.

UNION MUTUAL POLICIES

are ••

Worrying Expense,
Always a Comforting Investment.
Never

a

—

who tells you all

Ready-made

This lectnre is under the management of the

kind that’s ready to
LAMES’ CIRCLES
We have that kind.

wear.

a

Overcoats! Lots of ’em. Anything you want. And if you pick a
Kersey you’ll pick right.
Nothing like a Kersey for
warmth, style, fit and wear.
Kerseys for $12.00, $14.85, $16.00,
$18.00. Low for Kerseys too!
Ulsters, $10.00 to $30.00.

f.1lT& co.

BOO

Congress

Street.

C0-APRTNERSII1R

Post” is a boy’s book but
have,
1VE, the undersigned,
this dav
there are no boys in it aud tho love story •m* entered
into
copartnership to tin
business in the
we rather think young readers will be a grocery and provision
town of N* \v Gloucester in the store formerlikely to skip. An Englishman, who hfas 1» occupied by Berrv
Starbird under the
firm name of Reed & Holmes.
boen throwu
over by the obeot of
W. A. HEED,
affections at home, comes to Southern
c. p. holmes
Trail.
Pawnee
Here
18'J5. nov;idu!3tp
a
New
Nov.
to
1st,
GJaoester,
Arizona,
explore

ips

%

djj

31

___

“Chumley’s

ALLEN,

Insurance

Conp-ess Street.
Sept7

Holy

City,”

GATTIj,
Kotzschmar Hall, Monday,
Dec, 2,
’95, Commencing at 8 o’clock p. m.

Instrumental Concert,

and

Will be given in the church. Wed. Dec. 4th,
by the following well known talent, Misses
Knight, Ricker and Rice,Messrs. Merrill. Stockbridge and Harmon, vocalists. Misses Philbrook and Blanchard, Mrs. Allen. Thompson,
Johnson and Smith, pianists, and Mr. Walter
Smith, organist.
Tlie programme will he an unusually brilliant
and exceedingly inone involving some new

R. R.

teresting

features.
Admission tickets, 35cts., reserved seats
50 cts., to be obtained of Stockbridge, Cressey
Jones & Allen, Frank B. Clark, T. F. Homsted
nov28-30-dec2-3-4
and Stevens, Jones co.

Thanksgiving

DUE 1912.

Ball

AT

CEO. E. DUNCAN,
octlf*

42 Mango Street

Thursday Evening,
TRILBY
WALTZ, SCHOTTISCHF. and
nov25d4t
TWO STEP Monday evening.

GRAND

MILLS,

Chandler's Music Store 431
eodtf

:

CAKE

:

WALK.

UNDER THE AUSPICES OF
DELANEV
AND GOAMES,

dt£

Thatcher Post Hall,

t

Me.
Portland,
eodlyr

Slate at

ASSOCIATION

CHESTNUT STREET CHURCH.

Agency,

Piano Tuner.
Order

“The

Vocal

MAINE CENTRAL

Horace Anderson.

H. E.

Cressey, Jones & Allen's
Music Store, beginning Wednesday. Nov. 27th,
at 9 o’clock a. m.
The 50 and 75
Prices 35o, 60c and 75c.
cent tickets secure reserved seats.
Half fare on Maine Central R. R. from Lewiston, Bath. Brunswick and way stations between. P. & R. from all stations in Maine west
of Westbrook.
Grand Trunk from all stations between So.
nov25dlw
Paris and Portlaud.

GRAND

iiov23dtf_

FxcBiange Street,

ctl9

here this winter.
Tickets (or sale 91

GILBERT’S

ANDERSON, ADAMS & GO
Fire

and will be Dr. Parkhurst’s only appearance

Tickets, 50c with reserved seat, to be obtained of the members and at Stockbrldge’s.
nov26dtd

ulw

PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY,

Low-

Foot of Preble Street,
ct5

OF
HIGH Sf.
CONGREGATIONALIST CHURCH,

HAYDN

».

—

Tammany and What It
as Taught Us.”

is alike.

WOOD MANTELS AND TILING

W. A.

WILL LECTURE IN

ON

MAN

CONSOL. 4’s,
finest stock.
est Prices.

all parts

CITY HALL
Monday Evening, Dec. 9th.

THE

WHEN SHALL OUR AGENT GALL?

Largest and

10c to

FOR THE BENEFIT OF

Satisfactory

As the

Artists.

DR. PARKHURST

BELIEVE

-BY THE-

THE END of the policy is

Just

TRIO,

theatre.

6’s

Genuine Home Company.
Prom first to last,
its insurance contracts occasion

Specialty

Popular Prices I Matinees,

important

THANKFULNESS
AND PROFIT,

CALIFORNIA

GREAT

Assisted by a Big Company of

investments made by this

111

Commencing Monday Eve., Nov, 25, and
Matinees Wednesday, Thursday ll'hanksgiviug) and Saturday, the

of

H0V22
so

novl3dlm

a

Pocket Book is hidden, not stolen ; byt
tho mystery attending it and tho luck
|
tlie finding, together with muoli hard
C. h. BtJCKNAM
feeling and undeserved bad treatment, is
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of
not for us to set forth.
(Philadelphia:
for
said
insolvency
Comity of Cumberland
nov21 &28
Henry T. Coates & Company; Portland:

ji!

a*

wishing to transact Banking busiof an j description through this Bank.

As an

■mi

<ie_

well

J. C. McCone, Treas.

GREAT HOLIDAY ATTRACTION.

can

There is

WANTED.

hi

and

as

THEATRE^

PARK

GBIMMER’S ORCHESTRA.

Deposit*.

jan4

Notice.

transfer
by liim are

Time

STEPHEN R. SMALL. Preside
MARSHALL d GODINS. Caih'ii

estate of

the
ami
of any property

on

those

THIS

Debtor

allowed

siring to open accounts,

factor is

—

nov22dlw

C. F. Stcbbs, Mgr.

clothing

Correspondence solicited from Individuals, Corporations, Bank*, and others de-

$1.50.)

JOHN S. PILL8BUBY, of Portland,
an
insolvent
lie
to
Debtor,
adjudged
ou petition of said Debtor, which petition was
filed on tile 20tli day of November, A. D. 1896
to which date interest on claims is to be
computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said

■

DON’T

SURPLUS

Correct Account* received

Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County
State of Maine, Cumberland, ss, Nov. 20th’
A. D. 1895.
fs to give notice that on the 20thday of
November. A. H. 1896. a warrant tn insolvency was issued out of the Court of Insolvency
for said County of Cumberland, agalust the

■■■

■

35,50,75.

\V. AXLE*
dtf

Saturday Matinee, Children 5c.

Incoprated 1824.
CAPITAL

^lustrations

Price

■

C.

Don’t forget the day and date.
Grand street parade. Military Brass Band,
at 11.45.
Seals on sale at Chandler’s Musle Store
Saturday, Nov. 23, at 9 a. ni.
Prices:
Matinee, 25, 35, 50 cts.
Evening,

Star

terms.

Lucky Torn

F. O. BIAUS1.
arl4

Regular 195 Middle St P. a Bit 1108.

application.

no one

CO.,

PORTLAND, MAINE,

60 India Sts.

that the Dirigo colossus has many mis- he meotswith no end of thrilling events In
sionaries engaged In his propaganda. frontier life. The Indians In this
story
Every State that has a Republican Rep- are
by no means dead Indians save when
resentative has a man who admires Mr.
Reed. Even the Republican silver men they are scalped on the spot. An Indian
have a soft side for him, although they with so defined a senso of humor as the
must remember with what a zeal he in- old
Potawattamy’s, in this tale, is new
terposed his massiveness between the to
us; and we feel that the hero was forHon. Benjamin Harrison and a free cointunate in the sort of families with daughage bill.
Mr. Reed’s weak point is in tho South. ters that came out as
emigrants. But
Through the Republican States of the
do not mako such fine
North lie is sure of friendship and sup- juvenile readers
port. Members of the House who are not distinctions and the story is really a ringbound by local causes to the advocacy of
ing one and full of interest. In print,
other candidates, will be found to be good
the volpaper, covers and
Reed men. They
iiis
talents.
respect
They wonder at his genius. Tho Reed ume is most attractive. (Philadelphia:
cult is more widely diffused than is the J. B.^Lippincott Company. Price $1.50.
sentiment in favor'ot any other candidate.
The Young Castellan is another exceedFinally, the feeling that Mr. Reed can
be oounted upon to do effectively and
handsome publication. The boy
ingly
with no weakness or hesitation whatever
who gets this
will be proud indeed
may be thought good for his party, will
gain him adherents. The trimmer, the ah long his holiday possessions. Beautithe timorous respectable fully illustrated, it puts in
conservative,
captivating
have their uses; but when a great party,
form and into roal story shape, the excite
flushed with suocess, looks forward to
monts and struggles of Royalists and Rea period of power, the man of daring and
of tremendous will may not seem its volutionists, Cavaliers and Roundheads.
least attractive figure.
Events cluster about one
brave lad,
mother and castle and loyal
guarding
NEW PUBLICATIONS.
memories towards England and her King.
After exile and sorrow, a happy ending
Among recent books for boys wo have. crowns the book. (Philadelphia: J. B.

A MARBLE VENUS.

BAILEY &

Salesroom 46 Exchange Street.

-OF-

JL_J ^

1VA

SALE

—

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

—

rtAUKErts.

Evening.

CO., Auctioneers.

Stock and Fixtures of Robert H.
Hayes, 39 Free St.
FTIHURSDAY, November 21st., at 2 o’clock
•*p. m. we shall sell the entire stock, con- Under the management of William Stanton.
—0—EMBRACING ALL—0—
sisting in part of teas, coffee, canned goods,
spices, soaps, flour, extracts, chimneys, etc., Tlic Great Comedians, Cultivated Vocalistg
with
together
goods usually kepr in grocery
and Superb Specialties.
stores, also large ice chest, iron safe, 1 horse,
Superb Orchestra, Marvelous Music, Dewagon, 2 pungs, harness, stoves, cofdelivery
Dancing, Laughable Comedy,
lightful
fee mill, saws, knives, cleavers, marble meat
slabs, meat cutters, tin and wooden measures,
Carlo Extravaganza,
Grand
Finale—Monte
platform and counter scales, office furniture,
etc., etc. JOHN B. KEHOE, Assignee, dtd

! Fr O.

Casco National Bank

Circular Mailed to any address upon

10 cts. can
8 eta. lb.
6 to 13 cts. lb
to 8 cents, lb*
8 eta lb*
35 cts*
25 cts
50 cts. bush
50 eta. bush

ALES

Grlmmer’s Orchestra.

and

HALL,

Thanksgiving Day

MINSTRELS.

These bonds are issued by the Sanitary Dii
Chicago, a municipal corporation»reg
under a general act of tin
State of Illinois, in pursuanci
of a popular vote of the electors within It
limits, which include practically the entlri
City of Chicago, and the greater part of thi 1
adjoining populous towns of Cicero and Lyons
trict of

O. BAILEY &

-OF

and

Interest Payable Jauuary
July 1.

Securities-

Offerings Submitted,

CITY

ASSIGNEE’S

Due July 1, 1901.

Other Investment

'•*/!

25c.

—

Municipal, Railroad,

Street, New York Cityfc*

Lady

FINANCIAL.

Bonds,

Cent.

Per

TH21
—

Gent and

Afternoon and

SWAN & BARRETT,

STREET,

YORK.

NEW

Castoria has won us to look with
favor upon it.”
United Hospital and Dispensary,
Boston, Mass.
Allen C. Smith, Pres.,

Tf

cts.
cts.
cts.
cts.
16 cts.
«0 cts.

29 PINE

27 &

Our

Admitting

ACtJTION

FOB SALE BY

merits of

■

cts.

& CO.,

BANKERS,

tmammmmmmmmmmmmmammmmmmmmammmmmm

25
25
25
:5
25

SAUNDERS,

SPENCER, TRASK

Ticket

Tickets will be held for members till Thursday noon, Nov. 28.
nov25oed3t

CO,

ularly organized
legislature of the

Investment Securities,
SI 1-2 Exchange Street
Portland, M
fed28T.Th&Sat-tf

ment have

The Centaur Company, T7 Murray

The programme will consist of a reception
from 7.o0 to 8.*30 followed by a vocal
and
instrumental entertainment after wuich ice
cream and cake will be served. Tickeis may
be obtained of G. W. Pennell at
Bolster,
Snow & Co.’s, G. S. Rolf
at >*outhworth
Bros., Middle street. G. if. Jordan, 401 Congress
A. W. Laughlin,
street,
Evening
Express Office.

1Iyl7_

5

—

Nov-

veinber 29th.

DRAINAGE,

Interest payable January and July.
Limited to $16,000 per mile single track.
I would call special attention to these
bonds as a safe investment, being a legal
investment for Maine savings banks.
I am prepared to give information as
to earnings of the road for the past year
and of its present outlook.
Correspon
dence and personal interview invited.
FOB SALE BY

cures

Anniversary, Friday Evening.

BK t

DUE JAN.l, 1943.

Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
Diarrhoea

Will celebrate its
Sixth

-FOR SALE BY-

First Mortgage 5 per cent Gold Bonds

for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years* use by

cures

TRINITY LODGE, K. OF P.

CHICAGO

Company,

sale.

_

Correspondence Invited.

BANKERS,

on

nov27d3t*

INVESTMENTS.

H. M. PAYSON &

Now

—^i

__

Town of Dexter, Maine, 6’s.
Members New York Produce Town of Pittsfield, Maine, 4's.
Exchange and Chicago Board City of Zanesville, Ohio. 4 1-2's.
of Trade.
City of Springfield, Ohio, 5's.
City of Ashland, Wisconsin, 6's.
Borough of Braddook, Penna., 41-2's and ff s.
novl 2
dTu,Thurs,Sat,3mo
Portland Water Company, 4's and 5's.
Portland & Ogdsnsburg Railway Stock,
Dividends guaranteed by Mains Central Ratlroad.

Bangor and Aroostook Rail-

11
Entertainments—
only $2.60, $3.25 and
$4'U°-

COURSE

BANKERS,

New

Members

MOULTON,

&

WOODBURY

Stocks.

C0UTH0UI,

famous Impersonator, assisted by the
charmtng soprano, Nellie Salome Thomas,
Mr. Geo. Hubbard Wilder, Flutist, and Miss
Lida J. Low, Pianist.
The

We recommend these bonds for Trust Funds

Cotton

Maine Investment!

give satsfaetion or no pay. For a severe
Astliuia or for Children in
probably but Mr. Reed knows about it, Cough, Lung trouble.
Short & Harmon.
and there is a strong probability that the Croup and Cough it has no superior. Try it Loring,
and

I

DO YOU APPRECIATE BARGAINS ?

Ding-

matter is still undecided.
mentioned are competent

|

What is

Series, No. 3, illustrated,
“The Missionary Pocket Book” or “Tom
Mason’s Luck”
by Harry Castieman,
‘The Gunboat Series”, etc;
author of
“Chumley’s Post, A Story of Tho Pawneo
Trail,” by William O. Stoddard author of
“Crowded Out o’ Crofleld,” etc, with illustration, by Charles H. Stephens: aud
“The Young Castellan,” A tale of the
English Civil War by George Manville
Fenn, author of “Devon Boys”, etc., also,
illustrated.
Harry Castlemon is a popular writer.
Tho present volume
deals
with Indian fights in Texas, and with
not uncommon.
disappointed in the make-up of the comIn estimating Mr. Reed's’ expectations,
between cowboys who want
mittees, for there are a good many can- however, it should not be forgotten, al- experiences
to roam at will, and farmers who want
didates for overy important chairman- though it seems to be forgotten usually,
to fence and protect their ranches. The
ship. For the head of the ways and
story has movement, adventure and exmeans committee,
which is tho most
Portland, Me.
citement, with little or no plot. Tjiq
in
the
list, Congressman
important
To our customers:

Congressman Payne

York

Grain.

But
<
.lV..>
the reoegnitlon of the Cuban rebels at
this time is another matter.
There is
plenty of sympathy in this country for
the insurgents and an almost unanimous
wish to see them succeed; but the accord- 4 IDs. New Prunes,
6 lbs. Good Raisins,
ing of belligerent rights to them will 4 lbs. 3-Crown, New Raisins,
lbs. 4-Ciown, New Raisins,
subjeot our vessels to a good many incon- 35 lbs.
New Clean Currenst,
veniences and hardships, inasmuch as New Citron.
Cider, (for pies only)
they will bo liable to search by Spanish New
Pie B*ef, Snet and Spices.
cruisers, and very likely involve us ulti- New Fizs, Nuts and Dates.
mately in a war with Spain. That at 10 lbs. Rolled Oats,
least is the opinion of Senator Morgan,
9 ■
jHL. .
the chairman of the Senate oommittee

renomination under any conditions.
MR. REED’S CHANCES.
The New York Hearid has been claiming
of late Cleveland was the only leader left
(New York Sun.)
in the party, and now apparently he is
There are a good many people pulling
gone. It looks as though the party would against Tom Reed; a number of active
have to get along without a candidate or booms that need to go over him; and the
Hon. Benjamin Harrison, his hand in
11
jine drives” with the Populists and ao- the bosom
of his frock coat, as becomes
capt Uncle Solon Chase.
a statesman, is always waiting hopefully
for the stroke of fate. It is not unjust to
The South Carolina constitutional conany of Mr. Reed’s rivals to say that invention has relaxed the State’s ancient tellectually he is the superior of them all.
doubtful qualification and calculated
policy in regard to divorces to the extent A
to breed envy. This is a man not to be
of recognizing the legitimacy of marriages
killed off without a
strong,
organized
in other States between persons, ono of effort. He is dangerous.
It is the common belief that Mr. Reed’s
whom may have bcen|divoorod, and who
chances of getting the nomination are
take up their residence in South
Caroby the responsibility that will
imperilled
lina. Heretofore such marriages have not lie
upon him as the chief figure in the
been recognized in the State as valid and House of Representatives. But the
consequently the children of them have Fifty-fourth Congress is no t likely to do
creative work. It will have
been illegitimate. This is the only con- any difficult
to patch up some arrangement with Mr.
otession the constitution makers were Cleveland to
pay the expenses of the Govwilling to make. Like the old constitu- ernment, if that distinguished financier
will
and there its work will end.
consent,
tion, the new one forbids divorce for any
Pass the appropriation bills and get out
cause, nor does it recognize marriages in- will be the
programme. Some little jealside the State, of people divorced in other ousies and stumbling blooks in his way,
Mr. Reed’s selection of committees may
States.
cause
Statesmen who esteem themselves
Necessarily a good many people will be ripe for chairmanships of committees are

and

!'

USE

recolleotion and remove the doubts of
their friends.
Rumor has it, that the
President will signify his conversion by
proclaiming the Monroe doctrine to be
tho true rule of policy for the Republio,
will recommend the recognition of the

out to be well founded, we are inclined
to think the President will find himselt
considerably in advance of Congress and
the country in two of his recommendations. An affirmation of the Monroe
doctrine at this time would undoubtedly
be popular.
The encroachments of Eng-

1, 1S95#

DATED NOVEMBER

Exchange.

J’

evening with the lady who read “The
Prophecy of Columbus” at the World’s
Falrin Chicago, MISS JESSIE

10-30 4 Per Cent Bonds,

Members New

edness is so fresh in their memory, and
their accquaintances look with so much
suspicion upon their turn-about,that they
feel obliged to keep up a continual din
and go to extremes, to drown their own

Cuban rebels as belligerents and perhaps
favor the direct or indirect acquisition
of Hawaii. If the rumor should turn

City Hall, Tuesday Evening, Dec. 3rd.
An

CITY OF BELFAST, MAINE,

Cotton.

Olney

a

Pennsylvania,

Broadway,

other

we can

AMUSEMENTS.

21 STOCKBRIDGE.

$100,000

New York.

ideas. Yet history records many remarkable conversions, and it may be that
President Cleveland is going to add anto the
list.
Mr.
Probably
has done some missionary work
since he has been
in the Secretary of
State’s office, and, it may De, has produced an impression upon the President.
If Mr. Cleveland has been converted

AMUSEMENTS.

NEWLOAN.

&CO.,

72

can

tion.

of New York are prominently mentioned.
Just now the guesses incline to Mr.
Payne, tut if it has been settled, uobody

FINANCIAL.

McCormick

Spotless j Price,
White :

with any polioy based upon a vigorous
assertion of American rights and Ameri-

Mr. E. C. Benediot, the President’s in
timate friend, is authority for the statement that Mr. Cleveland will not accept

ley of this State, Congressman Dalzell of

FINANCIAL.

MISCELLANEOUS.
--*

throned queen in the riandwich Islands
aud the promoter of the soheme to withdraw entirely from our
ooinpact with
regard to Samoa could identify himself

point of thinking that the island should
be annexed—and this seems incredible—
together long. The provisions originally he has progressed farther than the majoragreed upon were greatly modified before ity of Americans, who are still troubled
the compact was signed, and the modifi- in their minds by the
many embarrassing
cations were in the direction of making it
questions that would come with annexaeasier for the roads to withdraw.

MISCELLANEOUS.

at the coming session toward beginning
the construction. Indeed the most positive recommendation of the report is that

•

s

c/u
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TUESDAY

Walking

3 Beautiful Frizes.

Cream and Cake.
Single Tickets 5o cents.

Ice

MISS A. L. SAWYER’S
SCHOOL OF SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING
Also, Headquarters for Shorthand Worl

and

Typewriting.
CENTENNIAL BLOCK, f’3 EXCHANGE SI
jaul.

eodft

DEC 3rd.
EVENING,
Cake, begins at 9.

for the

GRAY’S

SUSINESS
AND

COLLEGE

Typewriting.
Send fbr fee. Illustrated Catalogue.
L. A. a ray & SON, Portland, Me.

School

of

Shorthand

and

Social

Dance.

nov27d3t#

OIAB lOISTDS.
A tint; line of Ladles’ and Gents’, Diamond Rings
in the lates t styles ol settings.
Mv prices are
reasonable anil every stone of the best quality,
910.00 io $30 a McKENIsEY, the Jeweler, Monument Square
jnalldn'
^

IS

THE PURITY KISS CASE-

INSANE?

SHE

A Woman and Babe Seen Under
Circumstances at Pride’s

Peculiar

Corner.

Counsel

Argued

Candy,

Day—Did

tl*e Molasses

Waxed Paper and the Red

Constitute

Ink

During the Monday night storm of
mixed rain, snow and sle4t, Mr. Winfield
Lawrence, who was walking home from
Pride’s Corner was surprised to see
a
woman walking in the storm in tne road
before him, who ran into a piece of woods
When he got home he told his
near by.

the

All

he helm to starboard and ran into the
Ben Hur, damaging the pilot house and

HARBOR NEWS.

a

Legal

Tradmark

Or

Not?
The “Purity Kiss” ease was continued
in the United States Court yesterday. In
the PKESS’ report of the proceedings of
the day before, an error was made in the
statement that the argument for the demade by J udge Symonds.
was
fendant
was made by David W.
The argument

brother about the matter and spoke of the
strangeness of the woman taking to the
woods. So the next morning the brother
Judge Symonds’ partner.
Snow, Esq
and Mr. Oliver Leighton tracked
the Mr. Snow continued his
argument for
woman through the woods to where she
hours yesterday
two
forenoon.
Mr.
had come out on the Bridgton road,
a
Brownelmade the argument for the plaindistance of about five miles, and
there tiff and Judge Symonds the
concluding
they lost the trail.
They also picked up
for the

City

Yesterday.
GLORIOUS

WEATHER IN HARBOR
AT LAST.

Waite

BEFORE JUDGE

BONNET
Wednesday—The case of Origen A. Mevs.
F.
E.
Fadden
Spaulding at al trustees, on trial in the Superior court, has
been reported to the Law court without

Comedy Co.

Today at the matinee at Portland theatre “The Plunger’’ will he presented and argument.
in the evening “The Prince of Liars.”
THE MUNICIPAL COURT.
Thanksgiving is always a good day for

publio entertainments
probably be crowded

and the house will

Many People Visit

They

Celebrate

Ireland, for
the 15attle»hlp—How Steamship
company.
named the “Canada,”
Thauksglvlng—Mrs.

little Elmore Sisters now
performance, matinee
appear at each
and evening either in the cast or in specmisses deialties. These clever young
The

ances.

the large audience last night with
installment of the new stook of specialties which they have this season, in-

lighted
an

cluding pretty terpsichorean turn called
“the firefly dance.” The music by the fine
a

orchestra

is

cards of the

one

of

the

great drawing
Be

performances.

sure

and

go today.
The

Stoclcbridge Course.

Jessie Coutboui and her excellent company will be seen in the second Stook-

BEFOitE

JUDGE

WtJIO

JiOBINSON.

tion ; lined |3 and costs.
A.
George
Gallagher.
drunkard; sentenced to thirty

Franklin,

to

Free, Free to Middle, to
Congress, to starting point.

There will be two concerts in front of
the
oity building, one at 3 p. m. and
one at 7. IS p. m. Chandler’s music store
will be open all day to give those a chance
to purchase tickets who have not already
done so.
The

Our rnuglo

Deputy Marshal Emery returned to
Portland
yesterday from Danforth with
Rolo Malcom, against whom an “R. L.
D.
oa3e is pending, in other words, he is
accused of having engaged in the sale of
liquor without a license from the United
States. Mr. Emery reached Danforth in
the midst of the rain only to find that.his

next

Monday evening

Kotzschmar Hall, and we [arejinformed that the
listeners at the last rehearsal were delighted and could not refrain from hearty
applause. We also learn that the tickets
are mooting
with ready sale, which is as
it should he.
at

Notes,
The matinee at the theatre
be at 3.30 instead of 3 o’clock.
Funeral of Mrs. S. J.

today

will

Murray.

The lust

sad rites over the remains of
Ernestine M. Adams, wife of Stephen J.
Murray, were held at the old horn stead
in Biddeford yesterday forenoon, attended
a Large
delegation of relatives and
friends.
The floral offerings were many
and beautiful, aud BiJently testified
to
the love and esteem in which the deceased
was held by those who came to pay their
last respects to the departed.
The’buriai

by

was

in the br.nitiful Saco cemetery.
Little Folks'

Concert.

The entertainment in aid of the Home
for Friendless Boys, given
at Bosworth
Post hall last evening was well attended
and a great success.
The Mother Goose

dance,

banjo selections
songs were all good.

and

costume

U1JU

JJttJ UJ.

Tliero

Mitchell,

95
80
91

88
85
96
93
81

434

443

86
98
75
90
89

83
90
76
79
76

77
87

Wood

Noble,86

Totals,

419
75
79
73
74
86

Currier,
Pine,

Clay,

Waite,
Totals,
The waverly Club

386
won

by

438
58

403

pins.H. A.

Freeman was referee.
Great interest was shown in the play
and good
scores called out repeated applause. Some expert playing is expected
The
club tournament will be
today.

opened’next Monday evening.
The
Free

Thanksgiving
Baptist ohurcn

social

at

the Fisrt

last
evening was
very well attended and quite a large donation of fruit, cake, jellies, etc., were
which will
be distributed
received,
among the sick and needy of the parish.
This programme was much enjoyed :
Scatter—The Sunshine,
Congregation
Mr. C.ate
Prayer,
Piano Solo,
Miss Edith Blake
Mr. J. G. McCarty
Reading,
Miss Frances Skillings
Solo,
Misses Gribben
Duet,
Miss Marion MoCrindle
Solo,
Piano Solo,
Miss Lizzie Skillings
Dime Sociable at the Y. M. C. A.

A

enthusiastic audience greeted the
appearance of Messrs. J.W. Maynard and
C. E. Coffin
at the V. M. C. A. dime
sooial.
To say that they gave a good entertainment would not be doing them
justice for their selections were above
what anyone would expect from a
person
that had his eyesight.
Each selection
was
were

received

with

applause and they
recalled again and again.
During

tho intermission ice cream and cake was
served
the reception
by
committee.

Everyonejwent home saying that they
spent a very pleasant evening.

large.
Though

the

harbor was so bright and
beautiful and the water so smooth, there
was a chill in the air that rendered the

bad

Thanksgiving Day Service.
In the Catherdal of St.
Luke’s, this
morning at 11 o’clock, the office appointed
for ihanskgiving Day will be said
and
the Holy Eucharist will be celebrated.

J. R. LIBBY.

Hall.

Almanac

Winter
Only
Hours Ahead.
Actual Winter Here Now-

Large Gathering—Presentation of
Flag—Appropriate Speeches—-i

Forty-Eight

Line

J»Hy Dance.
The Veteran

Associatioi
Firemen’s
their fourth anniversary by
grand ball and concert at City ball las
evening. The beautiful decoratious tha
were put
up for the presentation of th

VERY

ESTIMABLE
ttieir
put in
winter’s coal until the first

celebrated

SOME
people

at Maine's silver service were allowed to re
Dominion main, and were a great addition to thi

||

£jj

seats about the sides and in the balooniei
were
A
quiokly taken possession of.
tho
delightful
&
Kollo
for
concert by the American Cade
Harling,
Co., agent
Bristol line at Portland arrived from band—the programme has been publishec
Montreal yesterday.
He will oocupy as —was given from 8 to 9 o’clook.
At 9 precisely, the curtain rose to display
an ollice
the
occupied

premises formerly

Captain Benjamin Seabury is taking
charge of the Freeport steamer Phantom,
while Cantain

M

beautiful spectacle.
In the centre o
the stage stood Mrs. Brooks, president o
the Ladies’
League, with the oommittei
of ladies, and a number of
young girls
prettily dressed, eaoh carrying an Ameri
a

by the Donaldson line.

Townsend is taking

a

va-

cation.
The Numidian will take 276 cattle and
about 1,350 sheep this trip. The stook
was due to arrive last evening over the

A

Grand

Supper

Followed

by

M
Sjr

^?
S*

can
flag, formed a
them, while outside of

semi-circle abou
wero rangei
dll
the Veteran Firemen in their red shirts
whito belts and black trousers,
thei

Speaking.
The

members of the Sheridan Kifles,
L, First Kegiraent, National
Guards of Maine,enjoyed a turkey supper
at their rooms last evening. It was got-

Company

ten up

by J. K Robbins, caterer to the
company, assisted by Musioiaan Thomas
M. Keegan. The oommittoe of arrangements consisted of Captain M. E. Conley,

Sergt. John McCarthy,
Mahoney.

and private D. J.

I he special guests of the company were
Lieutenant Joseph
Kelley, Adjutant of
the Ninth Regiment, National Guard of
mer,
As one of the officers said: “These
Massachusetts, and Lieutenant Desmond
ships’ decks are hot places in summer and Lieutenant
Casey of the same regiIt certainly
and cold places in winter.”
ment.
The Boston gentlemen will rewas oold enough on the decks of the
main here through today, leaving tonight
Maine yesterday.
The

torpedoes

were

of special interest
were in
large cases

to the visitors. They
and looked like big steel
oigars about
in the front
ten feet long.
Enclosed
part of each_torpedo is 110 pounds of gun
cotton that will explode when the torpedo
strikes
In the centre is a
anything

cavity

holding enough compressed air,

that the pressure is 1,350 pounds to
the square inoh. Since the natural pressure
of air is but fifteen pounds to the
it will be seen that this
square inch
if in its normal state
compressed air,
would oocupy just ninety times the space
of
the torpedo cavity.
E tch torpedo
has two * propellers, wliioh
revolve in
so

borhood
of ninety mince pies will be
eaten aboard
the Maine today.
There was a pathetic sight on the end

Captain Conley presided and made a
bright opening speech
welcoming the
guests of the company to Portland and
referring to the good feeling existing bethe

officers and members of the
two regimonts. Captain Conley said that
he
felt that he ought to congratulate
the company and all the Portland companies attached to the First Regiment in
view of tho faot that in

a

few months the

armory will be

complete i. Captain
Conley; pleasantly referred to the sooial
events of the year, and to the
larger
military events that have become a part
of the history of the company.
new

5?

52

5?

What led

to the writing of “Hiawatha,”
“Excelsior,” “A Psalm of Life,” “EvanTold in the Christmas issue of
geline.”
5

The Curtis

spoonfuls

are

THE GUIDE-board
to
such Underwear in our West

Window,

But the Guide board is not the
town you

feS
*%

Adjutant Kelley, Lieutenant Desmond
and
Lieutenant
Casey of the Ninth
Regiment of Massachusetts and LieutenM. J. Lee of the Sheridan Rifles were
called
upon by Captain Conley, and responded briefly. The military visitors
from Boston
spoke of the pleasure it

ant

?

>2

gave thorn to be present on so pleasant
occasion
and gracefully
returned
the abundant evidenoe they
thanks for
had received of the continued good feeling of the First Regiment of Maine, for

the Ninth ^Regiment of the mother commonwealth of Massachusetts.
A line musical programme was then
given and was opened by a flute solo 1 y

to

find

FLEECED
Undershirts and Drawers, light
mottled
outside, white,
fleecy, fluffy inside.

MEN’S

5?

w

fleeced
ruder.
shirts
are
Manufacturer’s
So called because
seconds.
now and then you can find—with a
microscope,—a slight flaw in the

These

■

weaving.

!

Fine Satteen fronts, pearlihuttons, silk fancy
stitching, cut long and full.

Dollar goods, but
perfection gives them

Three

that
the

Fifty

Corset.

If

Fifty

wear

you

Cent Corsets
want

try

a

one

and

ribbed skirt,
(b) Camel’s hair,

5C ,

$1.00.
finish,
$1.00.
81.00.

good figure
WO

pair of

Our

corner

dow full of

$1,50.

win-

Undershirts, very
white, seamless,
pearl buttons, ribbed skirt,
$2.00.

CASHMERE

Defen-

soft wool,

Corsets shows
is a handsome
corset.
It

5< ^

Is

cts.

material

Shirts,

$1.50.
White wool,

der

made

SPECIAL W ool

(a) Light gray all wool,
pearl buttons. Ribbed Skirt^

that it

wears

same

White, very heavy,

(c)

cts.

DEFENDER
of

good

too

and

Tan

WORSTEDS,

TWOGray,

very soft,
extra fine finish,

well, but—

It’S

TWO

MAGNETS

and

seamless,
2.00.
in

Ladies’

Undervests.

The

(a) Jersey Fleeced, Silk Crochet
openwork at neck and front, pearl

Shape

buttons, all sizes,

(b)

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft

25 cts.

Extra quality

Jersey Fleeced.
50 cts.

>

lines of
Ladies’ Black
Hose deserve special mention,
Germany made.
(a) Silky Fleeced. Double heel
and toe,“$*ermsdorf dye, and so fast

TWO

Trinity Lodge.

Tickets should be scoured ot the con 1
niitiee atjonce for the celebration of tl
sixth anniversary of Trinity lodge, K.
P., to bo held Friday evening. The: e and
Will be a reception, followed by a voci

^

and Instrumental concert and refresl
ments. 'Tickets will be held for membe
until this noon.

stafnless.

(b)

Ribbed Wool, both

are

!‘

25 cts.

J. R. LIBBY.

MARRIAGES.
In Woodfords, Nov. 26,
by Rev. J. R. cliffor
Charles K. Fernald and Miss Clara Hatenia
both of Woodfords.
In Bowdoiuham, 20th inst. George D. Pra
aud Miss G. Emma fllnokley.
In Dover, G. H. Williams and Flora E. Door
both of Dover.
In Levant, 20th, Geo. W. Cain and Florenc
L. Ware.
fu Skowbegan. 19th. Walter N. Ward an
Mrs. Emma F. Wight.
In Madison. 16th, Ralph W. Emerson ar '*
Miss Lucy E. Merrill.
Bangor 22d inst, Rufus R. McLean an d
Miss Lillian G. Berry.
In Penobscot, latti inst, Eugene M. Gullfoi
of Penobscot and Miss Jennie Carter of Sea
wick.

!;

_

dollar

heavy, 75 per
mottled
cleau
wool,
gray, silk
silk
stitched, pearl buttons,
bound,

Corset
best

only

Cent

cts.

noble

cent

the

makes

Defender

50

im-

Undershirts.
(a) Extra

Shape

cts.

slight

Both Shirts and Drawers.

The

50

the

to you at

59 cts.

it* an

'e

j

know,—it only points to it,

window tells where

so our

These are the garments for men whose akin
abhors the touch of wools, and yet they need
warmth,

£

an

friend to

a

SEE

^f
<S*

Everywhere

TRY TO BE
these

people by having
just the Underwear they
just the time they want it.

want, at

heavy,

At the close of President Fox’s reinart g opportunity. The game is oalled at 10.30.
the children sang Che “Star
Spangle A Following is the line up of the teams:
of Portland Pier yesterday afternoon. A
Banner,” and the band played a few bai ,g W. C. CO.S. S. CO.
left end
Lunt,
of the same seleotion.
Murray
back drove up close to the gangway of
left taokle
Watson
Thomas Keegan. Among those who conThe flag is a very handsome silk oa ’• Campbell,
the steamer Phantom
and an elderly,
left
Heffren
Marshmevcr,
guard
to the n usical part of the long and on the staff bears a
tributed
wit
h
silver
oentre
plate
Farnham
grey haired and grey bearded, weatherShaw,
were D. J. the
excellent
programme
Woodward,
Rounds
right guard
beaten sea-faring man got out. He held and
inscription “Portland Veteran Fir<
.>
taokle
James
1.
J.
Peele
Reid,
right
Mahoney,
Facey, Corporal
men’s
Association, from the Ladiei
open the door, extended his big arms inend
Coloott
Green,
right
J. J. Malloy, James Dennis and
side the hack and said: “Come,darling,” Nestor,
League, Nov. 27th, 1895.”
Frobert
quarterback
Flaherty
Mr. Keegan was called
Then Treasurer Cummings stepped fo: •- Grant,
left halfbaok
with a world of affeotion and of sadness P. H. Kelley.
King
# 'rmif hor
riwVit
liftlfhnplr
Vu.tni/w.
time and responded with ward, and, after
second
a
for
in his voice. He lifted out.of the hack a
referring to the for
fullback
Reed
It
was
a
Carpenter,
sucvery
years of service under Mr. Fox, said tl
little old woman and carried her aboard “Sergeant O’Leary.”
Following is Kent’s Hill standing
reunion and added one more to association
cessful
iiko
:
ancienti
Phantom.
Her
phe
face
wished,
was
the.
wrinklod.
list of similar social who marked
during the season:
the already long
her
lucky days with whil
eyes were staring without intelliKent’s Hill. 16; Coburn Classical Instiof Company L.
the
in
events
history
to
mark this anniversary ; as the
stories,
gence or recognition and she was muttertute, 0.
hadn’t any white stories, they
offere d
Kent’s Hill, 16; Hebron Academy, 0.
ing rapidly to herself. The man was CapNo Money In Guessing;.
him th.s beautiful white belt.
Kents’ Hill, 16; Portland High School,
Mr. Fo x
Greenleaf of
tain
the little sohooner
Addie and the woman was his wife, who
If you ever deal in Stocks, writo for in reply said at first he didn’t know bv t
Kent’s Hill, 4;
Portland High School,
became crazy last week, and was taken particulars. They will certainly interest what they though it was time for him ( 0 4.
to the Greely Hospital.
Kent’s Hill, 10; Portland High School,
She had suffici- you. Address J. ARTHUR, 1399 Broad- die and they would put up a white heai
stone over him. As it was, he felt in4je h 0.
ently recovered to be taken to the home way, N. Y.
Kent’s Hill, 34; Waterville High Sohool,
easier and accepted the beautiful' gi ■t
farm, down in South Freeport.
In The Storm’s Trock.
»
with thanks.
Kent’s Hill, 4; Thornton Aoademy, 0.
Portsmouth, N. H., November 27.—Last
Then the grand march came on of ovi ,r
Portland High sohool
was the
first
Monday night when the steamer Bay night during a heavy blow and storm, two hundred couples, led by Presidei d team to cross our
line for two years,
goal
State was passing Thatcher’s Island, the schooner Elsie, Captain James,from Bos- Fox and Mrs. Brooks. There were tweli e
excepting the college teams Colby and
schooner Fannie Freeman of Gloucester ton for St. John, went ashore at Rye dances to the music of the Cadet orchesti a
Last year Kent’s Hill defeated
Bates.
ran into her.
The schooner’s
mile
southwest
of
one
with chief
Presidei d Colby. This year she has won the panel
marshal, Vice
bowsprit Beach about
struck near the paddle box of the steam- Straw’s Point.
James W. Plaisted; floor dirocctor,
e:
of the Senior League and the Wright aud
The crew of five men were taken off in Captain Lester B. Bragg; assistant flo( ,r Ditson
er, inflicting small
damage, as the
pennant, given to the champions
sohooner was under small headway. The a breeches buoy by the Rye Beach life director, James E. Sawyer, and
aid '< of the State of Maine.
schooner proceeded on her way without saving crew.
Captain John B. Brown, Capt. Georf 0
A heavy sea drove the vessel upJiigh C. Jose, Capt. Albert E. Knight, Fran k
delay, being damaged only by the breakBRIBERY CHARGED.
ing of her bowsprit. Probably the damage and dry on the sand. The vessel is of 117 P. Burnham, Levi M. Blake, James I
to the steamer will amount to a hundred tons, valued at $3,000, and is owned in Harmon,
A Scene of Excitement in
tlie
Roman
Georgo H. Kolfe, James I
dollars and
the schooner is
Morris, E. K. Guenthner, P. C. Meiodj 1
Chamber.
damaged St. John.
about
the same amount. The cause of
If the weather holds favorable she oan John Bond, A. H. Fowler.
the collision is not explained. It was not probably lie hauled off, but in oaso of
The committee of arrangements w; s
Rome, November 27.—In the Chamber
another storm she will go to pieces.
foggy at the time, but was very dark.
composed of ex-Assistaut Engineer Jaiui lg
Deputies today, Signor Barseilai,
Schooner Mary Pennell, Captain Frye, W. Plaisted, eX-Cliief Engineer Andre v of
Yesterday morning at about 7.30 o’clock
the Ben H ur was towing the little coast- Boston for Harrington, Me., had a nar- J.
Cummings, ex-Captain Lester I I Radical, deolared 30,000 lire were offered
by a certain deputy in the recent genera]
ing schooner Matthew Vassar, Jr., in the row escape from destruction last night. Bragg, Clerk P. C. Melody. Charles 1
elections, as an inducement to him to
harbor, the former stopped to haul in her In trying to make this harbor during a Ham, Esq., Daniel Goodhue, Esq., E. t
withdraw his candidacy in favor
of
hauser and the captainfof the latter put dense fog the vessel made Little Harbor Guenthner, Esq., James E. Sawyer, Esq
Premier Crispi’s, ohlef of the cabinet.
instead, and got between the spindle George
1
James
H. Holfe,
Esq.,
and lodge. Jerry’s Point life saving crew
The declaration created great
excitediscovered the
vessol, and after giving Hannon, Esq.
ment, and a stormy scene ensued.
The
The reception
e:
committee was,
warning signals hoarded the schooner
deputy alluded to this and denied that he
which was well in among the breakers,
and hut for the timely warning would
bad received any offers of money or that
have gone
ashore in' one of the worst
Distress
any pressure was brought to bear upon
places along the coast.
la the stomhim to induce him to withdraw.
ach or feeling
Signor
Crispi demanded that the
Maine Vessels in Collision,
of fulness afChamber order an inquiry into allega
Bridgeport, Conn., November 27.—The ter eating is
tion, made by Singor Barseilai and the
vesse' which collided with the schooner
I). J. Sawyer of Randolph, Me., off Pen- effectually
premier’s proposal was referred to a oom11 eld re f lure, early yesterday morning, prevented by
mitteo for examination.
was
towed into Cook’s Point today by Hood’s Pills.
The Winter Service.
one ol' Marshall E. Morris’ oyster steamThey aid diers.
The vessel was badly damaged and
gestion and
Washington, November 26.— The PresiIt
was
the
Katie
A.
Walkwaterlogged.
dent has designated the revenue cuttei
er, Captain I). C.
Conn, and was laden assimilation
service steamers Levi Woodbury, A.
,T.
with piles bound east. The D..7. Sawyer of food, move the bowels easily and tin
Samuel Doxter,
Alexandei
Dallas,
did not stop after the collision but pro- prevent and cure
Biliousness,
>
TorpidiLive
Crawford
H.
and Schuylei
^Hamilton, W.
ceeded direct t:o Now Yu fit.
Schooner and
Constipation. They are tasteless an d iColfax to perform pecial winter cruising
Katie A. Walker was from Bangor,Maine,
ilo not gripe or cause pain. Sold "by a 1 upon the dangerous coasts of the United
hound for Perth Amboy, A. J.
druggists. 25 cents. Insist upon Hood’i L States.

required—not heaping spoonfuls.
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ment to say that
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to us

limited lint of
Ladies’ Flannelette

a

mo-

there

Wednesday,
Night

a

Robes
98 cts*

at

Several choice colorings, yoke double back
and front, cut long and fuil.
These are the garments that laugh at cold
sleeping rooms, and chill sheets.

J. R. LIBBY.
nov28dlt
In this
years.

city. Nov. 27. lliomas Likely, aged

: 2

Friday morning at 8.30 o’cloc c,
from his late residence, 48
Washington stret t.
Requiem high mass at the Calliedralot the Ii 1
maculate Conception at 9 o'clock.
In this city, Nov. 27. F ter Flaherty, aged f Q

1---

[Funeral

years.

IFuneral Friday morning at 9.30 o’clock, fro ,,
his late reeldence. Cumberland street.
R
qiiiem high mass at Cathedral of Immacula e
Conception at 10 o’clock
In Deerlng, Nov. 26, Ethel Bradford, infai lt
eliild of Edwin M. and Flora Stewart, aged 7

I
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BY HEZEKIAH BUTTERWORTH

That

Only

storm;
And imany people fully as estimable neglect their Cold Weather
frost
Under Flannels
until
the
nips them sharp.

_

for home.

tween

it

How Longfellow
Wrote His Best-Known Poems

of fire; that dreadful cry.
Whose hear t
does not feel touched with pity fur th *
poor fireman?
Who knows what his fat i)
may be? You, only, brothers, can tell o
the toils and struggles of your firemen
There are many among us tonight wh , Assistant Engineer Henry Fox, president,
can tell some startling stories as you loo ;
F.
Charles H. Randh.ll, Esq., Frank
back to the days when the old hand tu
Holland, Esq., Chief Engineer Frank B.
did its service.
of
afte
How many
you,
Moody, Peering. Chief Engineer Charles
a long day’s toil lnivoJjeon
fron
colled
H. Leighton, Westbrook, ox-Chief Engi
our homos to render assistance to
you
fellow citizens? The motto always i: l neer Richard H. Ball, ex-Chief Engineer
mind
But
Brothers
your
“Every ready.”
Benjamin A Norton. ex-Chicf Engineer
I am detaining you too long. I hope thi
Nahum Littlefield, William G
Hart,
eveni ng will be one you will always rt
mem ber and cherish and now the duty i
Esq., Charles Q. Goodhue, Esq
am about to perform is to present to
yo }
Excellent refreshments were served in
mis nag, iu cno name
oi
i.auo
one
hall.
Veteran Firemen’s League. May it b s Reception
to you all that blest emblem, the Star
FOOTBALL
MATTERSand Stripes of our country.
*
The children then sang the Red, Whit a
and Blue.
Two Games Today on the Deering Grounds
President Fox reoeived the flag
'an 1
—Kent’s Hill’s Victories.
after passing it to Mr. John Bond,
th 3
color bearer, sai d:
The eleven from Thornton Academy of
Ladies:—In behalf of the Veteran Fire
men of Portland, I accept with
plonsur 3 Saco will play the Portland eleven on the
and with thanks this beautiful flag. A! 1 Deering grounds today.
There is every
gifts have a significance, whatever be th 1 prospect of a close contest and a splendid
motive that dictates them.
But to th
exhibition of the game. At Augusta last
true American the flag of his country ha
a peculiar significance separate and
dis
Saturday Thornton was beaten by Kent’s
tiuct from all else. As has been eloquent
HilJ and a correspondent of the PRESS
ly said by one of our distinguished states says that In his opinion Portland
High
ii
men, “There is the National Flag;
speaks sublimely, and every part hns t sohool is much stronger than Thornton.
voice. Its stripes of alternate red
an 1
The game will be called at 3 o’olook.
white
proclaim the original union c •
The football game
on
the Deering
thirteen states to maintain the Declare
this forenoon will oertainly not
cion of Independence. Its stars
white '• grounds
be lacking in interest.
There has always
on a field of blue, proclaim that union o
states constituting our national oonstitu
been some rivalry-between the employes
tion, which receives a new star wit 1 of the Woodman, Cook company and the
The two
every new state.
togethe
Stevens Silver company, for the latter is
Th
signify union, past and present.
In
very colors have a lanngage which wa a a sort of off-shoot from the former.
officially recognized by our fathers. Whit 3 the last two months,this rivalry has taken
is for purity, red for
bide
fc
valor,
the lorm of a mutual desire for
viotory
justice aud altogether stripes, stars an j
Two elevens have been
colors blazing in the sky, make the fla ? on the gridiron.
of our country to be cherished by 'all ou r organized, suits have been purchased and
hoarts, to be upheld by all our hands.”
a great deal of practice indulged in.
But I am detaining you
from othe
Captain Sullivan of the Portland High
duties and other pleasures that
awai
school team has been coaching the Woodyou. Pormit me in closing to thank yo
rioh in
artist: o man, Cook company’s team, and Allen
again for your gift;
beauty; rich in historic love; and replet ® of the
High sohool team has been coachwith patriotic love of country.
I no'
’’
ing tho Stevens Silver company’s team
propose three cheers for “Old" Glory.
for the Dast two or three weeks at every
The oheers were given with a will.

Grand

never

snow

ing the crowd of ladies and gentlemei
began to press into the hall, and all thi

is larger and finer than the
ary. She
Labrador and will exceed her in tonnage
by about 600 tons.
Mr.
Thomas Harllng of the firm of

harbor a very different place from what
it was when the fleet was here last sum-

rection to which it is pointed.
There are twenty-four messes among
the men aboard ship and their cooks are
making
great
preparations for the
Thanksgiving dinner today. It was estimated that at least 100 pounds of turkey
would bo required today, all of which
will be purchased on shore In the neigh-

TONTINE CLUB.

Hall,

City

has been affair.
She
iora little whllo after the doors openei
and if everything
is favorable, she will make lior first voy- a capital baloony ooncort was given bj
the Veteran band. While they were play
age to this port some time next Febru-

me

different directions.
This ensures that
the
torpedo will go straight in the di-

Thanksgiving Social.

and'there are
forget that our

should not
very many,
time honored
Haydn
Association, are
to perform Gaul’s cantata, “The Holy

City,”

WAVERLY CLUB.
93
76.
Peterson,
76
83
Dennis,

Haydns.

loving people,

ill

Kev. Mr. Galloupe. A deNeeley
Common
lioious
lunch was served. Besides the
in
the
days
county jail.
specially invited guests there were many
Michael J. McGinn and John
J. Mc- others on board during the arternoon. In
lined
and
costs.
$5
Donald,
the forenoon the attendance was not very

the silver voiced tenor; Mart R. Stevens,
vocalist; Jus. R Jordan, great soft shoe
dancer; M. F. Gleason, lightning flash;
Jas. Sergeant, trombone
soloist; and

junction of

IctUlUS

and

bridge entertainment. Miss Couthoui is
too well known to Portland audiences to
require any description of her admirable man had gone over to
Brookville, some
The crowded
powers as a pubiio reciter.
twelve miles distant,[and he was forced
houses she always draws in this city are
to hire a team, engage a driver,and then
in evidenca
She has surrounded berto ride through a perfect downpour.
Areolf with a most eapablo company. Those
at Brookville, he arrested Maloom,
riving
who wish to pass a delightful evening
who was not trying to evade arrest, hut
should secure seats at once.
who simply happened to bo away from
Fox and Ward.
homa
The deputy returned to Portland
At 11 to a. m. today Fox & Ward’s with his
prisoner who will go before
great minstrel troupe will t make their Judge Webb as soon as Col. Bradbury is
great street parade. In the afternoon a ready to prooeed with his case.
matinee will be gi yen at City hall and a
Bowling East Evening.
The
performance in the evening also.
There was a spirited contest at Stanley
company includes the Philharmonic trio,
Joe Fox, W. N. Ward, and Dave Fay; Bros.’ bowling alley last evening between
The Monte Carlo girls;
and
Dclmanning representatives of the Wavorly
Bros son and dance; Davlil Balentie, Tontine Clubs. The score:

Wright’s grand military band and orchestra. “A Marble Venus" will loseo
the entertainment. Get tickets at Chandler’s music store.
The minstrel parade today will go over
the following
route, starting at 11,30
from the
oity building: Congress to

the other steamers.

HOVWtti

Wednesday—Michaol J. McGrath, Win. guests included Hon. W. W. Thomas,
Gillin, Eric Edhert, William Jackson, Jr., and Elias Thomas and their wives,
John Henry, John H. Haley.
Intoxica- George Milliken and ladies and Bishop

Brought to Portland.

the

ery

~

Gruud Trunk.
tiul oity.
A jigger weighing 1,900 pounds from badges fastened by handsome bouquets.
In the forenoon Captain Crowninshield the Garvin Machine
Mrs. Brooks, president of the Ladies
Company of New
sent an invitation to the members of the York,
for the Lovell
Cycle works at League, advancing said:
city government and to many others, in- Kniglitville, arrived on the steamer Cot- Mr. President and Brother Firemen :
X have a duty to perform this evening
It
is designed to out the of
cluding about 200 people to come aboard tage City.
which I may well feci proud. Brothers
and inspect the ship. At about 2 p. m. threads on screws and bolts.
as wo meet here
tonight it recalls to ou P
and
a large delegation of the oity officers
memory the days of youth. Who anion r
MASS.
OFFICERS
ENTERTAINED.
you tonight but would respond to the cal 1
down to the Maine on the
others went
fire boat and

perform-

at both

•'L

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

firemen

Their Fourth Anniversary
at

oilmen Niokerson, Pine and Henley and
their wives.
Tho steamer M.& M. has begun to run
on the line to
Freeport. She took down
a large oargo of
freight yesterday.
The sohoonur Htrnry Chamberlain went

Belfast,

wpt

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

Celebrate

to the dry dock yesterday.
A now ocean liner has been built

Greenleaf Taken to Freeport—Various
woman’s unmarked handkerchief and a
Yesterday was oooupied In the contenOther Items.
baby’s hood. They also found her traoks tion as to whether the combination of the
around the Bosworth house wbioh has molasses
candy, the waxed paper and the
Yesterday morning dawned clear and
been unoccupied since summer, and a can
red ink statement upon it constituted a bright and gladdened the hearts ofJUncle
of condensed milk, some safety pins and
legal trademark or copyright for Hil- Sam’s boys about the cruiser Maiue, and
a baby’s garment on
the dreth’s “Velvet”
the snow by
the hearts , of hosts of Port land people,
candy.
baok door.
That some night Mr. and
Mr. Browne contended that it did. and who were eager to visit the ship and in
Mrs. John Kimpton, who lives on
the laid muoh stress
upon the use of the red fact the hearts of everybody, for we’ve
name road,
heard
a
tapping on the ink as rendering it something special certainly had rain and mist and
window, and the wail of a child and and distinctive, and therefore in
as
well as saturate,
the enough to satiate,
found tracks corresponding to the ones nature of a trademark.
Judge Symonds anybody. The mon on board the Maine
spoken of about the house. The probabil- contended to the contrary.
had not seen the sun since tlioy started
ity is that some poor woman, left with a
Many cases were cited, and much tes- for Portland last Friday. They had hardbabe to support, and without means, has
The arguments were ly got a glimpse of the city either, betimony reviewed.
temporarily if not permanently, lost her finished yesterday, and
Judge Webb cause of the fogs. Many of them had
mind, and is wandering about, exposed reserved his opinion.
been here beforo and they found
never
to the elements at the most trying season
that the bright sunshine made a decided
SUPERIOR COURT,
of the year.
difference in the appearance of our beaua

small boat somewhat.
Captain Bennett of the big four-master
tschooner Cassie Brownson gave a dinner
party aboard his vessel last evening to
several of his friends. The party numbered about a dozen. It inoluded Coun-

on

defendant.

argument

Government Visits the Maine

veteran

months 23

days.

[Prayers Thursday afternoon at 2.30 o’clocl :
from residence of Luther Bradford, No. 1 B
l.auders street.
In East Corinth, 12th, Belle Elden William
aged 28 yeors.
In Fairfield, 21st. Mrs. W. W. Tuttle, age j

j

of> years.
In Windsor, 20th mst. Elias Perkins, age [j
82 years.
In RocKport, 23d inst. Mrs. S. D. Carlton.
In Uiddelord,21st inst, Levi G. Hanson, age I
73 years.
la Biddeford. 24th lust, Ernestine J. Murraformerly oi Portland.

COMMISSIONERS' NOTICE.
The undersigned, having been appointed by
the Honorable Henry (J.
Judge of
Probate ior the County of Cumberland a d
State of Marne, on the fifteenth day ol November. A. D. 1895, commissioners to receive and
examine the cla ms of credito s against tlieestate of Simeon K. Cushman late of Gorham, in
suit! Countv of Cumberland and State of Maine.

Peabody,

deceased, represented Insolvent, hereby give
that six months irom tile date of said
appointment are allowed to said creditors m
which to present and prove their claims, ami
that they will be in session at the following
notice

places and

times for (lie purpose of receiving
tlie same, to wit:—at the store of
lienj'<min P.
Whitney, on school street in Gorham Village,
at 2 o’clock in tlie afternoon of the fifteenth
days of January, April and May, A. 1) lsao.
EDWIN F. Cl.EMENT.
I
P.ENJA.MIN P. WHITNEY ( Combs.
Dated tins twenty-seventh day of November,
A, D., 1895.
uov 29 lawiiwth

WWiLf

THE EMPTY HOUSE.
The long white windows blankly itare
Across the sodden tangled grass.
Weed covered are the pathways where
No footsteps ever pass,
No whispers wake, no kisses die,
No laughter thrills the dwindling flowers,
Only the night hears sigh on sigh
From ghostB of long dead hours.
come here now to laugh or weep.
The spider spins on stair and hall,
And round the windows shadows creep
And loathly creatures crawl.
Cold is the hearth, the door ia fast,
No guest the silent threshold sees
Save ghosts out of the happy past
And one who is as these.

None

BOUGHT AT AUCTION.
“Come, Courtney,
fcalf

an

hour, fori

lend me your ears for
in a pickle,
ox-

am

claimed Fred Sawyer to his friend. “Come
I jjave something to
■up to my quarters.
show you, and—no joking—I need your
advice.”
“If you take it, it will be for tho first
time,” laughed good uatured Courtney.
“Lead on and don't lose any time in relieving this suspense. I’m not fond of
riddles, you know.”
“Why, yesterday I dropped into the salesYou know,
room at a London station.
they sell off the uncalled for luggage at
intervals, and a sale was just going on.
A number of the boys were there, and we
each commenced to bid for a trunk. I
selected rather a small one, and—here we
are! Como right in and view the burden
of my woes.”
He led the way into a pleasant apartment and pointed to a small leather trunk
which stood in the middle of the room.
“Open it, if you want to,” he said.
“I’ve had enough of the confounded thing.
It’s full of woman’s stuff, and what do
you suppose I can do with it? I haven’t
an aunt or apousin in the wide world.”
“Keep it till you’re married, Fred.
These seem to be good clothes,” said
Courtney, peeping into the box and lifting
dainty garments with a half reverent
touch, in spite of his laughing face.
“Humph! The idea of such advice from
you! Why, old boy, I shalfjiot marry for
ten years—five anyway—and I’m not goSn.<7

tn

risk

ncr

t:

hi TV era

Ji

o™

on/I

being taken for a lady burglar. Mrs.
Gaffrey would find them in spite of everything—smell murder in the air and hunt
around for the skull bones. No, I’ll dump
the trunk in the river, that’s what I will
do.”

“Pshaw! You’re too sensible for that.
Those things cost money, lots of it, I Imagine, and you paid something for them
in the bargain.
You might sell them to
the secondhand—no, I’ve a better scheme
than that. Why not go through the trunk
systematically, find out the owner’s name
and address—there are surely letters or
something—and write to her, offering her
the whole thing for a reasonable sum!”
“Do an act of charity, and yet turn an
honest penny. Any one would know you
are Scotch.
But I must go back to the
store, and— Here! You have all the time
there is; suppose you go through it for
me.
All I ask is that you will keep Mrs.
McGaffrey out. Fare-dieu!” And off he
went.

Courtney laughingly

locked the door,
but the smiles soon left his face as he proceeded with his task. He wondered if the
little battered trunk had been lost in some
of the dreadful catastrophes he had read
of. He imagined the owner killed and her
body as well as luggage unidentified in the
horrible excitement.
They were girlish things—dainty veils
and ribbons, ginghams, silks and snowy
linen. He lingered over a small, worn
slipper and felt a thrill akin to that awakened in Cinderella’s prince.
“No clew yet,” he murmured.
“Perhaps there are letters In this box.”
Its oatch was bent, but he wrenched it
open and out flew—his own photograph!
He sat down plump in a box of laces and
stared. On the other side were his initials
and a date he had been trying for three
years to forget, “June 8, 1890.”
“Nell Burr’s trunk!” he exolaimed.
“Oh, my little girl, what has happened tc
you? Maybe some one— No, here are your
initials on this belt buckle, and your
gloves wore No. 6, and this slipper would
just fit your dear little foot.”
The young man grew excited and
rapturous over each article. Presently he lifted a package of letters from one corner.
“My own—and they express the greatest
happiness life ever brought me. They are
like the leaves that flutter down in the
November rain. I wonder why she kept
them. How many there are!”
Unfastening the cord, he turned the letters over and found many of tho envelopes
scribbled upon by a familiar hand. There
wore items jotted down to be remembered
in answering, and scraps of poetry which
had not long since reached his eye and
been ever since cherished in his memory.
Upon the last one—for they were all numbered—was written in ink this girlish confession, “A1 Courtney, I love you, but
Will never marry any one so inconstant."
Renin g his head on tho empty tray in
silence, he exclaimed:
“I was a foel—a consummate fool—and
how perhaps she is dead.”
A noise aroused him, and in a bewildered way he surveyed the garments strewed
on every side and
gazed mournfully at tho
beautiful hat, through which he had run
one foot, and the box of laces he had unconsciously used for a cushion. Fred
would bo coming in a few minutes.
He
began repacking the things with ruthless
haste, and stowlDg the letters In his own
pockets was lying lazily on the couch reading the paper when his chum entered.
“Well,” ho cried, “what mjatery did
you unearth?”
“No mystery at all,” was the deliberate
answer, “but the ‘stuff,’ as you call it, is
worth something and would be a regular
gold mine to a girl. I’ve a notion to buy
it from you and present it to my sisters.
What wili you take?”
“Oh, come! You’re just doing that to
help me out. I know your benevolent old
beart-. No, I’ll follow your first advice
and hunt up the owner. It would be quite
romantic, and besides you hinted that I
might make a shilling or two by it. You
found her name and address there, didn’t

wear

wmte

lace

hats,

though.

You must have found
something precious
In there—jewelry or something—wfilcfc
makes you anxious to martyrize yourself.
It’s mine, however, and I am not as anxious to part with it as I was—not till I’ve
looked through it anyway.”
As he turned the key A1 remembered
that his own photograph was lying in a
conspicuous box and exclaimed:
Iam
“Wait until after dinner, then.
half starved!”
“Perhaps it would be better,” was the
answer, and they passed out together.
ub your poor, tired feet
W’hen fairly down stairs, A1 said he had
* >
with
forgotten his handkerchief and flew back
three steps at a time to get it.
Securing
the picture and placing it in an inside
pocket, he said to himself:
“Surely there is nothing else to give me
But I must wheedlo him out of
(
(
away.
(tkade-mark).
the trunk.”
s
It
takes
all
the
After dinner Fred “went through”
the
contents of the trunk, making boyish reout of sore or tender
(
marks concerning each article as he threw
S
A1 inwardly winced at these reor
it aside.
marks and could scarcj^y restrain himself
> over-worked
from knocking him over on the spot.
or any soreness s
“What makes you so crusty?” queried
Fred suddenly as one of his choicest jokes
( or
alls
“There’s no
was met by a gruff “H’m!”
< relieved in the same
S
fun in you, and why you want this stuff
Your sisters would turn up
beats me.
<
s way.
their noses at secondhand clothing, if it
It’s the best
is pretty. But it isn’t worth fussing over,
for
so take it along. No doubt it would prove
a white elephant on my hands sooner oi
later.”
Not until the trunk was safely in hii
room could A1 breathe freely.
Even ther
s
it was no easy matter to keep it out of hii
sisters’ sight.
They made both a pot anc
a confidant of their one brother and had £
Skin
fashion of dropping into his room at al
hours to tell him of their schemes anc
Two
?
sizes, 25 and 50 cents.
woes.
He had pushed the trunk under
At druggists, or by mail.
)
mahogany table in the cornor, the old fash
loned cover of which reached almost to the
The
Brandreth
Co., 274 Canal St., N. V. S
I
floor.
When he told them he was going awaj
for a little business “trip, they beset him
with questions and petitions to be taker
MAINE TOWNS.
With him, finally declaring they woulc
clean house while he was gone and “sorl
items of Interest
Gathered by Corresout his trash.”
So behold him, In the dead of night,
pondents of the Press.
carrying the “whiteelephant” up the narrow attic stairs, bumping his head on ev
Bridgton.
ery rafter and getting cobwebs in his m.usNov.
Bridgton,
27—Bridgton village
old
it
with
tache. He covered
clothing, schools
olosed
Thursday, to enable
pushed a big box in front of it and then
crept down stairs, feeling as guilty as ii teaobers who wished, to attend the meethe bad been concealing some crime. At ing of county teachers at Deering. The
breakfast the girls both talked at ones vacation will be one week at this time,
about the burglar who tried to get in amj until
Monday after Thanksgiving.
bow they pounded on Al’s door and could
The racent burglar scare in this section
not even get an answer.
has resulted in the appointing of several
At noon he was off, and as the trait
whirled onward he became possessed witi night watchmen by the assessors of the
fears.
She might not be at Hastings; she corporation, and a special meeting will
might not care for him after these three be held this week to ratify their "Action.
A very delightful musical and literary
years; she might even be married or dead
Arriving at his destination at last, he entertainment was given to some two
only stopped to leave his bag at a hotel hundred invited guests at Universalist
and walked rapidly to a familiar house it
Hall, Saturday evening, by the “Rossini
the suburbs.
Ringing the bell, he in- Ladies'
Quartette,” composed of Mrs.
quired for Miss Burr in a matter of fact
way, as if he had seen her the day before. Dr. Sevens, Miss Georgia Scribner, Miss
He watched the girl’s face as she spoke Jessie Murphy and Mrs. Wallace Hazen,
and saw no traoe of surprise. She simply assisted by Mrs. Spofford, reader, Mrs.
F. C. Gibbs and Miss Edith Bennett and
said;
Messrs. Ohas. Stevens and Chas. Dunn,
“Miss Burr may not be able to see yon, solists.
but oome in and I will ask.”
A ooffee party
willJje given at the same
Presently he was shown into a small, place Thursday everffng by members of
sunny room, where, on a couch, lay the the choir and society of the Universalist
church.
one girl he had ever loved.
He meant tc
Some of the late arrivals in town, who
explain at once the cause of his foolish go
had reason to think that their movements
ing and eager coming, all of which he had were
pretty closely watched by the citiframed into frank, beautiful sentences,
and
zens, have dejiarted for fresh fields
but somehow they forsook him, and he fell
pastures new, and the public generally
back on the oommonplaoe.
She received do not miss them.
him with quiet words of welcome and thee
A number of new" street lamps have apsaid:
peared recently in front of houses or
stores.
It would be a grand thing if our
“Pardon my position, but I am such at
streets could be lighted at public expense
Invalid that it is a trial to sit up.”
instead of as now by private enterprise.
“An invalid I” he echoed faintly.
St mulish.
“Did you no)
“Yes,” she answered.
hear of my aocident several months ago!
Standish, Nov. 27—E. W. Dolloif moved
On coming borne from a visit I stopped foi into the house lately purchased by him
a day or so In a London hotel.
The build- on School street, Saturday of last week.
Standish High school closed Wednesing caught fire a few hours after I entered
it.
The horror of the soene is so stamped day of this week. The High sohool entertainment ooours Saturday evening.
—branded would be a more appropriate
Milton Chase and family have returned
word—on my memory that I cannot beat from
Spokane Falls, Washington, after an
to talk of it.
I lost everything except the absence of six years.
ulster which was wrapped about me, and
Alvin C. Dresser, Esq., is stopping in
would have lost my life but for the brave town for a few days.
fireman who broke my fall. Oh, no, I am
Report has been brought from Portland
not seriously injured, she continued, in of the death of Mrs. Nancy Rand, 6 widow
of
the late John Rand, who lived the
answer to
his half spoken question,
part of his life in Standish. Mrs.
“though I have been ill ever since. It was greater
Rand spent the last years of her life in
such a shock, you know.”
Portland, Maine.
By daft questioning he succeeded in
Little Marion, only daughter of C. F.
making her say:
Swasey, met with quite a painful acci“Yes, I lost my trunk. It was left at dent last Sunday afternoon. She was on
the station (I expected to go on in a day the stairway and in some peculiar manner fell, her whole weight bearing on
or two), and the deposit ticket was destroyed with my pocketbook. Railway tier arm, the force of the blow being so
as to cause a fraoture of one of
the
people are necessarily particular about great
bones of the arm. Her physician enteridentifying luggage, and for weeks I was tains hope of her recovery soon.
too ill to even remember it.
Besides, I
camuenana.
had only gone for a short outing, and it
West Cumberland, November 27.—Mr.
except some
moved into Adelbert
Oscar Shaw has
A deep flash stol« over her face at these
Whitney’s house at Cumberland Centre.
words. He watched it for one delicious
Osman Lufkin is spending a few days’
moment, and than gathered her up in his
in Boston. Mass.
arms, exclaiming:
Mr. Fred Haskell has had the water
“I will bring them back if you will pay
the reward I want.
brought to his house from a spring near
Then—or, rather, after he had tortured by.
her impatience mercilessly—he told her oi
Wilbur Hulit, who has been at work for
Fred’s “bargain” bought at auction. She Charles
Lowing of North Yarmouth, has
for
all
in
vain.
it,
coaxed,
pleaded,
begged
returned to his home.
He declared she could only have the little
Miss Lima Doloff of North Yarmouth,
leather trunk as a wedding present. And
is to teach the winter term of school in
a very happy wedding party it was too.—
district
No. 4, commencing Monday,
London Tit-Bits.
November 25,
Miss May Morrill attended the Teachers
meeting at Woodfords Corner last week.
WIT AND WISDOM.

jSalva-cea

\

j

Do cot let your dealer palm off on you
Insist on
ny new remedy for colds.
having Dr. Bull’s Cough Svrun.

instantly.
chafings,

aching
feet,
Strained
muscles,

\

stiffness—they’re

quick

Sprains,
Piles,
Rheumatism,
Catarrh,
Neuralgia, Sore Throat,

| Burns,
| Bruises,

—

VUUV
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UUHl

tu

OUR GREAT $10,000 NOVEMBER
MARK-DOWN : SALE OF : RELIABLE : GL0THIN6
of our own manufacture, will help thousands of People to secure their Fall and Winter
Outfit at the most reasonable prices. All new. This season’s make. Everythin*? rioei.oi«iA

i

100 BLACK CLAY DIAGONAL SACK
250 LONG PANT SUITS for Boys, 14
BOYS’ KNEE PANT
BOYS' KNEE PANT "SUITS ‘mail >
SUITS, ages 5
SUITS, warranted pure worsted, sizes
to 19 years, at *3.35, *5, *6.50 and *8.
34 to 44, made to rotail at $15. Only $10
to retail at S3, S3.50 and S3, sizes for Boy 3 to 14 years.
Most desirable in every

Roils,

Diseases.

are

Genuine Bargains for Large Boys.

o

to 14, only SI.00 per Suit.
BOYS'
INDIGO BLUE REEFER: 5

I ag«s 7 to 15, made to sell at $4.00.

1

$5.00 per suit.

Only S3.90

each.

to come and

Sketch.
Society.

What is the use of dressing up to pay a
call when that cough makes you a burden
to yourself and a nuisance to your friends/
Take something for it. There is nothing
as gocd as a
twenty-five cent bottle of
Ely’s Pineola Balsam which is soothing to
the throat and beneficial in all diseases of
the tnroat and lungs. It will relievo the
few days you
couh at
onee and in a
will almost forget that you have had a

will

leave

355

MIDDLE

PORTLAND,

at

without a good
warm blanket.
You will find a good assortment
of
horse
blankets
at
J.
g.
M’GLAUFLIN, the harness maker, 61 Preble

The frying pan ahonld be cold when th* Cottolene !« pot In. Cottolene honto
the ooeiting point teener than lard, tt never .putter* when het.
fhe Cottolene trade-marka are "Cattolene” and a steer’s head in eotton-plmnt wreath
K.
N.
FAIRBANK COMPANY. CHICAGO. 224 State Street, BOSTON.
Tim I«poiT.n

PORTLAND,

23-1

street._

EY to loan on first and second mortgages real estate, life insurance policies,
personal property and good collateral securities; notes discounted on favorable terms.
W.
P. CAltR, room 6, second floor, 185 Middle St.

MON

_novl5
1

!
1

MONEY

ij^OR

cooking.

Just

the

book

get

to

Thanksgiving

up

good

a

dinner. Price 25 cts. This contains all the receipts of the $2.00 edition.
COLESWORTHY’S Book Store, 02 Exchange
street.
27-1
SALE—Genuine quick snap, in Buxton store, a banquet room tenement,
cellars, stable, acre choice land, fruit, near
post office church and school all in good repair nearly new for $900. Easy terms with
exchange*
Apply, GARDINER, Oxford

Building.

xg.j

SALE—A few
Black
Langshan
Cockerels. First class stock, have. had
unlimited range the
entire season:
are
strong, healthy and vigorous.
Call or address, G. ri. PARTRIDGE, Westbrook, Me.,
Saco street.
26-1

F^OR

SALE—Beautiful
FORDiamond
Island: liist

on
cottage
class location,
wharf: has twelve
rooms
and two
water closets with pipe sewer lo low water
mark, large corner lot, beautiful grove,
rents for $200 per reason, must be
acid at
some price before December 15th.
W. H.
WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle street. 25-1

on

SAMUEL

II/JR.

LEVY is

now

prepared to

buy cast off clothing of all descriptions for
highest cash prices. Address letters or postal

to 100 MIDDLE

STREET.

3ep4-tf

to

ME.

MORE CLOCKS

I

!

than all the other dealers combined.
Clocks for
every House, Office, Store or Hall.
Alarm Clocks
95c up. Largest Stock, Best Clocks, Lowest Prices
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument Square.

septSdtJ

WEATHER

e 1

..

r

’it

t

ct,

)-

We want to show you our FURS, and
would like lo figure on any repairing or
making over your Furs.
Von ought to
see our ELECTRIC SEAL
CAPES.
MEN’S UNDERWEAR we are headquarters
for.
Now is lhe time for WARM GLOVES.
Wc
can At you.
Our 50c TIES are worth double
the price.

8-4
your

Hatter and Furrier,

22-1

Forty words inserted under tbis
one

week for 25

bend
cash in advance.

cents

Forty words
one

inserted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash In advance.

people to

desirable
heat, gas, fold-

room,

ing bed; also pleasant fnrnished room, on third
floor, steam, heat and gas, rent reasonable, address H. care Press Office.
28-1

T10 BET—A tenement

of 5 rooms on Danforth
SJb. Russell St., 5 rooms $10. Paris
ht., near Cumberland, 7 rooms $15.
Cushman
each, and bath, $20.
rf™v.reintanfl,°I.st-6 rooms
rooms and bath, $25. Hampsnn e bt., near
28-1
Congress, 7 rooms, $18.

Brackett street, down-

staus rent of six rooms and bath
room, all
floor, price $18 per month.
Inquire of
LIBBI, 42i/2 Exchange street.
27-1

advantage of
our special sale of children’s suits, overcoats and reefers for one week, only $4.50. $5,
$5.50 and $6 goods for $3.12. LAMBORD &
27-1
MORTON, 261 Middle street.
on
Banjo, Piano and
Guitar. Remember we lend banjos to
those who wish to takp lessons.
Andress
the LIBBY
BROTHER.-, 414 Congress
street, care of C. K. Hawes.
26-2

SALE—Who would
FOR number
of houses
a

at

like to know that
for sale cheap
.). B.
21-3

are

Village, Alfred, Ale.

Shaker

VANCE, Trustee.

SALE—Farm of forty acres, well
located In Westbrook,
near
market
and city, cuts forty tons of hay, good set of
buildings, good milk farm; keeps sixteen
will be sold at a bargain if applied
covrs;
for at once. N. S. GARDINER, 185 Middle
street.
23-1

FOR

SALE—Mini joy Hill, largo
■pOR
A
house of fourteen rooms in

two

storv

first class
repair for two families; rents for $300 per
annum; close to electric cars:
piice $3000.
W. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle street. 23-1

oil one

A. C.

Fog

RENT—Lower

tenement

No

178

Clark street, (opposite fthe
head
of
Branford "street) 5 rooms
$U| per month.

Possession.
kVvITmtv
BENJ
AJllN^ShAW,* 51* 1-2 Exchange St*
23-1
JjET—A first
TOstore, all fitted
has

class
corner
grocery
for business. Tbis store
always tieeu occupied by grocery business and has a large cash trade.
Apply to
M. H. FOSTER, ut Dye House, 13 Preble
street.

v(j.i

KENT—Furnished
house, 8 rooms,
bath, steam heat, sunny exposure: 187
Cumberland street.
26-1

TO

LET—A nice modern house on Deering
avenue at Wood fords:
furnace, bath,
central;
excellent
etc.,
neighborhood.
Those desiring a handy, quiet home should
improve this opportunity, §21. 413 Congress
street. WATSuN.
22-1

TO

LET—House
No.
507
Cumberland
street. For particulars apply to
J. S.
WINSLOW & CO., 135 Commercial street.

SALE—Lard Tierces. Wo have several
good lard tierces and pork barrels In
gooa shape, will sell them cheap for cash.
Give us a call at JOHNSON & LAMBERT,
24 Wilmot street. Telapone 228-8.
23-1

POR

A

SALE cheap
POR
beautifull

22-1

let for her

or

A
fine

keeping

a

bay mare eight years old
driver, very fast walker;
driven by
ladies for past two seasons.
Price very
low. NELLIE B. M’GREGOR, 295 Spring
freet.23-1
SALE—2Vs story house containing 12
■pOR
A
rooms with all modern improvements fitted
for two famlies, Lot 70x100 with fruit trees on
same. Situation 20 Main street. East Deering,
on line of electric cars. A. C. LIBBY, 42^
Exchange street._
Nov5-4
SALE—The
■pOR
a
Thomas

Homestead of the late
near Stroudwater in Deerwith good house. On
line of street
minutes from Union
station; perfect drainage; Sebaeo water. As
fine a location as there is in Deering. Apply to
ANDREW HAWES. Stroudwater.
1ly27-tf
Four

ing.

Quinby,

of land
cars; 10

acres

WANTS l>—SITUATIONS.

TO

Forty words inserted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

one

LET—One targe
TPO
A rod
all

sunny front room and
room,
furnished, only two dollars
week. Apply 199 1-2 Middle street, PortMe. HARRIS, Opposite Falmouth
land,
Hotel.
22-1

per

young lady wants a situation
housekeeper in a small family or to do
Address E. K. S., Farmington

TyANTED—A
T T
as
plain sewing.
Maine.

28-1

_

capable reliable Ameri-

LET—At 812 Congress street, upstairs WANTED—By
woman,
situation to do general
110 rent
of
rooms, modern
housework in
small family whera there
a

can

seven

a

con-

veniences price 20 per month, possession
given end of November.
Inquire of A. C.
LIBBY, 42 1-2 Exchange street.
22-1

a residence
steam and

modern improvements: a large lawn adjoins
the premises. BENJAMIN F.
HARRIS,
Chambers, corner Exchange
and Middle
Bireets.
25-1

a

children. Address by mail only, M.
E., 150 Free street,Portland, Me.
22-1
are no

WANTED
Competent
Danish girl for geneal housework in
small family. Present employer 292
Congress street. Right hand bell; call from 2 to
6, afternoons.
25-1

SITUATION

stenographer by
WANTED—Position
young lady who has bad exparience.
as

Good

take

""

eodtf

LET-Near Congress Square,
r|'0 furnished
front
steam

rooms

VTfANTED—Pupiis

237-239 middle Street.
nov23

FOR

Spring street,
FORof RENT—On
16
in perfect order;

WANTED.

WANTED—The

MERRY,

from

pie meats of us. For the holidays best cuts from 4c to 6c.
Round
steak 10c to 12c; Pori; fclteak and Sausage,
10c; Pork to Roast, 8c; Fresh Killed Fowl,
12c to 14c; Fresh Trip*, 8c; 10 lb tub Pure
Lard, best, 75c; Best, Whole Ham, 10c to lie;
Salt Pork by the strip, 7c; English Breakfast Bacon, 13c; Nice Corned Beef, 2c,
4c.
8c; Best
12c;
2 cans
English Walnuts,
Standard Pears,
25c; Choice Maine Can
Corn, 6c; Pea and Y. E. Beans, 50c pk; Fine
Cooking Molasses,
25c
and 35c gal; Best
Rose Potatoes, 15c pk,
50o
bush; Pickled
PigsFeet, 10c; Frankfort Sausage and B
Sausage, 10c: New Malaga Grapes, 2 lbs for
25c; 6 lbs good Cooking Raisins. 25c. Choice
Formosa Tea, 25c and 35c; fore
quarter
JOHNSON &
Lamb,
Legs
10c.
6c,
LAMBERT, 24 Wilmot street. Cash Grocers.
Good Delivered. Telephone 228-5.
22-1

BUY

GOODS.

buy

$1000 to $15,000
worth of cast off clothing. I pay the
highest cash prices for
ladies’ dresses,
gents’ and children's clothing and gent’s
winter overcoats.
Call or atidress loiter
or postal to S.DE GROOT, 76 Middle street.

WANTED—To

COLD

SALE—Wood fords, new
two family
house, thorouhly built, 11 rooms and
bath, finiaed in Cyprus, bard wood floors,
ten electrlo lights, new furnai e, cemented
cellar, tine stable. 12,000 feet of land; close
to electrics, spare lot of 6000 feet. Price 3200.
W. fi. WALDRON & CO.. 180 Middle street.

nov23dtf

novl5-4

"A
1

4

furniture, organs, pianosmachinery, horses, diamonds, watches,
life insurance policies,-first and second mort,
gages, reai estate; also notes discounted. Business confidential. PORTLAND COLLATERAL LOAN CO., room 6, 185 Middle street, 2nd
to loan

floor.

LET—Very desirable rooms, single
TOconnected,
with board, at No, 74 Spring
or

street.

30-4

■TlOLET—Brick house No. 11 Henry street,
r
near Deering street; has 9
rooms, furnace
heat, hot and cold water, and all modern conveniences, just 10 minutes walk from postoffice.
Dec*
Apply at house or to
GEO. 1. WEST, 191 Middle street.20-tf

references.

Address,

j^AJ^H_ERI_Qld_OruhnrrL^Me.

STENOGBox 213. 25-1

ACCURATE STENOGRAPHER and Typewriter, gentleman, competent to assume
charge of correspondence in
French and
English, desires situation. Please state salary
you will pay and the number of hours daily,
such an assistant would be actually employed*
MR. T. BLONDIN, City. Postoffice Box 396
23-1

---

LET—A few

pleasant furnished
in the classics
high TO furnished rooms, steam heat and and
gas. at
WANTED—Pupils
English.
Instruction given at- No. 2
Gray street.
novl9-4
or

in studies preparatory to college or
technical school
as
work.
Expreience
of
lifting school for Maine coieges for three years.
Call on or address
C. P. BARNES, A. Al. No. 3 Deering Street.
home

frincinal

20-1

riMlE Butterfield house lias been newly fitted
JP. up and under new management is now
opened; elegantly furnished rooms, steam
heat, gas and use of bath, central location. For
terms inquire at the house No. 221 Cumberland street.
nov20-4

LAIIES’CARIENTS

■

information of
any kind,
mechanical receipts, oil for
ail purposes, how to make electrical motors
and batteries, etc., strictly
confidential,
send 30c in silver to F. MERRILL, Worcester, Mass.
7-4

Recent additions to onr Cloak and

Cape Stock enable us to show
Customers the

you want

or

TITANTED—All persons in want of trunks
»fcd bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,

our

593 Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
and can
therefore give bottom prices;
trunks repaired. Open even in as.
12-4

VERY LATEST STYLES IN THE
NEW YORK MARKET.

DO YOU KNOW

rLADIES

UK. FELIX LE BKUN’S

We are constantly adding new garments to keep the assortment
in

Quantity and Quality Up

e

■“■household

Female

to Date.

Regulators

the original and only FRENCH,
safe and reliable cure on the market.
Price, $1.00; sent by mail. Genuine
.sold only by J. H. Hammond, corner
Free and Centr o Sts.; and L. €. Fowler, comer of
Congress Lafayette Sts., Portland, Me.
are

Customers who can’t be suited from
Stock, can have Garments MADE to
ORDER at a small additional cost.

HASKELL & JONES

We want

trade

vour

*

and

Square.
nov23eodtl

are

use

Dow street.

of

So.

WANTED—An

--

LET—Dress making rooms; ihree connectrpo
A
mg rooms over the X. Jolm Little store on
Congress street, up one flight; one room fronts
on street; set bowl;
city water, large closet and
oPfli-AA1?'
.K“r|uu'a 01 M. G. LAltKABEE,
24b Middle 3treet.
--if

SPECIAL

LOW

That you can’t

help

head
week for 25 cents, cash in
advance.

WANTED—A capable man with some business experience to act as our
representative. Position permament, and to the
right
man, we will pay
$12.00 per week and advance according to
abilty. GATLEY & O’GORMAX, 47 Middle St., Portland Me
28-1
TArANTED—An experienced flour salesman
”
who ha, travelled in Maine, must furnish
Apply at at once. Room
92 Falmouth Hotel.
27-3t

KiSnff6’-

Christian man wanted, not
erap loved
with Church
people, $18 per
we«k. Write standard Manufactut
ing Co.,
11 itianklra *-t., Boston, Mass,
lawlOw'ih

This Famous Remedy cares quickl^permanentnervous diseases. Weak Memory,Loss of Brain
Headache, Wakefulness, Lost Vitality,
wastnightly emissions, evil dreams, lmpofcency and
or exing diseases caused by youthful errors
cesses. Contains no opiates. Is t% serve tonic and
blood builder. Makes the pale and puny strong and
per box;
plump. Easily oarried in vest pocket.
9 for Sft. By mail prepaid with a written guarantee
to cure or money refunded. Write us, free medical
book, sealed plain wrapper, with testimonials und
llnapctal references. No charge for consultq.
adv®rtl»«rt agents, or address NFIRTE SEED
Power,

in.

Masonic
sold in Portland bv F.. 1.. FOSS. 639

®nr

Congress St., and HyL,C. FOWLER,
-----

107 Congress St.

teb2eo<ttt

(.’all

early

purebasi ug,

arid get

our

neighWOOD,

ring”
23rd,
LOST-November
diamond; think in vicinity of Boston
Please leave at
house.

und Maine freight
418 Commercial or 1 Sherman
rewarded.

LOST—On

with

sUeet

and be
26-1

Cumberland street, neaa the corpurse containing

ner of Wtlmot
street, a
The person
a sum of money.

who

picked

NOTICE.
The Republicans of Windham are req us to cl
to meet »t the Town House in said Town on
Saturday, November 30th, at 2 P. M.. for
Republican
the purpose ot organizing a
Club.
Per Order,
nov26dlwTOWN COMMITTEE.

OPERACLASSES.
I have just imported the largest and best line of
Opera Glasses ever shown in this city. They in
elude a number of new patterns that are entirely
unique and wi Isurely please you. #3.00 to 825.00
Opera Glasses to let. McKENNEY, the Jeweler
octldf
Monument Square.

WEAK MEN

CURED AS IF BY MAGIC.

STEVENS &
JONES CO.
(Tniler Falmouth Hotel.

dtf

Spring St.

Reading Room

FRATERNITY.
Opens November 251h.

evening and
Sunday afternoon.
Classes, if desired, in
debate and
for
Reading, Writing, etc; Club
study of Parliamentary Praotice;
classes
in cooking and sewing; Amusement Rooms.
Apply at Fraternity
House or to E. C.
JORDAN, President, 171 Dan forth St.
nov23

at

for a book
that explains how
full manly vigor
is easily, quickly
and permanently
restored. No man
suffering from
once

PORTLAND

prices before

it np

will be suitably rewarded by leaving it at 217
CUMBERLAND STREET,23-1

Victims of Lost Manhood should send

75

novlG

g0PlJ

Waltham Mainsprings, superior to
76c.
Warranted Mafnsprlng and
Cle»ning, $1.00. McKENNEY, the
Watchmaker, Monument Square.
jaul8(itf

We have all the latest Books.
ly all

or

Gold

Forty words Inserted under this

one

1
„iF,.oS
all others, only

buying.

band friends

716 Woodward, Detroit,
Mich.,
<en cents for five trial bottles Satin-Scent
nov4-lm
Perfumes, receive outfit offer.

Perfumer,

DOST AND FOUND.

MAINSPRINGS 75c.

PRICES

or man to

LADY
bors my samples. Send ALBERT

WASTED-MALE HELP.

Reliable man here and one or
ln
1 owr.s outside, to
open
small offices and handle my goods. Permanent position and good pay. Send
stamp
»nd references, A. T.
MORRIS, care this
paper.
22-1

making such

head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

capable woman for general
bath rocrn. Call at 17 XMTANTED—A
”
housework, 30 to 40 years of age, Ame
right hand Dell.
23-1
lean, Nova Scotia, or Scotb. to go into the
country, small family, and good home, corresp*OR RENT—Store No. 88 Exchange street, pond
with MRS. B, Portland, Me.28-1
opposite Portland Savings bank. Owner
will put in fixtures to suit tenant. Immediate
WANTED—Glrl
take
care
of child
possession. BENJAMAN SHAW 51Vj Ex- ” during day and evening; sleep and board
hauge street.
at home. Apply at Room 6, SWETT’S HOTEL.
28-1
* hLi
1 Jeasant furnished rooms with
heat and usa of hath room at
experienced cook at 103
„fur,nnc,a
27-1
4oi Cnmherland street,.
Spring street.
26-4
cold water,

WANT

on

BOOKS,

Clothiers, Furnishers
Ladies’ Cloak makers.

Monument

BOOKS!

one

furnished room,
pleasant
hedged, lighted, set bowl with hot and

.1

J'ailois,
and

BOOKS!

Forty words Inserted under this

fllO LET—A

acquainted

BOOKS!

WANTED—FEMALE HELP.

un-

er

Libby

Hosiery. Underwear,
Handkerchiefs, Gents’ Furnishings, Corsets
and Fancy Goods. An invitation is extended
to cue and all to attend this opening sale.
nov26dlw*

27-1

SALE—Mrs. Parloa’s new cook book
with ail the old and modern receipts for

Buys 2 1-2 story double house;
nnly live minutes’ walk from
City hull. Balance purchase price on eas/
payments if desired. Rents for $201 a year:
will pay 12 per cent on money invested. A.
C. LIbRY & Co., 42 l-2Exchange St. 25-1

or

Should remember to use only two-thirds
as much Cottolene as they
formerly used J
of lard or butter. With two-thirds the
quantity they will get better results at less !
cost than it is possible to get with lard or
butter. When Cottolene is used for frying
immersed, a bit of bread should be dropped into it to
ascertain if it is at the right heat. When the bread browns in half a minute
the Cottolene is ready. Never let Cottolene get hot
enough to smoke,

to inform liis many friends and the
that he lias leased the store
No. 783 Congress street, formerly occupied by
K. Lainson & Co., and on
line of

$13, offered

TO LET.

wish to caution you not to
allow your horse to stand in the street
CaU'IION—We
stable this cold weather

OTTOLENE
COOKS

purchasing public

full

Suits.

We want

]fiE.

MISCEIXANEOUS.

wishes

a

100

investigate.

STREET,

Portland Pier for the BATTLE
SHIP every

Saturday, Nov. 150, at 1 p.

Inquire

Commercial street.

near

j

FIFTEEN N1NUTES_dlvv
nov20_
J. E. WAR REN

will open

bargain.

FUR

theTh/unIT

Steamers Jeannette & Mary W.

and

about 25 feet

long
yacht
8 feet beam, fine able boat, will sell at
FORandSALE—Sloop
at RYAN & KELSEY, 130

a

SALE OR TO
LET—During the
for
winter
bis
keeping, a nice
horse, weighs 1030 pounds, six years old,
sound and kind, afiaid of nothing. Can be
seen at 167 Newbury street. Price
$100.
J.
c. ward.
22-1

“I suppose yon

are awfully cool when
ip action, major?”
“Cool, my dear lady—shivering!”—

Nearly

|8, $10,

and REEFERS.

U1U,

to

Small lots.

ticular.

made to sell at

OVERCOATS, ULSTERS

you

Phoebe
Thomas, of Junction
City, 111., was told by her doctors she had
and
that there was no hope
Consumption
for her, but two bottles Dr. King’s New
Discovery completely cured her and she
says it saved her life. Mr. Thos. Eggers.
139 Florida St., San Francisco, suffered
from a dreadful cold, approaching Conwithout result everysumption, tried
thing else then bought one bottle of Dr.
King’s New Discovery and in two weeks
He is naturally thankful.
was cured.
It is such
results, of which these are
samples, that prove the wonderful efficacy of this medicine in
Coughs and
Colds.
Free
trial bottles
at Geo. M.
Store.
Drug
Young’s
Regular size 50e.
and $1.00. H. G. Starr, Westbrook.

_

NO MISTAKE ABOUT IT these

l

Mrs.

nntin-h

par-

*6.50,

|8, *10, *12 and *15.

We also offer choice values in

Two Lives Saved.

For Men of

These suits were made to retail at

head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

FOR

WE OFFER TO DAY- WE OFFER TO-DAY. WE OFFER TO-DAY. i WE OFFER TO-DAY.

per Suit.
The balance of $10, $12 and $15 suits
that have boen seiliDg at $5, are now
coats and vests. $4.00 each.
mostly in
Sizes 34, 35, 39, 40 and 42.

SALE.

Forty vrords inserted aider this
one

j

remedy

you?”

“Yes,” A1 reluctantly answered. “I
found her name and an address, but it is
hardly likely you could find her after so
many years. You know they keep luggage
a long time before it is sold.”
“I’m not sure about that,” said Fred.
“I’ve thought about it ail the
mornin'q
and the idea grows on me. It will be rare
fun to ;ry, anyway.
What did you say
the name was?”
“But no doubt this girl was killed_
luggage is seldom lost except by some such
accident, and—and maybe she is an old
woman.”
Fred laughed immoderately.
“Just as if that would make an act of
charity loss meritorious. Old women don’t

\
|

iu

FOR

We advertise only what we
have,
And do exactly as we advertise.

open

weakness can afford to ignore this

every

TTSIm

timely advice.
Book tells how
full strength, de-

and tone are imparted to every
Sent with positive
portion of the body.
proofs (sealed) free to any man on application.

velopment

ERIE MEDICAL 00., BUFFALQ.N.Y.

r,

j»
_
1

FINANCIAL AND COHERCIAL
Quotations of Staple Produets in the

and

Money Market.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK, Nov. 27.
Money easy at 1V*@2 per cent; last loan at
2 per cent, closing at 2 per cent.
Prime mer.HiuUe paper was quo «d at 4Va a5 per cent.
was
Exchange
easier,
with
Sterling
actual busiin
ness
bankers bills at 4 87Vag4 878A for
bills Him 4 89 a4 89Vs ior ueinand;
t»o-uay
potted rales at 4 88V* a4 90. Commercial Dills
flo-davs at 4 86Va@4 87Vi. Government Bonds

steady.

Railroads

irregular.

d’ma.25®26|Laundry.4%®5

Grain Quotations.

CHIGCAO BOARD OP TRa lit.
Tuursdav’ auotatsions.
WHEAT.

Dec.

May.

Opening.67%
Closing.66%

60%

colts

Dec.

Opening.26%

Closing.26%

i;

POR

*.

LARD.

July.
Opening.
Closing.
Wednesday’s quotations.

Nov. 27.

Dec.

connecting roads 132 cars.
Retail Grocers sucar Rates.

market—cut loaf at 7c;confectloners
7c; pulverized. c; powdered, 6c; granulateu
6Va c; coffee crushed. 6V*c *. vellow,
—

—

Portland Wholesale

Market.
PORTLAND. Nov. 27, 1896.
The following are io-aay’s quotations of Grain,
etc.:

Flour*
Gram
s ucerflnc dr
Wheat. 60-lbs.
@75
low grades.2 9083 II i' Corn, new spot, car 40
I Corn,old car
Sprint Wneat Dak@43
ers.cl and ht3 4U@,35( Corn, nag lots.
«46
Patent Some
! Meap hag lots..
@43
wneat... 4 00*4 2; I Oats, car lots
27@28
ailcb. str'tui
Oats, bag lots
@32
roller.... 3 758385 ■ Cotton Seec
clear do.. .3 60*3 65
car lots. 00 00(320 00
rtLouis st’tt
! bag lots 0000g22 00
roller... 13 75@3 8c i Sacked Br’r
clear do.. 3 60*3 6c < car ots.Jlo 00@16o0
Wnt'r wbeai
ban lots.. »18@20 00
patents.. 3 0084 It 'Middlings. ,117gl800
ruh.
I
bag ots. .$19@00 00
tod—Large
Coffee.
Shore
.4 7585 2i -j Rlo,roasted22
@24Va
small do.. 2 5083 2i ■ Java do.28g31
Pollock_2 2683 21 I
molasses.
Haddeck.. .1 60@2 o. ■ (Porto Rico.27(333
Hake.1 60*2 (K ■ (Bar Dadoes.27@28
Herring, box
Fancy...
30335
Tee.
Soalea_
9®12 !
Mackerel, bi
(Amoys.17@2o
Extra Is 00 00@»0i IlCougous
...14350
Snore Is >22 00®>2i i Japan.18@85
snore 2s >18 00842: i Formoso.20®b0
Meo.s e.40 000®>0C
Sugar.
largess 00 OOTnigO OOC i Standard Gran
4%
Banana*.
lEx-aual’tv bus
No is.
1 2581 60
granulated..
411-16
No 2S.
00 Extra C....
414
Mediums.
1 00*1 20
Seeds.
Frod ace.
Bed Top—reCape Cran*D(S7 50®$1 l cleaned.... 1644317
Maine
6 00®7 Oi >i good.
@1244
New York
ITlmotny.. .$544 35 50
PeaBeans 1 5681 6i MClover...., 1 o @1344
Provisions.
Foreign do 16081 51
Yellow Jtves.l 7681 Si It
Cal.Pea_1708171 .1 Porklrlsb Potarg. bu40@«l >i clear.. 13 253
Bweets, Vineland 6 01 Kbacks... 13 253
»do jersey
NO 2.
*12 25
®4 71 I
Onions—
tain. 9 50310 00
9 00
Native,bbl
@1 6l ■l Beef—light,
So cniokens.
14811 I heavy.
1000
....

...

■

j

■

76c3l

Turkevs.Wes. i6«18t iBmests44bt 5 753
Geese,
14«15

Ducks, native.. I8@20 I Lard, tcs and
Fowls....
12igil3e i 44 bbl.pure.644 @
I
do com’nd, 5Vasts
Apples.
Fancy.... 2 75@3 26 I Dalis.compd 6 @644
Fair to good
76@S2 ! pails, pure 7443844
Baldwins. 32 50,£2 76
purs If
914 @944
fcvap #tr».
8@9c
Maou.
! aocor'ra
@10%
Messina

4 26®4 60
Malaga... 3 76*4 00
Oranges.

Jamaica

Oil.

I

25®4 60

>

Kerosenel20 ts

11

ILigonia.11%

Centennial.11%

Bread
Sup.... 7

LumberWhite iVOOd

Pot
@7 Vi
do sq.6
trackers.... 4 Vi ©5 Vi

—

No 1&2, l-in$32@f 35
SaDs.l-ln.
t26@|28
Com’n. 1-ln $238126
1%, 1%&2-

Cooperage.

H hhd shooks « hds—
Mol. elty. 1 60*1 7E
in, Nol&2$33@*35
l%,l%&2-in
Sug.count’y 86c«l OC
SaDS.
Country MoL
*288*30
hhdsnooks
Squares,
*36@#38
hhd hdgml
Cypress—
82 n. 24*26
1-ln No 1&2 *3*@*36
BughdSSin 21*23
1%,1% & 2B oops 14 ft. 26*30
ln.Nol&2 (348*36
12 ft. 26*28
2%, 3 &4-ln*40 o.*45
„
1
8 t. 8 @9
S’th pine-*26® *35
Clear pine—
Cordage.
Amern»«)10Va*ll
uppers.$55365
Manilla... 764*8% (Select.$45@55
Manilla bolt
I Fine common. ,S42@45
rope.
00@9% I Spruce...
*13 @14
Russia do. 18 @18% lHemloca.$11® 12
7
@8
fcisai..
1 Clayboaras—
Drun and Dyes.
Spruce. X. /.. ,*30@33
Acid Oxalic-12*14 IClear.$26@28
Acid tart.83*80 12d clear.$23@25
Ammonia.161*20 INol.$15820
Asnes. pot.
.6%* 8 (Pine.*26850
Rais cooabla.. .46@6f I Shingles—
Beeswax.37*41 IX cedar... .3 0088 60
Bloh powders... 7@S IClear cedar.2 76@3 00
Borax. 9*10 IX No 1.1 8582 25
Brimstone.
2
@2*4 i No 1 cedar. .1 2681 75
Cochineal.40*48 i Spruce.1 25@l 50
Copperas.lVi» 2 i Laths.spce. .1 90@2 00
Cream tartar... .29*32
Lime—Cemenl.
Fxlogwood... 12*16 Llme.W csk. 1 00i8
Gumarabic.. .70*1 22 Cement..... 140®
Glycerin#
24
@67
Matches.
Aloes cape.16*26 Star,IP gross
65
Camphor.70*72 Dlriso.
@ 65
Mytrh.
62*65
Metal*.
Opium,. ..2.26*3 26
Copper—
.00816
Shellac.46*60 14(q.48 com.
Indigo.86 c® 8 i lFohsheacooper.
22
36
iodine.4*8 4 25 14x48 planished.
..

..

..

ipecao.160® 1

70 Bolts.

16

Ucorice. rt.... 16®20 iY M sheath12
12
^c ex.34*40 IYM Bolts.
■orprnne... l 7o*i yn I Bottoms
22@24
Oil bergamotx 76*3 2^ I Ingot....
11 @12
......

Nor.Codliver2 26*25° l
Lemon.1

750

Tic—
285 Straits....

16@17

Ouve.1 00*2 60 Englisn.
Beppt.800*3 26 Uttar. 1. uo..4 70®o uo
Winter free nl 7 6®2 00 [Char. 1. X. .6 00*5 25
Potass Dr’mae. 45*47 'Teme.6 00*8 00
Chlorate.24*28 I Antimony...
72*14
Iodide.2 88 o 3 u<> | Coke .6 00*650
68*62 I Spelter.... 4 60®465
Quicksilver.
Ouinine. ..34Vi®37Vi soldo-Vis1*. 14Vi®15
Nalls.
Kheubarb, rt.76c®l 60 I
Kt snake.3o@40 ICask.ct.base 2 40*250
wire. .2 65*2 76
baltpetre.8 *12
..

benua.26®30
Canary seed.... 4®o Tar *»bbl...2
Cardamons 1 00@1 76 Coal tar... .4
Soda. by-carb3%®66i PI ten.2
6kl-..2%«8 Wil. Pltctt..2

Naval Stores.

76*3 00
76*5 oo
76*3 00
75®3 00
fiuphur.a; @2Vi Rosin.3 00*4 00
lead.20*22 Tupentme, gai 33*43
Sugar
Whit® wax....60@65 Oakum.... 7
*8
Vltrol. blu®.... el38
Oil.
Vanilla, b tan.. |io@l3 Linseed.43*48
Duck.
Boiled.46*61
gol.32 Sperm. 65*76
■.

8oz.13

10 02.16

Qua powder—Shot.
Blasttn.
.3 60®4 00
4 60*6 so
Sporting.
pros anot.25 tbs.. 1 3o
Book. b. BB.
T. XT. r.1 66
Hay.
..

..

Whale.60*60
Bank.30*35

Shore.25*30

t’orgle.30*35

I Lara. 46 *65
Castor.i 00*1 10
Neatsfoot
56o*7o
...

k lame.*

Paints.
Lead—
ground.5 60*6 00
Pressed.*14® 16 Red...
* 60*6 00
coose Hay
$148*15 Rne Ven Ked3
fq3Vt
Straw, car lots .»»@10 Am Zinc-5 00*7 00
Iron.
Rochelle...
2i/«
Common.... 114 82
Rice
Pure

...

Kefioeo._1%®2V4 Domestic....

Norway.3V4«4

4

®7

Salt.

Cast steel....
8® 10 Tks Is.lb hd2o®18 00
German steel.... .*8Vi Liverpool ..16031 60
Shoesteel.®2Vs Dia’md Crys, bbl 2 80
She" Iron—
Saleratuh.
We endorse all the proprietors say ab'jut
the merits of Salvation Oil. It is the

ftfU) (or

60%
69%

fiiun,

jj5 cts,

Dec
Opening. 26%
Closing.26%

Westernland .New York. .Antwerp.. ..Dee
Teutonic..New York..Liverpool. ..Dec
Dec
Labrador.Portland
Liverpool
..

PBODPCE.

Butter, cream, choice, 22‘/fe<g23Vic,

Butter, fair to good, 20®22c.
Butter. North, choice, 19®20,
Butter, unit, crm. I414IEC.
Ladle packed 12gl4.
Cheese, Northern, new do 10V2®11; Wst,ich’ce
lOglOVsC.
Eggs, hennery choice, 20330: East 21(323.
Eggs. Mich. 22,323c; other Western 2032iC.
Beans, pea.l 4531 EOunediums, 1 35gl 40.
Beans, yei. eves, 1 E0@1 05:red kid.I 50*1 56.
Beans foreign, 1 26@1 35.
Potatoes,Aroostook Co. Hebrons 3o@00c busli.
Potatoes. N H Hebrons 30(3,33.
do
Rose 30*33.
Apples, choice £> bbl, $3 0033 60.
No
2 at $1 7532 50.
Apples.
Hay. New York and Can, fancy. $18 00@19 00.
Fair to good $$10 00®S17c;lower grades $11
@$ 15.
Straw, rve, $14®$i4y2; oat, $8.®$8y2.
Chicago Llv« stock alarken
(By Telegrapltl
CHICAGO Nov. 27,1895.—The Cattle market—receipts 12,000; steady: common to extra
steers at 3 15@4 S5:stockers and feeders 2 5o@
3 00; cows and bulls. I 60®3 75; calves 2 fio®
@6 00;Texans 2 203 3 65;Western rangeis 2 25
2 80.

Hogs—Receipts 40,000; steady early, closing
weak and Ec lower; heavy packing and shipping

lots at 3 65®3 70; common to choice mixed at
3 45(33 70: choice assorted 3 6033 65; light at
3 4533 65; pigs at 2 26@3 60.
Sheep—receipts. 14,000; steady; inferior to
choice at 2 76*8 40. lambs at 3 U0@4 40.
--

Domestic

May.

MarRte"

(By Teleeranh.1

29%

NOVEMBER 27, 1895.
YORK—The Flour market
receipts
Jan. 33,791 packages: exports 6,515 bbls and 17,609 sacks: sales 9900 packages:
steady with a
8.87
Opening.
8.80 better demand.
Closing.
Flour Quotations—low extras at 2 2532 65
city nulls extra at 3 80«t3 GO; citv mills patents
Portland Stock List.
3 9034 16: winter wheat low grades ar 2 2on
3 65 : fair to fancy at 2 6633 30: Patent" at 3 60
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
*3 70; Minnesota clear 2 6033 15: straights
Krokers, 186 Middle street.
do at 3 103 3 40: do patents 3 35(64 10: do v
61 OC J£ S.
mixtures 2 8033 20; superfine at 2 1032 65
Par Value, Bid. Asked fine at 2 00@2 36. Southern flour steady and
Description.
anal National Bank.100
118
120 quiet; common to fair extra at 2 10@2 80; good
Pasco National Bank.100
100
102 to choice at 2 t0®3 30.
Rye Hour steady and
umherland National Bank.. 40
38
39 quiet at 2 5632 95.
Buckwheat flour at 1 303
98
Phapman National Bank.100
100 > "0. Buckwheat at 41%. Cornmeal dull. Rye
Pirst National Bank.100
100
102 is nominal. Wheat—receipts 254,676 bush; exMerchants'National Bank.. 75
113
114
iiuau. sales iiu,uuu uuoii,
casici
National Traders’ Bank.... 100
loo
102 and moderately active; No 2 Red in store and
’ortland National Bank_100
102
104 elev 67V4C; afloat 68Vic; f o b at 68@68V4C:
ortland Trust Co.100
llo
112 No 1 Northern—c.Corn—receipts 228.760 bus :
ortland Gas Company. 60
85
90 exports 127.434 busli;sales 143,500 busli :more
[’ortland Railroad CompanyiOO
118
120 active for exports and easier; No 2 at 35% @
Portland Water Co.100
loo
106 36c elev; 36Vi@37c afloat. Oats—receipts 82,800 busli; exports 4251 bu; sales 43,000 bush;
BONDS
dull and steady: No 2 at 23c; do White at 24@
Portland Cltv 68, 1897.103%
104 24V2C; No 2 Chicago at 24c: No 3 at 22; White
Portland 6s. 1907.120
122 do 23c; Mixed Western 23@24c; White do and
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding 102
104 White State at 24@27c. Beef steady, quiet,beef
1899.
R
R.
6s,
aid...106
Bangor
108 hams slow 14 50@$ 16; ticrced beet quiet, and
Bangor 6s. 1906, Water.116
1’8 steady; cut meats dull and weak: pickled belBam 6s. 1898, R. R. aid.104
106 lies 12 ibs at 5% ; do shoulders at 5% @6c; do
Bath 6s. 1897, Municipal.100
Lard
102 hams 8Vs@8%c; middles are nominal.
Bath 4%s, 1907, Municipal.100
103 quiet and lower. Western steam closed at 6 70;
Bath 4s, 1921, Refunding.loo
102 citv 6 30:<35 40-.refined quiet; Continent at 6 20;
Belfast 6s. 1898.lt. R. aid.104
Provisons—
106 SA 6 60: compound 4% @5Vsc.
Belfast 4s, 1892—1922, Municipal.. 99
Butter100 Pork quiet, steady; mess 9 50@$ 10.
choice
fair
firm
with
a
State
dalrv 12@
demand;
lalals4s, 1901—1911 Refunding.. 100
101
do cream at 17@22V2C; Western dairy at
21c;
Lewiston 6s, 1901, Municipal.108
110
do erm at 16@23Vac;do June 15(2(121 ;
Lewiston 4s. 1918. Munloloal.102
104 ll@16c:
do factory 9@l6c; Elglns 23V«c. Cheese quiet
Saco 4s. 1901. Municipal.100
101
large at 7V4@10c; do fancy 9%
Maine Central R. R. 7s.1808,1st. m 106
108 unsettled*,State
small at 7%@llc. Petrolewm quiet:
7s. 1912, cons. mtgl34
136 @>10c;do
united
1
57
Rio quiet, steady.
V2.
Coffee,
Su"4%s
104
106
and steady; refined steady;
‘•g6s, 1900. extens’nl06
108 gar-raw quiet
No 6 at 4e; 7 at 315-16c; No 8 at 3%C;
M4%s. 1905, Skg FdlOl
102
No 9 at £ 13-16c; No 10 at 3%c: Noll, 3 11Leeds & Farmington R. R. 6s. i896.10 L
102
No 12 at b%c: No 13 at 3 9-16c; off A at
Portland & Ogd’g g6s. 1900. 1st mtglOS
108 16;
4 J-16@4Vi ;Mould A 4% -.standard A 4Vs ;ConPortland Water Co’s 6s. 1899.104
toe
fectioners’A
4%c; cut loaf and crushed 5 Vic:
Portland Water Co’s 4s. 1927.100
102
powdered. 4% ;granulated 4Va@45/8 -.Cubes 4%.
are
those made by refiners on the
Quotations
Boston stock Market.
one-pricebasis under the plan of October loth,
The following were to-day's quotations of
1895 which makes large dealers and wholesale
stocks in Boston:
grocers agents of the Trust handling sugars on
Mexican Central 4S. 68% con ignment. and who are at stated times ol
Atchison. Topeka £ Stanta Fe R. 18% settlement allowed a cm mission of 3- 16c
lb.
Boston £ Maine R.176% There is also a trade discount of 1 per cent on
do pfn.
100 bbl lots and 1 per cent for cash if paid withMaine Central.136
in seven days, and no trade discount on smaller
New York and New England n.
quantities. No sales less than 25 barrels. For
Union Pacific.
8% sugar packed in bags there is no additional
American Bell..
charges 011 granulated or softs from 1 to 14 lnAmerican Sugar, common. 98% clvsive, and other grades Vsc
lb additional.
Sugar, nfd. 99
Freights to Liverpool dull and nominalMass., pfd. 66
gram by steam —d.
do
common. 12
CHICAGO—The Flour market to-day was
Mexican Central. 11%
quiet, easy, unchanged. Wheat—No 2 Spring
28%

NEW

PORK.

Sew York

Pratt’s Asual ..13%
Devoe’s brilliant 13%
Eggs.
Nsarpy.26® 2: > i In hall bbls lc extra
Fasten) ext..
23®0i >1
Kaisins.
Fresh Western.
©2: HMuseatel.60 lb bxs3@«
Held.
21 liLondon lay’ll *2@2 25
Battel.
1
Coal.
Creamer) ,fncy.. 24*21 !
Ketail—delivered.
Gilt Face Vr’mt.l8®2< (Cumberland.4 uo®4 60
@« 00
Choice.16*1' (Chestnut....
Cheese.
i Franailn....
7 25
N. VIIot’ry.12 gl2V4 1 Lehln.....
@6 oO
Vermont.. 12 @12 Vi iPea.
4 00
Sage.13 *13Va I
*

May.

Chickens, Northern,'choice, 16@17c.
Fowls, Northern, I2@13e.
Fowls, Western, 11312c.
Chickens, Western 12315.

COBS

Portland

Maori.S

Sept.

WHEAT.

TLA

Receipts by Maine Centra. R, R.—F-*r Port- Opening.66%
*ud, 182 cars
mncellane»u& tucicnadise; for Closing... 56%

Provisions. Produce,

May.
29%
29%
Jan.
9.00
8.95

Opening.
Closing.

Uaiirua)

61%

PORK.

67Vi.
dollars 64.

Exports.
PAYSANDU, SA. Patk Douglas—30 cases
harness 3 do scales 60i> bdls
sp pkg bx shocks
4 bales cotton goods 370,094 ft lumber.

1

Saleratus

Union Dacks.. .38®40lGloss.6%@7Va
Tobacco.
Am. calf.... 9001.10
Best brands_60®60
Lead,
Medium.30540
Sheet.6%@7
Common.26:539
^ipe.6%®6
Natural leal...,60®70
Zinc.7%®8%

Bar Bilver
.Mexican

1

....ti@5%
Spices.
Ameri’cnRu8Biall@12 Cassia, pure.... 17®19
IMace.
Too
Galv.6Vi®7
Leather
| Nutmegs.o5@6F.
New York—
IPepper.i4@l6
Light.260271 Cloves.14«16
Mia weight... .26®27|Glnger.t8®19
Starch,
Heavy.260271

Good

Leading Markets.
New York Stock

H.C.4%®5
Gen.Russlal3% 514

Quotation* on Stocks and Bonds.
(By Telegraph.)
The following are to-day’s closing quotations
ol Bonds:
Nov. 27. Nov. 26
New A’s reg.#111%
#111%
New 4’a
coup.#11134
#111%
United States 2s reg. 97
S7
Lentra! Pacific lsts.104
1C4
Denver £ R. G. 1st.il2%
11273
Erie 2ds. 73Va
73V*
Kansas. Pacific Consols. 77%
77%
Jregon Nav. lsts.111%
lily.
Kansas Pacific lsts.,108%
108 l/j
Northern Pacific cons 6s.... 37Va
36%
Closing quotations ol stocks

Atchison.17%

Adams Express.148
American Express.115
Boston A Maine.
>ntral Pacific. 17
Jnes. at onto.18%
hicato a Alton.160
Jhicago £ Alton preterrea_170
Jhlcaeo. Burlington £ Quincy 86%

Delaware* Hudson Canal Co.127
Deiaware.Laokawana £ Westl66%
Denver £ Rio Grande. 14
Erie. 1314
<10
preferred
22%
Illinois Central. 99
Lake Erie & West. 22%
^ake Shore.161V3
Louis £ Nash. 64%
Maine Central R.
Mexican Central. 11
MlchleanCentral pf.100
Minn & St. L. 22%
Minn. £ St. Louis, pf. 84

17%
1.8
115

17«%
16%
i8yg
160
170

85%
128%
165

13%
3 2%
22
9714

21%
1491/3
52%

; No 2 Red at 68%@60%c. Corn—
No2 at 266/8@27. Oats—No 2 at 18c;No 2 Rye
at 36c. No 2 Barley at 38©40c. No 1 Flaxseed
at 93Vi@98Vi ; mess pork 7 S7Vi@8 00. Lard
5 40@4 42% : short rib 4 46@4 60. Dry salted
meats—shoulders 4 50@4 75; short clear sides
at 4 75@4 87 V2.
Receipts—Flour, 15.400 bbls; wheat.246.000
bush: corn. 325 000 bu,sb; oats.341.90u bush,
rye. 9,8oO busli barley. 111,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 14,800 bbls; wheat 41,000
bush; corn. 422,000 bush; oats 155,000 bush:
rye. 4400 busn; barley 12.000 bush.

ST. LOUIS—The Flour market to-day was
quiet, unchanged; patents at 316Q3 25; extra
tancy at 2 9 ^@3 05; fancy at 2 7-;@2 76: choice
2 46@2 55. Wheat lower; Nov 54Ac. Corn is
shade lower; Nov at 24Vsc. uats steady; Nov
at 18c. Provisions—Pork 8 87Vi, Lard—prime
steam at 6 30@5 40. Bacon—shoulders at 5V2 ;
longs 6Vi; clear ribs 6% ; shorr at 5%. Drv salt
meats—shoulders 4% ; clear sides at 4% ; short
clear 6.

Receipts—Flour 2.800 bbls; wheat 17,000
busnjeorn 49,000 bush; oars 25 000 bush rv©
—

bush.

Shipments—Flour 4,900 bbls; wheat 8.700
bush; corn 27,000 bush; oats 13,000 bush;rye
—

bush.

DETROIT—Wheat—No 2 Red at 64Vfcc: No 1
67V2C. Corn—No 2 at 29c. Oats—No
White 21% c.
White

(otton

Market*

MlSCEIXANKOUS.

_-

Beliarden. New York. .PernambucoDec
Niagara.New York. .Cienfuegos ..Dec
Beliarden.New York. Santas.Dec
Werkendam .New York. .Amsterdam Dec
Persia.New York. .Hamburg .Dec
Mobile.New York.. London ...^Dec
Lucania...... New York.. Liverpool. ...Dec
New York.. Havre.... Deo
^ormandie...
K.Wilhelm II..New York. .Bremen ....Dec J
Spree .New York. .Bremen
Dec 10
|St.mance.New York. Colon:.Dec 10
Louis.New York. .S’thampton.Dec 11
Britanic.New York. ..Liverpool ...Dec 11
Noordland —New York. .Antwerp .Doc 11
Etruria.New York. .Liverpool)...Dec 14
Venezula.New York. Laguayra Dec 14
Salerno.New York.. Jiio Janeiro Dec 17
Santiago.New York. .Cienluegos .Dec 10
Scotsman---Portland.. Liverpool.. Dec 21
Philadelphia. .New York, .Laguayra) .Dec 24

STEAMERS.

60 HORSES

J

Clara

Soli
H
Sell

Blake.

Blake.

Mabel, Leman.
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New

Harbor—

Railroad, Simmons, Friendship

Sell W C Pendleton,
J H Blake.

—

J H

m. tor

Tuesday,

POUNDS.

1620

largest
shipped to this city.
They weigh from 1000 to 1620 pounds
Several nicely matched teams, weighing
ever

from 2200 to 3190

will be fount

pounds,

FROM OPR CORRESPONDENTS.

_

EXCHANfiK DISPATCHES.
Ar at Manila 15th inst, ship Cyrus Wakefield,
San
Francisco.
Henry,
Ar at Rio Janeiro 23d inst. barque Virginia,

Pettigrew, New York.

beginning November 5th, steamer Merry*
coneag will leave Portland Pier, Portlamldaily, Sundays executed:
For Long,
and
Chebeague Islands,
Ilarpawell, Bailey’s and Orr’s Islands, 2.0t‘
For
Cliff
rn.
p.
Island, Monday, Wednesday
and Friday 2.00. p. m.
Return for Portland. Leave Orr's Island
б. 45 a. m. calling at Harpsvvell and intermediate landings. Arrive at Portland 0.15
a .in*
ISAIAH DANIELS,

dlu

Have you seen t lie

Washington Design
in Sterling Silver ?

Baltimore, Nov 26—Ship Ondaunted,

°

Bridgeport, Nov. 27—The vessel which collided with sch D J Sawyer, from Randolph, off
Penfleid Reef, yesterday, was the Kate Walker,
from Bangor for Perth Amboy. The latter is
fail of water and badly damaged.
She was
towed in to Cook’s Polut. The Sawyer proceeded to New York.
Barque H J Libby, Bray, at Boston from
Turks Island, reports, EE and NW gales, with
confused seas, on tile passage, and it was necessary to heave the vessel to for days at a time
to prevent damage. Had a
gale, with hurricane
force, 12th inst, and for 17 hours had to scud
under bare poles. One of the crew, named Alfred Taylor, of Liverpool, was lost on the passage from Buenos Ayres to Turks-island.
Domestic Ports.

NEW YORK—Ar 26th, sells J B Holden, Haskell. Jacksonville: Carlton Belle. Bootlibay;
Mattie A Franklin. Rockport ; Elwood Burton,
South Gardiner: Northern Light, and Sareb A
Blalsdell, New Bedford; D J Sawyer, Randolph
Marshall Perrin, and Henrietta Simmons, Bangor; Henry P Havens, Kennebec.
Also ar 26th, schs Jennie A Stubbs, Dorr, fm
Corn Island; Henry PMason. Blair .Portland
M V B Chase, McKown. Boston for Philadelphia; S A Blalsdell, Pomeroy, Providence; EC
A True, McLaughlin, Baltimore lor New Haven;
Edw H Blake, Smith, Darien foi Providence.
Ar 27th, schs Katie-J Hoyt. Pigeon Cov; J A
Berkele. Bangor; Seventy-Six. Thomaston.
Cld 27th, snip Com T H Allen, Merriman, for
Hong Kong.
Cld 20th, sch Sarah D J Rawson, French, for
Jacksonville.
Sid 27th. ships Reuce. for San Francisco;
Sachem. Anjier: Paul Revere, Shanghai: bark
Rose Inner, st Pierre.
Passed Hell Gate 26th, sch Cumberland, from
New York for Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 26tli, schs Olive Branch. Sweet
Bangor: Antelope. Cooper, Rockport; Ruth S
Hodgdon, Gilbert, Rockland; Millville, Smith,
Franklin.
Cld 26th, sch

Independent, Case, Norfolk.
BALTIMORE—Ar 26th, ship Centennial, Colcord, Hong Kong ; sch Susie M Plummer,
Creighton, Fernandina.
Ar 26th, schs M A Rop-r, Sullivan; Charles H
Trckey, Fickett. Franklin.
FALL RIVER—Ar 25th, sch Fanny L Childs,
New York.
Ar 27th. schs Julia, and
GLOUCESTER
Mary B Rogers, Boston for Bangor; T W Cooper. Rondout for Portland; Georgia D Loud, do
jonesport.
HYANNI8—Anchored 26th, schs C A White,
Connor, Newport News for Portland; Augustus
Palmer, Norfolk for do.
LYNN—Ar 26th, sch Laura L Sprague, Wix-

want
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Jeweler

We will be pleased
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be
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Comet

Your Mind. First*

to show you.

Wednesday and Saturday.
Wednesday
and Saturday.
Central
3

Philadelphia

From

every

f lora
Wharf, Boston, p. m. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p, m. Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free »f
commission.
Konnd Trip *18.00.
Passage *10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F, F. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and
General
Manager, 89 State St., Fiske Building, Boston.
Mass.
oot22dtf

MAINE COAST NAVIGATION CO.

Popham Beaoh, Boothbay

Harbor and

Wisoassett.

WILLIS Al CATES

DIAMONDS,

I 573 Congress St.,

SILVERWARE

I

and

Choice Cut GlaSS.
STEAMER

Watch, Clod
.Jewelry Re
pairing.

Fine
and

“SOKOKIS.”

Time Table.
On and after May 30,1896, Steamer Sokokis
run until further notice, as follows:
Leave Bridge street, Westbrook, at 10 a, m.

will

2.00 and 3.30 p.

On and after Tuesday, Oct. 29th, the
and fast

STEAMER

i Watches, Jewelry,

m.

Returning, leave Mallison Falls at 11 a. m.,
2.45 and 4.30 p. m.
Arrive at Westbrook in time to connect Witt
the 12. 3.30 and 6.30 electric cars for Portland
Be sure and take the 9.10 a, m., 1.10 or 2.4C
electric cars from Portland, head of Preble St
J. H. HEZ ELTON, Prop.
Junei8tf

new

SALACIA.

will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, or. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 8 a in
Popham Beach at lo a. in., Bath at 12 m.'
Boothbay Harbor at 2.30 p. m. Arriving at
Wiscassett about 3.30 p, m., connecting with
file 3.66 p. m. train ou tne Wiscassett & Quebec
R. R.
Returning—Leave Wisoassett on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays at 6.46 a. m.,

Boothbay Harbor at 8 a. m., Bath at 10 a. m.,
Popham Beach at 11 a. m. Arriving at Portland about 1.30 p.
Fare, *1.00 to

Wiscassett.
O. C. OLIVER,
President.

in.

Bath, Boothbay Harbor

and

CHAS R. LEWIS,
Treasurer.
dtf

oct29

FREEPOBT STEAMBOAT CO.
rtOMMENCING Sept. 23d will leave PortV-1 land Pier for Falmouth, Consens’, Littleand Bustin’s Islands,
Woll’s Point and Freeport at 2.00 p. m.
RETURNING, leave Freeport at 7.00 a. m.
for Portland.
J. P. BAXERT.
sep9dtf

john’s, Great Cheheague

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
mew Work Direct Line.
LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGH1

Delightful and Invigorating Sea Trip.

The Steamships Manhattan and Col tag,
City leave Franklin wharf Tuesdays, Thurs
days and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leavi
Pier 38. East River, same days at 6 p. m.
Fare to New York, one way, $4.00: Rount
trip $7.00.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. L1SCOMB, General Agent.
nv2-dtf

international

Steamship

Co.

FOR

Daily Line, Sundays Excepted.

THE NEW AND
BAY
STATE

STEAMERS
PORTLAND,

PALATIAL

AND

alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Portland,
every evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in season
for connections with earliest trains for points
beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston,

Evening

ever;

at 7 o’clock.
J, B. COYLE,

J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt.
Oct. 1,1896.

GRAND

TRUNK

RAILWAY.

..

—'cid

alW

ASH/nGTCLN—Cld

LINE

ALLAA
Royal fflail

Liverpool,
Londonderry,
I
from

Steamships.
Halifax & Portland Service

Lii-erimal.\ Strum-hips
| Numidian,
I.aurentian.

Mongolian.

Front
Halirax.
30 Nov.
14 llec.

From
Portland
28
12
20
9
23

Nov.
Deo.

28

Numidian.
Jan.
11 Jan.
Laurentlau.
23
Steamers sail from Portland about l p.m. on
Thursdays after c;rival of ail trains due at
Portland at noon.
REDUCED RATES.
CABIN—Portland to Liverpool, $50 to $00
Keturn. $100 to $110.
SECOND CABIN—To Liverpool, Londonderry, Glasgow or Belfast, $30. Keturn, $65.
Steerage to Liverpool, Queenstown, Londonderry, Belfast, London or Glasgow, $10.

LINE I
STATE
York and

Steamships.

Glasgow via Lonclenderry.
Cabin, $40 anti upwards. Return, $80 and
New

upwards.

Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and

Galway. Prepaid steerage $35.50; intermedi-

Apply to P. McGowan and H. G.
STARR, Portland; H. & A. ALLAN. Boston,
or to H. & A. ALLAN. General Agents, No.
1 Inda St., Portland, Me.
ate $:;o.

DOMINION

LINE.

Royal Mail Steamships
1895

Winter Rates

FLORIDA

fm”

ATLANTA pAm.

Liverpool

Service via

From Liverpool.
Nov. 14
28

Dec. 12
20
9
23
Feb. 0
"
20
Mar. 6
19
April 2

Jan.

1896.

EASTERN DIVISION.

From Union Station for Cape Elizabeth,
$$8.45 a. m.; Saco. Conway Junction,
1 Wolfboro, 9 00 a. m.; Biddeford,
Portsmouth, Amesbury, Newburyport, Salem,
Lynn, Boston, $2.00, $9.00 a. m.; §12.55,
$6.00 p. in. Arrive ill Boston, 5.58a. m.. 12.49,
4.15, 9.20 p. m. Leave Boston for Portland,
7.30, 9.00 a. m., 12.30, 7.00. 7.45 p. m.

‘Labrador

Front Portland
Steamer.
"Labrador
Dec. 4
Scotsman
19
Vancouver
Jan. 2
Labrador
10
Vancouver
Labrador
Scotsman
Vancouver
Labrador
Scotsman

on

this

For
port.

p.

m.

Arrive in

Boston, 5.58

a.

m..

4.15

p.

Leave Boston for Portland. *9.00 a. m.,
7.00 p.m,
$Does not run Mondays.
tConnccts with Kail Lines for New YorU,
South and West.
with Sound Lines for New York.
$Connects
* Western Division from
Nortn Berwick Sundays only.
Scarboro
$$Conneet9 at
Crossing with
train for Boston via Eastern Division.
tickets
to
all
Througn
points in Florida,
the 8outh and West for sale at Ticket Office,
Union Station.
D. J. FLANDERS, G. P. and T. A.. Boston.
ie2idtf
ill.

In
Effect
November 3, 1895.
Trains leave Portland, Union Station, Railway
for
stations
named below aua interSquare,
mediate points as follows;
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Rockland,
Augusta, Waterville, Skowhegan, Hittsfteld,
Bangor, Bucksport, Lisbon Falls, Lewiston via
Brunswick.
8.30 a. m. For
Mechanic
Falls,

voyage will sail

30
13

Feb.
•'
27
Mar. 12

April
••

on

20
9
23

Wednes

1 p. m.

Steamers Bail from Portland about 1 p. m. on
Thursdays after arrival of all trains due at
Portland at noon.

Danville Jc. (Roland Springs)
Rumford Falls.
Lewiston,

to Liverpool, $50, $00 and
$70. Keturn, #100, $110 and $130.
Intermediate—To Liverpool, Londonderry,
Glasgow or Belfast. $30. Return, $55.
Steerage—To Liverpool, Queenstown, t-oudonderry, Belfast, London or Glasgow, $16.
to
H. G.
For further particulars, apply
STARR, 21-2 Union wharf; T.P. McGOWAN.
418 Congress street; J. W. PETERSON, 2 Exchange street, or to DAVID TORRANCE &
CO., General Agents, foot of India Street,
uov20dtf
PoitlaSd, Mi

ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF

Boston, Southern and Western,

offices and connections

railroad, (Eastern

MAILS.

intermediate

via Boston

&

Maine

division)—Arrive at 12.30,
б, and 11.30 p. m.; close 8 a. m. and 12 rn.
6.15 and 9.15 p. m.; Sunday, arrive 1.25 p. m.;
clos3.30 and 9.16 p. m.
Boston, Southern and Western,, and intermediate offices and connections, via Boston and
Maine railroad (Western division)—Arrive at
12.30, 5.30 and 8.30 p. m.; close 6.88 a. in.,
and 2.45 p. m.
Eastern., via Maine Centra! Railroad—Arrive
2 a. rn. and 1 p.m.; close 12.00 m. and 9.15
m.

p.

Augusta, intermediate offices and connections
via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2.00 and

9.00 a.m. 1 and 6.15 p. m.; close at
m. 12.00 m„ 4.15 and 9.15 p. m.

6.00

a.

and connecCentral Railroad—Arrive at
m.; close at 7.45 a. m., and

tions, via Maine
1 and 6.16 p.
12.25 p. m.
Rockland, Intermediate offices and connections
via Knox and .Lincoln
lailroad—Airive 1
And 6

p. m.; close at 6.00 a. m. and 12.25 p. m.
intermediate offices and connecvia Maine Central railroad—Arrive at
1 p. m.: close at 12.25 p. m.

Skouhcgan,

tions.

Island Pond, VI., intermediate offices and
connections, via Grand Trunk Railway—Arrive at 12.15 p. m.; close
at 8 a. m. and 1.00
p.

m.

Gorham,

N. H., intermediate offices and connections. via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive at
8.40 a. m. and 12.15 p. m.: close at 8 a. m.,
1.00 and 4.30 p. m.
Swanton, Vt., intermediate offices and connections, via Mountain Division M. C. R. R.Arrive at 8.30 p. m.; close at 8.00 a. m.
Bartlett, N. H.. intermediate offices and connections via Mountain Division M. C. R. R.—
Arrive at 9.00 a. m. and 8.30 p. m.; close at
8.00 a. m. and 12.25 p. m.
Duck Pond, Pride's Corner, Windham, No.
Windham, Raymond and South Casco—Arrive

at 12.00 m.;

Rochester,
.—

close at 1.45 p. m.
H., intermediate offices and

N.

—

vtuuu

wmuvuvoipi

am

con-

uau—ai*

rive at 1.46 ana 6.00 p. in.; close at 6.30 and
11.46 a. m.
Cumberland Mills—Arrive at 8.40 a. m.. 1.46
6.00 and 8.3o d. m.; close at 6.30 a. m., 11.45

Livermore Fails, Farmington, Phillips, Rangeley, Oakland and Waterville.'
8.45 a. m. For Bridgton. Fabyans, Burlington, Lancaster, St. Johusbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St. Raul and Minneapolis a. m., ana 6.30 p. m.
and all points west.
Westbrook (Saccarappa) —Arrive at 8.40 a.
10.30 a. in. For Brunswick, Bath, Lisbon m. 1.45 and 6.00
p. c.; close 6.30 and 11.45 a.
Falls, Lewiston, via. Brunswick, Gardiner Au- m. and 6.30 p. m.
gusta and Waterville.
Elizabeth
and KnlghtviUe—Arrive at
Cape
1.00 p. sn. Express for Brunswick, Lisbon
Falls. Augusta, Waterville. Bangor, Bar Harbor 8.00 a. m. and 6 p. ra.; close at 6 a. m. and 1.45
m.
p.
Oldtown and Houlton, via B. & a.
ISowcry Beach—Arrive at 6 p. n>.; ciose 1.45
l.iSp. m,. For Danville Jc., Poland Springs
station. Mechanics
Rumford Falls, p. m.
Falls,
Lewiston, Farmington, Klnglield.
Phillips
Oakland, Bingham, Waterville, Skowhegan,
Classification oj Domestic Mail Mat
Bangor aud Vanceboro.
ia
1.80 p, m. For Freeport. Brunswick, Au- ter.—Domestic mail matter,—that
gusta, Bath, Rockland and all stations on mail matter sent in the mails from some
Knox & Lincoln division. Waterville, Skowoffice
within
the
United
States
to
post
liegan. Belfast. Dover and Foxcroft, Green- some other
post office within the same,
ville, Bangor. Bucksport, Oldtown, Vanceboro.
is divided into four classes, as follows:
St. John, Halifax, Honlton and Woonstoek.
1st class. Written matter, namely, letters,
3.30 p. m
For Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Fryburg. North Conway, Fabyans, Lancaster, postal cards, and all matter wholly or partly in
Beecher Falls, Lime Ridge & Quebec, St. Jolius- writing, whether sealed or unsealed (except
manuscript copy accompanying proof sheets or
Dury, Montreal and CDicago.
6.05 p. m.
For Brunswick. Bath, Lisbon corrected proof sheets of the same.) All matter sealed or otherwise closed against Inspection
Falls, Augusta and Waterville.
5.10 p. m., For New Gloucester, Danville is aiso of the first class.
2d class. Periodical publications, namely all
Junction, Poland Springs station, Mechanlo
Falls, Auburn and Lewiston.
newspapers and other periodical publications
11.00 p. m, Night Express, sleeping cars, for which are Issued at stated intervals and as
Bath, Rockland. Lewiston, Augusta, Waterville frequently as four times a year, whicn bear a
Bangor, Bar Harbor, Bucksport, Vanceboro, St. date of issue, and are numbered consecutively,
Stephens, St John and all Aroostook County, are issued from a known office of publication,
Halifax and the Provinces, but does not run to are formed of priutd paper sheets.without board,
Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft or beyond cl. th, leather or other substantial binding.
Information
of
a
To be
of
public
Bangor, Saturday nights.
character, or devoted to literature, the sciences,
SUNDAY TRAINS.
art, or some special indi stry, and must have a
7.20 a.m., paper train for Brunswick, Au
legitimate list of subscribers, and must not
be designed primarily for advertising purpose*,
gusta, Waterville and Bangor.
1.00 p. m.
For Brunswick
Lisbon Falls. or for free circulation or circulation at nominal

Lewiston, Bath,
Bangor.

Augusta,

11.00 p. m„ Night
cars for ail paints.
ARRIVALS

Waterville,

and

Express with sleeping

IN

PORTLAND.

Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans. Bridgton,
in.; Lewiston and Mecbanles Falls
m.: Waterville,
Augusta and Bath,
8.35a.m.; Mattawamkeag,Bangor and Rockland
12.25; KiugSeld, Phillips, Farmington, Rumford F'alls, Skowhegan, Oakland and Lewiston
12.30 p. m.; No. Ccnwav aud Fryeburg 4.40
RockWaterville,
Skowhegan,
p. m.;
land 5 25 p. m.; St, John. St.
Stephen,
Aroostook County, Bar Harbor and Bangor
6.35 p. iff. i Range ley,
Farmington, Rumford
Falls, Skowhegan. Lewiston 6.45 p. m; Chloago
and
Montreal and
all
White Mountain
points. 8.10 p.m., all points on B. & A. R. R„
Bangor, Bar Harbor, Rockland 1.40 a. m,:
express Halifax, St. John. Bangor Waterrllle
and Augusta. 3.30 a. m.
PAYSON TUCKER, V. P. & G. M.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.
Portland, Oct. 25, 1895.
oct4
dtf
From
8.25 a,
8.30 a.

Portland &

Worcester Line!

rates.

3d Class. Books, circulars, periodicals and
other matter wholly in print (not included in
second-class matter), proof-sheets, corrected
proof-sheets and manuscript copy accompanyng the same.
"Printed matter” is defined by statute to be
"the reproduction upon paper, by any process
except that of handwriting, of any words,
letters, characters, figures or images, or of any
the
combination
having
thereof, not
character of anlactual and personal correspon-

dence."
A“clrcular” is defined by statute to be a
printed letter, wnich.according to internal evidence, is being sent in identical terms to sever
at persons.” and does not lose its character as
such by writing therein the date, name of the
addressee or of the sender, or the correction of
mere

typographical

STATION FOOT OFPKEBLE STREET.
and after Sunday. October 6, 1895.
trains will Urn Portland:
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Naanna, Windham and Epping at 7.3U A
m. and 12.30 p. in.
For Manchester,. Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Springy ale. Alfred, Waterbore and Saco River at 7.30 A m. 12.30 and
On

Passenger

4.25 n.

errors.

Merchandise, namely all matter
In the first, second or third
classwhlcb is not in its form or nature liable to
destroy, deface or otherwise damage the contents of the mail bag, or harm the person of
any one engaged In tne postal service, andnot
above the weight provided by law
Limit of Weight of Mail Matter.—So package
weighing more than four pounds snail be re
4th Class
not embraced

heiveo for

R.

conveyance

bv mail,

except single

cooks weighing in excess ot that amount, ana
elcept books and documents published or
circulated by order of Congress, or offlolal
from
of
the
any
matter emanating
Departments of tne Government or from
the Smithsonian Institution.
30 Second-class matter mailed In packages
at the pound rate Is not subject to the fcurpound limitation.
The above limit of weight does not apSI
ply to matter in foreign mails regulated by
postals conventions.
Kates of Postage.

m.

For Gorham at 7.30 and 9,46 A m., 12.3(1
3.00, 4.26, and 6.20 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30,
9.45 A
and
12.30.
3.00.
4.26,
m..
6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
“Hoosae
Tunnel
at Ayer Junction with
Route” for the West and at Union Station.
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
via “Providence lane,” for Norwich ana
New York, via “Norwich I.ine” with Boston
A Albany R. R. for the Wost, and with the
New York All Rail via “Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a ni.,
5.45 n.
and
1.30
m.; from Gorham
at
6.40, 8.30 and 10.50 A
m., 1.30,
5.45 p.
in.
4.15,Hand
For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to F. H. COLLINS. Ticket

Agent, Portland. Me.
Je29

i. W. PETERS, Supt

dtf

Portland & Rumford Falls
Oot. 7, 1835.
DEPARTURES.

In Effect

R’y.

8.30 A. M. & 1.15 P. M. From Union Station
for Poland, Mechanic Falls. Buekfleld. Canton.
Dir Held and Rumiord Falls.
8.30 a. m., 1.05 and 5.10 p. m. From
Union
Station
for
Folanl
and

Mechanio Falls.
Train leaving Union Station 1.15 p. m. connects at Rumford Falls with R. F. & R. L. R. R.
train for Jlyron and Houghton.

Through" passenger' coaches between"Union
Station,

First Class Matter—The rate o
postage on matter of the first class is as
On

follows:

1. On letters and other written matter
except that specially authorized to pass at
third-class rates and on sealed matter or matter
otherwise closed against inspection, two cents
per ounce or fraction thereof.
On postel cards one cent each, the price
foi which they are sold.
3. On “drop letters” two cents per ounoe or
fraction thereof when mailed at letter carrier
post offices, and one cent for each ounce or
fraction thereof at offices where free delivery
by carrier is not established.

The rate of
Matter.
On Second-Class
postage on second-class matter when sent by
the publisher thereof, and from the office ot
publication, including samples copies, or when
sent from a news agency to actual subscribers
thereto, or to other news agents, is one cent per
pound or fraction thereof.
The Irate

Portland and Rumtord Falls.

Through tickets ou sale for all points
on T. A It. F. R’y.
R. C. BRADFORD, G. P. A T. Agt.
Portland, Mains.
L. L. LINCOLN Superintendent,
FeblOdtf
Rumford Falls. Mains

REDUCED RATES.

Cabin—Portland

Cashier's Office, (Sundays excepted), 7.80 a
to 7.00 p. m.; Money order department, 9 a
to 6.00 p. m.
Registry department. 9.00
a. m. to 6.00 p. m.
General Delivery. (Sundays
excepted) 7.30
а. ni. to 7.00 p. m.
Sunday 9.00 to 10.00 a. m.
Carriers' Deliveries, (Sundays excepted)—In
business section of the city between High and India streets at 7.00 and 9.15 a. m. 12.45 p m, 1.30
and 5.15 p. ai.; in other sections at 8.00 a. m.,
l. 30
en.
p.
Collection from
Atlantic
to
Grove on Congress, 6. a. m.
Sunday delivery at
Office window, 9.00 to 10.00 a. in. Collections
from street boxes at
11.00 a. m., 4.00
and $.00 p. m. Sunday, 6.00 p. in. only.
m.
m.

Farmington, Intermediate offices

Biddeford. Portsmouth. Newbury
Salem, Lynn, Boston. 2.00 a.m., 12.65

Londonderry.

Scotsman

••

day at

SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Boston, express, 3.45 a. m. For Boston
stations, 1.00, 4.15 p. m. Arrive iu
Boston, 7.V6 a, m., 5.27, 8.44 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 3.45 a. m.

and way

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R.

—

In^port'sciis

|

Manager.

—

7 Nov.
21
5 Dec.
19
2 Jan,

OFFICE HOURS.

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

For Bath,

now on

Francisco.

**/

Gen’l Manager.

From Boston every

nov20

October 20, 1895.

SUNDAY TRAINS.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

JOHN 0. MURRAY,

Memoranda.
New London. Nov 26—Sell Mary C Crosby,
which str uded on Stonington Point, was floated to-day and towed iuto Stonington. She Is
leaking badly and will be brought to New London for repairs.
the way from London to New York, has been
engaged to load with coal at Baltimore for San

ALFRED RACE, manager.

oct5dtf

81 Franklin Street.

for

m.

n

aug31dtf

isew xora.

SOMES SOUND. Nov 26-Ar, sch E I White,
(new, 3 master) Look. Harrington via Jouesport, to load lor New York.
WISCASSET. Nov. 27—Sid, sch Hannah F
Carlton, Beal, Jonesport.
RED BEACH. Nov 25—Ar, sch Grecian Bend,
Leigqton, Windsor, NS.
\

leave Portland at G.45 'a.

T°uchi“g
Squirrel
Island,
Harbor, Heron Island, So. Bristol
and East Boothbay.
Wednesday, leave Pemaquid at 6 a. m. for
Portland and above landings,
Thursday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. ni. lor
Boothbay Harbor.
Touching at Squirrel
lsia lid.
Friday, leave Boothbay Harbor at 9 a. m
for Portland. Touching at
Squirrel Island.
Saturday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for
Touching at Squirrel Island,
Eas£ifi.00tll£ayBoothbay, Heron Island and So. Bristol.

SSJKJUi1
Boothbay

Don’t fail to see them ai
Webber, Damariscotta— in this lot.
their kind are seldom seen in this market,

JONESPORT, Nov 25-81d. schs Clifford I
White, Falltlngliam, Sands River and NYork;
E 1 White, (new) |Look, Somes Sound, to load for
New York; Charlie Bucki, Jenkins, New York;
Lizzie Brewster, Peabody, Boston.
Ar, schs Wm Keene, Norton, Portland; Hamburg. Bryant, Sbuiee, NS.
BGOTHBAY HARBOR, Dee 27
SUL schs
Wm Jones, St John, NB. for New York; Wm M
Barnes, Bangor for New Bedford; Eldora.
Gray. Millbridge for Plymouth; JasFreeman,
Johnson, Macliias for Boston; A McNichols,
Wooster, Macliias for do; Rabbonl, Bangor for
Vineyard Haven: M C Moselev. Sullivan for
Providence; Eliza Levenseller, Thomaston tor

Enterprise

Boothbay Monday afc 7.15
Portland, touching at So. Bristol,
*8 an<*’ ^00t;kbay
Harbor and Squirrel
Island

1000 to

Blake.

in*■>

Monday, Sept. 2,

Will leave East

а.

R.

Trains
(or
Scarboro Crossing, 10.00a. m.. 5.15,6.20, p.
m.; Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00,10.00
а. m.,
3.30, 5.15, 6.20, D. m.; Old Orchard,
Saco, Biddeford, 7.00, 8.40, 10.00 a. m.,
6.20, p. m.; Kenne12.40, 3.30, 6.15.
bunk, 7.00, 8.40, a. in., 12.40. 3.30. 6.16,
б. 20 p.m.; Wells Beach, 7.00.8.40 a.m 3.30,
5.15 p. m.; North Berwick, $3.45, 7.00,8.40,
a. m., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. ill.; Kennebunkport, Somersworth, Dover, 7.00, 8.40 a. in.,
12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p.m.; Rochester. Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m.. 12.40, 3.30 p. m.;
Worcester
(via
Wolfboro, 3.30 p. m.;
Somersworth and Rochester,) 7.00 a. in.;
Manchester, Concord, 7.00 a. m.. 3.30 p. m.;
Rockingham Junction, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3.30 p.
m.
Exeter. Boston, $3.46. t7.00, $8.40a. m.,
Arrive in Boston, $7.25,
§12.40. 3.30 p. m.
lu.15 a. m 12.55, 4.20. 7.15 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. in., 1.00,
4.16 p. m.

Boothbay Steamboat Co.

Steamer

news

Cleared.

Island, 8.00,a

R.

WESTERN DIVISION.
leave Portland, Union Station,

ARRANGEMENTS.

After

PORTLAND.

El Dorado, Means, Millbridge—J H Blake
Cinderella, Monroe. Round Pond—J H

In Effect

Table, In Effect Nov. 25, ’95.
Leaves Portland For Fore.t City Land in v
Peaks Island, 5.46, 6.40, 8, a rn, o in and
For Little and Great
6.10 p. in.
Diamond,

FALL

WEDNESDAY, Nov 27.
Arrived,
Steamer Manhattan. Bragg. New York—with
passengers and mdse to J i> Coyle
Barque Golden Sheaf. Chandler, Perth Amboy—coal to A li Wright & Co.
Soli Edw Waite, York, Philadelphia-coal to
Electric Eight Co.
Sell Adelia Carlton, Wall, New York—coal to
Wm Spear.
I have received from
Sch C M Gilrnor, Thompson, Port Clyde.
Guelph, Out.
Below—Sch Coquette.
GO head of the
and best horses
Sch
Sell

ME.

Winter Time

Portland and

...

POUT OP

Co!

PORTLAND,

!-t

ll.lLli.-»

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

Boston & Maine

f.
General Manager.
___nov25dtf

iBy Tetacrann.»"•
Easlport. Lubec. Calais, SLJohn, N.3., Halifax, N. 3.
NOVEMBER 27, 1895.
and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova ScoNEW YORK—The Cotton market to-day was
tia, Prince Edward Island, and Cape Breton.
The favorite route to Campobello and
22% quiet, unchanged; sales 202 bales, middling upat
St.
anas
85/sC;
middling gulf 8%c.
Andrews. N. B.
83%
U1S3IUU1
....
(JUV2
oU-Vi
NEW ORLEANS—The Cotton market to-day
Winter Arrangement.
few Jersev Central.108%
1U7
steady; middling 8 6-16c.
ferthen Pacific common. 4Vs
514
On and after Nov. 18th, and until further
CHARLESTON—The Cotton market to-dav
do
do
preferred.... 15%
notice, the steamers of this line leave Kail16% firm; middling 83
I forthweatern.106%
road
106%
Portland.
Wharf,
Monday auci
fortnwestern. nfd.16L
SAVANNAH—The Cotton
market to-dav
160
Thursday at 5 p. m.. fcr Eastport, Lubec
on. Newport Nows.
few York Central.100%
and St. John, with
09% was steady; Middling 8 13-16e.
the above connections
Ar 25th, sell E H Weaver,
HAVEN—
NEW
few York.Chicago & St. Louts 13%
jb%
MOBILE—The Coiton market to-dav was
Returning—Leave St John, Lubec and Eastdo 1st pfd. 70
Weaver, Philadelphia.
70
port same days.
firm; middling 8 3-16c.
NORFOLK—Ar 26th, soli Tofa, Purington,
sew York&N E. 62
50
Through tickets Issued and baggage checked
MEMPHIS—The mtron market to-dav was Carteret.
ihio&Mias.
to destination. HT“Freight received up to 4.00
8% steady; middlings 8 5-16e.
In Hampton Roads 22d, sch Wm H Allison, p. m.
( >ld Colony...179
179
Kenistou. Baltimore for Charleston.
>nt. & Western. 17V*
For Tickets and
15
apply at the
NEW HAVEN—Ar 26th. sell Roaa Mueller, Fine Treo Ticket Staterooms,
I •aclllc Mail. 30%
European Markets.
30%
Office, Monument Square
Baltimore.
Littlejohn.
or for other information at
’ulmau Palace.163
163
Teieerann.1
Company’s Office.
(By
Ar
sch
A
Charles
PHILADELPHIA—
26th,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
J teaame. 10%
10%
LONDON, Nov. 26. 1895.—Consols 107tfcd Campbell. Robinson. Boston.
took Island
ap29dtf
J. B.COYLE,Gen. Man.
76%
76%
for money and 107 Vsd for the account.
Cld 26tli, schs Alice McDonald, Brown, for
; It.Paul & Omaha. 42V*
,
4i%
Havana.
Foster.
Haroldine,
Cienfuegos;
do prfd.122%
LIVERPOOL.
Nov.
27.
122
1896.—Cotton market
Cld 26th. sch Carrie E Pickering, Lynn.
; It Paul. Minn. & Mann.112V*
132% —Steady; American middling at421-32d: es•
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 26tli, sch Geo E Waltimated sales 12.000 Dales; speculation' and
lugar,common. 993/*
y8s/a
cott, Reed. Portland.
[exas Pacific. 934
934 export 1000 bales.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 26th, sch Odell, Bangor
JnionPacific. new. 91%
9%
for Boston.
DxDress.
42
42
Sailed
27th, schs Lottie, from South Amboy
OCEAN
1. S. s St.h, Louis & Pacific..
-.TEAM
Eli.
MOV
7
EM i, n
7%
for Thomastou; Catharine, from New York for
Yabado prfd. l<)3/*
19%
FROM
FOR
Adeiia T Carlton, New York for PortBlueliill:
lYestern Union. 877/*
87% Umbria.New York..LiverDool.. Nov
30 land:
Nettie B Dobbin, Two Rivers, NS, for
ilenmona & West Point.
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow ..Nov 30 Boston; Norton, York for do; Nevada, Boston
do prfd.
Phoenicia.New York..Hamburg. ..Nov 30 for Portland: Perre!, do for St George; Annie On and after MONDAY. Nov. IStli, 1895
trains will run as follows:
Maasdam-New York..Rotterdam..Nov30 L
do for Behast; Chester R Lawrence,
Holbeim.New York.. Rio Janeiro Nov 39 doGreen,
LEAVE.
New York Mining Stock*.
for Rockport; 8 Sawyer, do for DamariscotCatania.New York. .Rio Janeiro Nov 3o ta; Hcien Maria, do for Portland; Lucy Belle, For
Auburn and Lewiston 7.16, 7.55 a. in.
(By Telegraph.)
City of Para.. .New York..Colon.&c,. .Nov 30 do ior Addison: Annie Gus. Philadelphia for
1.10.1.80.6.20 p.m.
NEW YORK. Nov. 27. 1895.—The following Bourgoyne.New York. .Havre
Nov 30 Calais; Ivy Belle. Salem for Bristol; Ciarafrom For Gorliamand Berlin, 7.55a.m.. 1.30 and
Ems.New York.. Bremen
I .re to-day’s closing quotations 01 mining stocks:
Noa 30 Amboy for Rockland.
5.20 p. m.
Advance.New York.. Colon;
I Jol. Coai.
Nov 30
SAVANNAH—Cld 26th, sch J Manchester For Island Pond,7.55 a. m., and 1.30 p. m.
Iocklng;CoaL. 2% Laurentian —Portland ...Liverpool .Dec 12 Haynes, Mai thews, Philadelphia.
For Montreal and Chicago, 7.65 a. in., anti
Saale.New York. .Genoa
1 fomestake.
Dec n
30
SALEM—Ar 20th, schs A J* Emerson. New
1.30 p, m.
)ntarlo. 8% Seguranca-New York.. Hav|& Mex Dec 4 York for Portland; L J Call, Bath for NYork; For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
Caracas.New York.. Laguayra
iuicksilver. 2
Dec 4 Geo E Pre6cott. New York for Boothbay.
Paris.New York. .S’thampton Dec 4
do Pfd.. 6 Vs
Ar 26lh, sch May
ARRIVALS.
VINEYARD-HAVEN
ilexlcan...
O’Neil. Watts, Fernandina lor Boston; Luis G
Dreadfor
Portland;
From
News
Lewiston and Auburn. 8.25 a. m„ and
Rabel, Newport
12.15 3.10. 5.15 and 5.30 p. ni.
naught, Greens Landing for Philadelphia.
Old PeopleBoston Produce Market.
EhzabethChamberlain.
From
Island Pond.' Berlin and Gorham,
Ar 20th. schs Cyrils
old people who require medicino to
BOSTON. Nov. 27. 1896.—The following are
reg- port for Saco: Thomas Hix, Rockland fordo:
8.25, a. m.,12.15 and 5. 30 p. m.
I o-aav's quotations of Provisions. Proauce.etc. ; ulate the bowels and kidneys will find Hume, do for Newport; Daylight, lortlandfor From Chicago ana Montreal, 12.15 and 5.30
the true remedy in
p. m.
Electric Bitters 1
FLOUR.
Eliza B Emery, Woodbury M From Quebec. 12.15 a. m.
This
medicine does not stimulate and
Sspring patents. Minn.. 3 66®$3 75.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on Night
Snowi Ellen Perkins. Ella May, Emma M Fox.
contains no whiskey nor other intoxicant
wains and parlor cars on day trains.
Spring pat. Wis., 3 60@3 56.
bnt acts as a tonic and alterative. It acts
26th. sch Eva May, TICKET
spring, clear and straight, 3 00®3 35.
OFFICE
NO.
MIDDLE
ILMINGTON
177
Winter patents, 3 60®3 66.
mildly on the stomach and bowels, adSTREET, AND DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA
Winter, clear and straight, 3 00®3 60.
ding strength and giving tone to the
26th, sch H E Thomp- bTREET.
Add 26c to the above for the jobbing rates.
L. J. SEARGEANT Geu’l Manager.
oagans,
Nature
thereby aiding
in son. Steele. Boston.
the
Portland. Nov. 18th, 1896,
of
WASHINGTON—Ar 2oth, barque Herbert
dtl
MF.ATS.
performance
the
funcPort Spain.
tions.
Corning,
,
Electric
Fuller,
Bitters
is
an
and
short
excellong
rut,
13
00.
’ork,
# barrel,
j ’ork, light and hvy backs $12 00® 13 00.
lent appetizer and aids digestion.
Old
Foreign Ports.
14 00.
People find it just exactly what they
j ’ork, lean lends$16
60: do beef $19 » bbL
Ar at Hong Kong 21st inst. ship John R Kel"ongues pork,
need. Prico fifty cents per bottle at Geo.
New York.
leef, corned, $8 604611 50.
M. Young’s Drug Store, 489 Congress St. lev Chapman.
Ar at Montevideo 20th inst, barqne Alice
boulders, corned apd fresh 6Vac.
H. G. Starr, Westbrook.
1 moulders, smoked. 7%.
Beed Ford. Boston.
i iams. large and small, 9%®10c.
At Santos 22d inst, barque Doris, Masterton,
—AND THE—
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
for Baltimore 261 h.
1 tacon, 9® 10c.
Ar at Kingston I6th, sch Lena R Storer,
‘ork. salt 6%c.
THE BEST SALVE in tho world for
Pascagoula.
Bruce.
7.
Briskets, salt
Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Sid fm Sagua Nov 19, sch Normandy, Merry,
lausages, 8c.
Fever Soros,
1 lausage meat, 7c.
Tetter, Chapped Hands, 1
Savanna la Mar 8th Inst, brig Jane
SSld
.ard. tcs, 6%c;pails, at 7®7%c; If, in pails, Chilblains, Corns and all Skin Erupand
BE8T
CHEAPEST
Flushing.
CLYDF ILIRE
INF
tions, and positively cures Piles, or no Adeline.StSanborn,
8%«9%.i
route, including all ex
Jag“ J*111 Inst, sch Willie L Newton, ULIUC
Ar at
leef steers.7%®8%.
It is guaranteed to give
pay required.
penses. call or send for prices and family u
Rockport.
Coombs,
leef, fresh, hinds, S@12c; fores, 3®6%c,
perfect satisfaction or money refunded.
Sid tin Havana 22d, sch John Paul, Cowan, lustrated advertising.
.ambs, spring, 6@7%c ^ lb.
Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by Geo. Port Tampa.
<?■ A. Flanders, E. Agt.. T. G, Eger, T. M,
logs, dressed.clty, 6%e $ lb: country, 4VaC.
M. Young, 489 Congress St., H. G. Starr,
Sid fm Louisburg, CB, 21st, sch Robt Grahrin 201 Wash’ll St., Boston. 5 Bowling Green, N. \
Portland/
! rurkeys, Northern, choice, 16#17u,
Hart,
oct3
Dun,
Westbrook,
HS&IMno
Cur key k, WeitWR 12W*136
11
101

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF,

Trefethen* and Long
and 2.16, p. 111.
C. W.
GODING,

MINIATURE ALMANAC.NOV. 28.
Sunrises
.6 51I™
f_ 7 64
Sun sets.4 i4|Hi2h water j
8 55
1
Length of days. 9 23lw
8 ft 4 in
Moon sets. 3 03'Uele“ttlde j
7ft9in

marine

RAILROADS.

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT

—

—

56Vi©67%

4
4
5
5
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

Wiscassetdk Quebec Railroad Co
On and after Nov., 4th 1895, Trains wil

leave Wiscassett for Albion and way stations a
9.18 a. m. and 8. 65 p. m., arriving in China a
12.00 a.m‘ and u.58 p. ni.
Returning trains leave Albion at 6.00 a. m.
and 12.15 p.m., arriving in Wiscassett at 9.05
a m. and 2. 57 p.m.
J. P. TUCKER. Supt.
RICHARD T. RUNDLETT. Geu’l Mgr.
tl6mo3
maylS

periodical

of

postage

on

newspapers

and

publications of the second-class
by other than tne publisher or news

when sent
agent, is one cent for each four ounces of
fractional part thereof.
The rate of postage on newspapers (excepting
weeklies) and on periodicals not exceeding two
ounces in weight,whenithe same aredeposited in
is uniform at one cent each; on periodicals
weighing more than two ounces, two cents
each.
when
de
Newspapers and periodicals
posited dv tile publishers or news agent in a
letter-carrier office for general or box delivery
are subject to pay postage at the rate of oue
cent per pound; when deposited by other than
publishers or news agents, tor general or box
delivery, the rate is one cent for four ounces or
fractional part thereof.
Weekly newspapers when deposited by the
publisher or news agents in a letter-carrief
office, for delivery by carriers, or otherwise, are
subject only to the rate of one cent a pound or
fraction thereof.
All second-class publications, when sent by
the publisher or a new s-agent by mail, to a let
ter-carrier office located either in the county
of publication
or elsewhere, are subject to
postage at the rate of one cent a pound, which
entitles them to delivery by the oarriers.
On Third-Class Matter.—The rate of postage
on tliird-cass matter Is oue cent for each two
ounces or fractional part thereof.

WEDDINC RINCS.
Gold Rings,
Tbousandl Solid
Diamonds
Emeralds, Pear s. Opals, Rubles, Moon Slones and
Garnets in any kind of a setting. Engagement and
wedding Rings, a specialty. Largest Stoek. Best
Goods. Lowest Prices, McKJENSY, the Jeweler.
Monument Square*
"tugiaxitf
A

tt-tt:

'pir:f:s5.

rfu3 *f.
NEW

;•

How

ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

it

Will Re Observed

the

in

City

Todao.
E. Lll)by.
Eastman Bros, & Bancroft.
1 arrabee’s White Store.
For Sale—Smith & Abbott Co.
.T.

s.'iOO Reward.
Sts. Jeannette and

Came James Doyle to Bury
Brother

Mary W. Libby,

mtnissiouers’ Notice.
Bines Bros.

t

New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
and Similar advertisements will be found under
tneir appropriate Heads on Page 0.

BRIEF

WHO

THE

WAS

HACKMAN

His

AS-

SAULTED IN EWAN’S.

JOTTINGS.

The third Central Club lecture will be
delivered in Bangor next Monday evening
by E. C. Bwett, Esq., of Portland, and
the subjeot will bo Picturesque Maine.”
The Unitarian Women’s Alliance will
meet at the parish house on Friday af-

James

Doyle's

Butler

Seccessful

School

Boy to

Owner—He Talks of the
—Offers

a

Career—From
a

Rich

Mine

Mining Craze

Reward for the Arrest of His

Today is Thanskgiving and the day
will be devoted as usual to ohurcli going,
athletic sports and other amusements.
A union social
Thanksgiving sorvice
will bo held in the
Congress
vestry of
street Methodist church this morning at
eleven o’clock.
All aro cordially invited.
At Williston the annual Thanksgiving
prayer meeting will be held in the chapel
at 9.30 a. m.
The union servioe of
Congregational
and Liberal churches will be held at F irst
Parish church at 11 a. m. Kev. Dr. Dalton of St. Stephen’s church will deliver
an address on “The Necessity of Leader-

shij).

’’

Tho post office will be open and collecBrother's Assailants.
tions and delivery made at the usual holiNovember
at
three
o’clock.
ternoon,
9th,
Mr. .Tames Doyle, an old Portland boy, day hours.
Yesterday was a charming day after the
but now a prosperous resident of Victor,
The Portland Social Union of Christain
storm of Tuesday.
was in the city
yesterday on a Endeavor will hold a prayer meeting at
The Maine Steamship Company, the Colorado,
sad errand.
Ho is the brother of poor 7 a. m. at tho Friend’s church,
OakCasco Bay Comany, Randall & MoAlliswas street.
John H. Doyle, the haekman who
rer, Sargent, Dennison & Co., J. A.
so terribly injured in
The football game to he played on the
Egan’s saloon and
Emery & Bro., presented their employes
who died at the hospital and was buried ball grounds at 10.30 between the Woodfat turkeys for Thanksgiving.
and it was to be present at his man-Cook company and the
StovensMr.T. P. Hawley, who was run over yesterday,
that the brother James’made the Silver company, promises to be
funeral,
a
hotly
Tuesday was hurt much more than was
long journey from Colorado to Maine.
contested match.
thought at the time of the accident.
It will be remembered that
it was
In ;tho afternoon occurs the football
Samuel Coney was before Judge Robdecided by the authorities after the post game between the Portland High school
for collecting garbage
inson yesterday
mortem examination that death was due aud Thornton Academy teams.
This
without a license, but the case was nol
to consumption, and not the result of tho game will draw a large crowd
if tho
prossed.
terrible assault upon him.
weather is tine.
The sale of tickets to the Dr. Parkhurst
James Doyle, who is terribly shocked by
There will bo a shoot between the Portlecture
at
9
began yesterday morning
his brother’s death, does not incline to land Signal
Corps and the Lewiston
o’clock, at Cressey. Jones & Allen’s and
this idea, and believes his brother would Ambulance team
at the
Stroudwuter
there were many sold.
lie alive today, if the assault had
not range.
The track of the Portland & Cape Elibeen committed.
The Portland Gun club will hold
a
Furthermore, lie offers
zabeth Railway company is being relaitl
a reward of I'oOO for tho arrest and
con- shoot at their
range at Woodfords.
at the corner of Fore and Market streets.
viction ol tho nen who committed the
There will be
performances by the
Tne work will he completed in three or
cow.'.-diy and brutal assault. It had been Waite Comedy company at Portland
fout days.
Superintendent McLeod is
his intention tj stay in Portland for some theatre afternoon and
evening.
making the necessary alterations for the
time and do wist he could tjward
the
F’ox & Ward’s minstrels will be at City
company.
discovery of the assailants, but a telegram ball, afternoon and evening.
The steamer Enterprise of the Portland
from Colorado, received yesterday, made
There will be a matinee and evening
and Boothbay line will go on the marine
it imperative for him to return
there performance at the Park theatre.
railway for a few days to be overhauled
and he started on the PullThe Signal Corps, N. G. S. M., will
and putjin readiness for the winter sea- immediately,
He felt very badly to have a ball at City
man this morning.
hall, Deering, this
son.
consultation with
leave without
the evening.
There will be an exhibition
There was no adjourned city meeting
authorities, and doing something more drill followed by a dance.
Military men
held in Doering last night. The report
toward the discovery of the ruffians, hut are requested to
appear m umrorrn.
would be a meeting was a
that thaio
his immediate presence in Colorado, is
There will be a free sociable at
the
mistake.
absolutely necessary.
Mountfor street Zion Methodist church in
PERSONAL.
the evening.
AN EXCITINU CAREER
Hon. Fred E. Richards entertained Hon.
Arthur Sew all of Bath Tuesday.
Eon. S. C. Strout, justico of the Supremo Court, has donated his portrait to
the Oxford Bar Association.
It will be
hung in the library room in the new
court house.
Rev. lather Chadwick, chaplain of the

battleship Maine, is the guest of the Rt.
during his stay in the
city.
Rev. Bishop Healy

Mr. H. H. Schofield of Farmington, a
student of Gray's Business college, has,
through their influence, secured a situation to teach the commercial branches

penmanship

at the Oak Grove Semiof Vassalboro.
Thcso wore among tho arrivals at the
Preble House yesterday: W. L. Morse,

and

nary

Taunton;

D. H. McLennan, Montreal;
•i-E. Snow, Augusta; O.
D. Varney,
Jersey City; E. M.
Henry, Orhawa,
Out. ; \V. K. Butler, Buffalo; F. Hamilton. Liverpool; H.
Appleby, Brooklyn ;
F. P.Stone, Brooklyn; C. E. Mott, New
York; C. E. Snow, Auburn; J.S. Pratt,
Auburn; Fred Joy, R. N. Miles, Boston.
These were among the Falmouth arrivals yestorday; G. C. Clark, J. G. Crawford and wife, C. H. Cook and wife, E.
W. 'Hildreth, Boston; G. E. Macomber,
Augustaj E. Horton, C. A.Neilly, E.
K. Johnson, New York, Dr.
O’Brien
and family,
Groveton; E.
Milliken,
Gardiner; J. Harris, Portsmouth; Hiram
Bliss, Jr., Washington; George S.D.
Leavitt, Eastport; C. O. Roberts, Malden.

TheylKept^tOpen
T;»e
house

House.

Emerald
AssociatesJ^kept open
at their frooms last evening. A

James Doyle has had an varied and exciting oareer. The writer remembers
him

student in the Butler
school
fifteen
After
years
ago.
finishing his studies there, he went West
to see what he could find for employment
as a

about

and, the mining fever striking him, he
started actively at work as a miner and has
“panned” and prospected in California,
Nevada, Colorado and numerous other
western states.
He was lucky and has
made and spent several fortunes.
Just at present his home is at Victor,
Colorado, in the midst of

Cripple

the

vessel the Casco Bay Steamboat company
will run a steamer from Custom House
wharf every fifteen minutes between the
hours of 10 a. m. and 4 p. m.

that have no real value whatever, but; the
for speculation is such that people
will buy anything and everything.

for men at Y. M. C. A. hall
noon at 4.30 o’clock.

THE PORTLAND MINE.
Mr. Doyle located a rich mine which
he has christened after his native place,
“The Portland.”
This mine he says is not a speculative
but

Maine.

a

The New

views.
There will be

Enthusiasm

Unbounded

Republicans

All Over

dreds of Letters

Manifested
the

by

State—Hun-

Received,

The State of Maine Reed olub
of the
very bright idea

was

a

enterprising

Lincoln olub of this city, and it is bound
be a marked success from now
until
the day of the presidential
election of
to

next year.

Yesterday, active steps wore taken towards the furtherance of
the movement
which is of so much interest to all
the
Several weeks ago when tho idea
state.

originated, a sub-oominittee was appointed to tako charge of the j)reliminaries and yesterday the members of tins
committee reported their work.
The meeting was field at the rooms of
the Lincoln club in Monument square,
President George Libby in the
chair.
There was a large attendance of members
of tho club and those interested in the

proposed organization.
The sub-coinniittee consisted

of

Gov.

P. Shaw, Hon.
Cleaves, Col. Thomas
George P. Wesoott, Weston F. Milliken,
Esq., and Edward P. Chase, Esq.
Tho report was made by Col.
Shaw,
was eagerly listened
tho secretary, and
to. Col. Shaw explained that he had
written many letters to prominent
Republicans in all sections of the state, and
had found that over two hundred and
fifty replies of gentlemen desirous to aid
iu the work of organization, had already

Thanksgiving

a

Post

and

as one

by

ono

was

pressing the belief that Maine’s favorite
son would lie our country’s next
President, great applause was created.
Remarks were then made by Governor
Mr.
Cleaves, Col. Shaw, Mr. Milliken,
Chase and W. Edwin Ulmer, Esq., showing the great interest manifested.

Upon

motion

riuuituiu,

ji

Captain

of

was

o leu

.John

this

after-

Office.

THE CAT COOK,
Before

Judge Robinsod For Va-

gancy aud

Discharged,

D.

ganization will be held.

become

CHESTNUT STREET

SCHOOLHOUSE.

The Contract Awarded to Mr. M.

C. Hutch-

The bids for repairs and plumbing of
Chestnut street schoolhouse were opened
yesterday by the committee on pubiio

11

I

of GORHAM
adds the intrinsic value
of
article bearing this
well-known Trade-mark

f

| the
|

reputation of being
made by the foremost
Silversmiths of the age
in which we live. Whoever receives the present
will think of it, also.

2

Too Good for Dry Goods
Stores —Jewelers only.

2

|

f
|
;

|

THERE IN NOT A DESIRABLE FUR CAPE THAT WE DO NOT CARRY IN STOCK.

and complete the work in three
after the oolsets are received.

brought

last

a

was

discontinuned
to the sheriff.

and

he was turned
has beon re-

Beggio
promise that

leased upon the
he will quit
the city and the State.
Ho could not bo
h'ld as a tramp, for. he has plenty of mon

They

$6.75

$250.

to

to-day.

RINES BROTHERS.

Money in Guessing,

If you over deal

particulars.

from

Have been $12.00 until

weeks

unanimous vote.

No

Range

WE PUT ON SALE FRIDAY 25 MISSES’ JACKETS AT $8.75,

week, who was cooking cats, was before
Tho Butler school repairs are about
Judge Robinson. The case against him, completed and tho school will be reopened
him
with
a
being vagabond, by Tuesday or Wednesday of next week.
charging
over

Prices

Out*

in Stocks, write for
will oertainly interest

PURE

-

SILK

-

»♦»»♦♦♦♦ »»»❖♦♦♦♦ »♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦ ♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦>»♦♦ ♦+»

|

Ribb
A

Work,

at

grand opportunity

to

“THE RAINY DAY”

♦

purchase Ribbons for fancy

£

and

Holiday

that

!•

Dollar.

a

on

x
so

many of the old say-

♦

i

ings tell us to prepare for,
is generally the day after

❖

*

60c

f

♦
♦

{♦

a

big

♦

fire.

X
♦
♦

♦

As

represent the strongest
fire insurance companies, we are
able to protect you from such

♦

$

About IOOO Pieces of Satin Gros Grain Kibbons.
♦
The
Sale yesterday was a great success, and wo shall continue it To♦
Prices.
same
at
the
morrow,

a

♦

we

X

i

day.

♦
♦

♦

Mo. 5,

Mo. 7,
Mo. 9.
Mo. 12,

"

"
»

•

*

16 and

»

»
*

22,

for 3

■

■

l-2c yard.

for 6c yard.
for 7c yard.

for lie yard.

Mo. 40, 3 1-2 in. wide )
•
Mo. 60, 4 inches wide 1
for I9c yard.
Mo. SO, 5 inches wide )
See
All colors and shades.
Display in our west window.

_

!

f

DOW & PINKHAn,

♦

Fire and

t

Casualty

Insurance.

X

|

35 Exchange Street.

t

♦

]
!

TO THE WARSHIP

MAINE.

j

|
—

Astrachan and Electric Seal Fur Capes.

Mr. J. H. DuSoy bid $1531, and would
allow $120 for the old material and do the
work in six weeks.
The Smith & Abbott company bid $1693

Something to be j
Thought of in j
Presents.
mmm

SPECIAL

Notices will bo forwarded to all before
the date of organization.
A general invitation is extended to all
the Republicans of the state to join
In

r™
II The

$10.00, "T™

President Libby selected as memDers of
this ooramittee the same gentlemen who
had composed the sub-committee.
At an early date the meeting for or-

Sunday
published a
long
Myers & Mahoney bid $1500 and agreed
descriptive of the mine and says it’s
In the Municipal Court yesterday morn- to
complete the work in four weeks.
owners, Doyle and Burke have a property
the
Carlo
man
who
was
ing
Beggio,
Mr. Hutchinson’s bid was accepted by
worth $6,000,000.
here from North Scarboro
At one time Doyle was the publisher of
the Cripple Creek Crusher, which he renamed the Times and which he says cost
him a good many hundred dollars a week
for the privilege of running.

JACKETS, SATM UNO,

(Hill a commi1 [eti

you. Address J. ARTHUR 1399 BroadThe fact that ho built a way n. y.
him.
ey with
lire on a barn floor to cook his breakfast
Sudden Death.
was not regared as any proof of malicJohn
Lackley, Jr., an employe of the
iousness, for it has never bec^ supposed
ed as”one(of the "best features of the eve- believe in Free Silver.
that he meant to set the barn on fire. Maine Steamship Company, was found
ning. Vocal selections were given by C.
T?TT V'E’T? A T. rvc r/YUV
T_T
TA/'YATT
He appe; red union relieved when allowed dead in bed at his home yesterday mornQuinn, Mr.. Files, John Clarity, Edward
The funeral of John H. Doyle, took to go free. He had his hair cut win
Lackley worked till the steamer
at ing.
Quinn, Thomas Foley and others.
was loaded and went home
“No man excused,” was the motto of place yesterday afternoon at the Cathedral the jail, was cleaned and made quite a Cottage City
There presentable looking person.
He apr -ars witli the rest of the stevedore’s crew, apPresident O’Neil. The special guests of of the Immaculate conception.
Rev. to be of weak in telle it.
parently in his usual health. During the
the evening were Mr.Tracey,Mr.Medowes was a large attendance of friends.
night a young boy, who slept in the
and Mr. Fisher of Boston. The commit- Charles Collina oflioiated in an impressive
room with
WEDDINGS.
manner.
The pall bearers were Francis
him, heard him groan and
tee of arrangements
consisted of C.
asked if he was siok, and wanted
D. Melaugh, Henry O’Connor, John W.
anyII.
J.
J.
Quinn,
Dixon
Carey,
McGee,
As the groans quiokly ceased he
thing.
O’Connor.
and P.
The
O’Connor. There was a general Dunn, Jand Edward
Fernald—Bakeman,
good time and it was a late hour when burial was at Calvary.
thought Mr. Lackley had suffered an atthe merry party broke up.
A
wedding took place at Woodfords tack of night mare, and therefore went to
In the morning he found that
Monday, when Mr. Charles E. Fernald and sleep.
Second Parish.
Miss Clara Bakeman, both of Woodfords Lackley was dead.
Death was
The committee of tho Second Parish
probably
The ceremony was wit- due to heart disease.
were married
church made their usual Thanksgiving
a number of near relatives and
distribution of chickens, vegetables and nessed by
friends of
the bride and groom. After
apples yesterday afternoon from the vesrefreshments
were served,
the happy
try. Eighteen families having children
4.SO train for Alfred,
connected with the Sunday sohool were couple took the
where they will spend a short honeymoon.
Tho
distributers
were
supplied.
their
return they will reside at 9
thus enabled this yeai to largely increase On
their donations by the generous gift of Woodfords street, Woodfords.
fowl, vegetables and fruit from the peoPortland School for Deaf.
;
ple of their former pastor, Rev. Dr. MerGovernor Cleaves and his council paid
rill, now at Scarboro.
a visit to the School for the Deaf
Monday.
King Eider Ducks.
They wore much pioased with the inter^
Last Saturday Mr. W. S. Dyer fired twice nal condition of the school. The Goverinto a flock of thirteen ducks on the nor and Council thou paid a visit to the
name
Nonesuch river, woll up to the Boston new dormitory. This is now practically
to
& Maine railroad bridge and got eight. completed and ready for the furnishings,
;
He was satisfied that they were a variety which are to be p ut in at once. It is exany
that the dormitory will be ready
with which he was not acquainted.
He pected
brought them in to Lino Daniels yester- for tlie pupils when they return from

Making

HANDSOME

be appointed by the chair to report a list
of officers and that the “Reed Club of
Maine” be at once organized.

the movement and

10.00 and 12.50.

$8.75,

by Col. Shaw,
passed by, all ex-

service

m.

last
article

Style of cut, lined, interlined, trimmed
with Thibet, for

been received.
Tho letters were read

Cashiers’ and General Delivory'windows buildings.
will be open between the hours of 8 and
Mr. M. C. Hutoliinson made a bid of
9 in the morning, and 1 and 3
in
the $1600 less the $350 allowed for old closets
afternoon today.
Delivery by carriers at and tanks, making the bid $1250, the work
Collections at 11 a. m. and 0 p. to bo done in four weeks from date.
7 a. m.

of

WE SIIATjIj SIBIjTi

inson.

_

York Herald

Active Steps Taken Y esterday Towards
Its Organization.

con

good regular producer of an
a paying property.
This Portland mine is owned by Doyle
and a Major Burke, who also came from Brought
one,

MAINE^T^

OF

members of
Today the'steamers Jannette and Mary
W. Libby will make trips to the battle- the club.
It is confidently expected that at least
ship Maine leaving Portland Pier every
five hundred members of the club will
at
10
fifteen
minutes,
commencing
attend in a body the Republican national
o’clock.
The Ladies’ Circle of the Gospel Mission convention of next year, wherever that
will give a Thanskgiving entertainment great gathering may be lie Id.
this evening at the Gospel Mission hall,
consisting of Aunt Jerusha’s Album of
Living Pictures and a series of stereopti-

served after which an adbaaquetj
Mr. Doyle pointed to a picture of Mr.
jouinmen.j was had to the main hall, Reed and said : “There’s our next P.esiwhere a fine literary and musical pro- dent. California and the whole
West wLl
gramme followed.
President
James be for him.
They admire him for his
0*SSfail acted
as
toastmaster and his
Take
positive qualities and brilliancy.
hrlgns little speechesgin introducing the the word of a Rocky Mountain miner,
memberof the club can be fairly count- the West will all be for
Reed, if we do
was

The general public are invited to visit
In order to
the battleship Maino today.
accommodate all who wish to see
the

Creek excitement.
He says
the speculation and excitement there is simply terrific and fortunes
are made and lost every day.
Muoh of
the dealing is in mines and
properties
oraze

CLUB

“REED

THANKSGIVING.

FROM “CRIPPLE CREEK”

■

2

|
*

j
f

SI
X

day and Dr. Daniels said at once that their Christmas vacation.
This afternoon the pupils will attend
they wore King Eiders and that be never
of so many being together hero, the minstrel preformance in City Hall,
knew
and that he never know of any ever be- by invitation of Manager O. E. Dyer.
ing seen so far up the river.
Friday evening the pupils will produce
a play,
which they have arranged under
Coining to Portland.
the supervision
of Miss Devine, one of
The Bangor News says: “Tho Pleasant
the teachers.
All the parts will he asRiver
Granite Company, Addison, will
sumed by the deaf children.
pi future carry on the business in Portland. .T. L. Dalot, agent for the company, is about to move his family to that
oity, much to the regret of the many
friends’theyjhavolmade during the twelve
years they have been in Addison.’’
Tho company leased Deake wharf some
months ago.

Tlie White

Yesterday

Store.

attraction at
this popular store was the sale of
silk
ribbons which were reoeived only last
Tuesday. The large window forms a
most beautiful sight, filled as it is with
color-harmonies of the latest ribbons.
the

principal

There is

no more

Thanksgiving

ver

Of Huntington,
Vt., says: I was laid up
with inflammatory rheumatiam.
Medicines and prescriptions did not
seem to
help me. I decided to try

HoocTs Sarsaparilla
at once began to improve, and am
now
a well man.
I would not keep
house

without Hood’s.

fl;

six for (5

WHITE
_SIG

REWARD!

STORE,

EVERY EIFTEEN MINUTES

Congress street.

$500

FOR

SALE,

For the arrest aud conviction of the
parties who assaulted John H. Doyle, 'Ia4;ee Boston Heater Furnace, lias a 31 inch
in a saloon on India street, on or about j ;rate. Will heat twenty live thousand cubic
eet. Has been used but one season. Will sell
the 17 th day of September.
t a bargain if taken at once. The SMITH &
JAMES DOYLE,
1BBOTT CO., 72 Uuiou Street.
nov28
illw wky2t
Victor, Col,
novi'Sd-Uno*

FROM

PORTLAND PIER.
The ship will he open to visit-

©IS

ail

day.

ROUND TRIP
nov23

tasty

Polish

JEAsteamers
WARY M. EIltBV
Your oM silverware
,r»I»s to the Warship look like new.

'\kl1

a

wil make any silver beautiful.

tile
MAINE

to

beautiful silver.

Mosis Liquid Gold and Sil-

'IV.‘ 1 *'.an'1

Sheriff Norton

important adjunct

dinner than

25

CENTS.
dll

No acid to

can

t«e made to

eat.no grit to scratch, no ammonia
blacken.
Try a twenty-live cent bottle,
l'or sale In Portland by Owen. Moore & Co.,
Kastman Bros.& Bancroft. Frank P.Me Kenney,
jeweler; Hooper, Son & I.eighton. silverware
depot; Frank B. Clark, stationery and notions;
Morgan & Co., fancy goods; H. *H. Hay, H. P..
S. Goold, D. W. Heseltine & Co., Simmons &
llammond, under eye and ear infirmary. Goold
& Bragden, druggists;
Landers
Babbidge,
Druggists; Smith and Broe. druggist; John
Wllianisou.i druggist; B. W. Bootiiby, druggist;
Geo. Dow, druggist; Geo. E. Young, druggist;
in citv of De#r:og; Chapman and Wyman,
druggists. Made only by Mosis Mfg. Co,,
Portland. Me.
nov23d3L
to

